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Abstract
Tephra hazards from large explosive eruptions can damage and destroy thousands of
buildings at once, presenting significant challenges to post-eruption recovery efforts. These
impacts can be better anticipated and reduced using insights from pre-eruption building impact
assessments. However, our ability to make accurate and informative impact assessments is
currently limited by a relatively poor understanding of how buildings perform when exposed to
tephra hazards of varying severities. This thesis addresses several key issues with the aim of
reducing uncertainty in future tephra hazard impact assessments.
To increase the pool of empirical data available for forecasting likely impacts, a new
method is developed to conduct remote tephra fall building damage and vulnerability
assessments. Using this method, tephra fall building vulnerability models are developed that are
the first specifically for buildings common throughout Indonesia. These are also the first models
to consider damage less than severe roof collapse, showing that partial roof collapses can occur
at tephra loads < 50 kg m-2 (~2.5 – 8 cm thick deposits, depending on density).
To make more efficient use of limited data, statistical vulnerability assessment
techniques commonly applied in research on other natural hazards were applied to volcanic
hazards for the first time. These techniques enabled transparent development of vulnerability
models and were used to quantitatively assess, for the first time, how the interaction of multiple
types of tephra hazards can influence building vulnerability. Specifically, it was found that
compared to when there is no tephra deposit, the presence of a 5 cm thick layer of tephra on
reinforced concrete or clay tiled roofs can triple the kinetic energy required for volcanic
projectiles to penetrate through roofs.
Post-depositional absorption of rainfall into tephra deposits is a major source of
uncertainty in tephra fall building damage assessment with previous theoretical work
highlighting that load increases > 100% are possible. To better constrain the likely upper limit
of loading increases, rainfall simulation experiments were conducted across a wide range of
different grainsize distributions. Experiments found that loading increases >30% could not be
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achieved, even under two hours of intense rainfall, suggesting 100% increases - whilst
theoretically possible - are unlikely to occur.
By accounting for variations in tephra hazard, building exposure, building vulnerability
and rain fall conditions, I conducted a damage estimation sensitivity study at Kelud volcano,
Indonesia. The high sensitivity (up to 45 %) to individual variations and the compounding effect
of simultaneous variations (up to 85 %) highlighted the importance of propagating uncertainty
from all components of the modelling process into impact assessments. To reduce model
sensitivity and increase confidence in building damage assessments it is important that future
vulnerability assessments more accurately quantify the hazard intensities that buildings
experience following future damaging eruptions.
A critical gap that future research should address is that no pre-eruption building
damage assessments have ever been validated against post-eruption damage observed at the same
volcano. Following the methods outlined in this thesis, a higher number of high-quality tephra
hazard building damage assessments can be carried out and eventually improved via calibration
against observed post-eruption damage.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Recent eruptions at Taal in the Philippines (2020), and La Soufrière in Saint Vincent
and the Grenadines (2021), are reminders of the significant damage and disruption that
can be caused by tephra hazards. Amongst the wide array of impacts from these
eruptions, 10s to 100s of buildings were damaged or destroyed by the accumulation of
tephra fall deposits (Copernicus EMS 2020, 2021). The word tephra collectively refers
to any pyroclastic material that is made airborne during an eruption, regardless of its
composition or size (Thorarinsson 1944). Once in the air, tephra can be dispersed over
vast areas, eventually sedimenting out of the atmosphere, potentially covering thousands
of square kilometres with tephra fall deposits that are sufficiently heavy to trigger roof
or building collapse (Blong 1984). Relatively large tephra particles (> 64 mm in
diameter) are referred to as blocks or bombs and are typically constrained to within 10
km from their eruptive vent, but because of their high kinetic energies they too can
damage buildings, by denting or penetrating through the building envelope (Blong
1981). How buildings perform when exposed to tephra is important because it
influences how many people are killed during an eruption (Spence et al. 2005; Yamada
et al. 2018), how long it may be before people can live inside the buildings again and
how costly it may be for repairs to be carried out (Blong and Aislabie 1988; OramasDorta et al. 2019).

The overall aim of this thesis is to improve the understanding of how tephra hazards
damage buildings so that the impacts caused by future eruptions may be better
anticipated and eventually reduced. This chapter introduces disaster risk reduction and
volcanic hazard assessment and then provides a discussion of the current state of volcanic
1

risk assessment research. I then focus on past tephra fall building damage surveys and
highlight key gaps in tephra fall building vulnerability research to date. This chapter
finishes by outlining how the following chapters are linked to the overall thesis
objectives.

1.1 Disaster Risk Reduction
Substantially reducing the impact that disasters have on society has been recognised as
an essential step towards achieving sustainability goals globally (UNISDR 2016). To
reduce the impacts of disasters there have been several coordinated international efforts
launched by the United Nations, the most recent of which is a 15-year framework - the
Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction. This voluntary, non-binding
agreement was adopted by >190 United Nations Member States in 2015. It recognises
the role of the state as the primary actor in disaster risk reduction, holding them and
other key stakeholders accountable towards making progress on a set of disaster risk
reduction (DRR) goals and targets (UNISDR 2015). To achieve these goals the
framework includes four ‘priorities for action’:
1. To understand disaster risk
2. To strengthen disaster risk governance to manage disaster risk
3. To invest in DRR for resilience
4. To enhance disaster preparedness for effective response and to “Build Back
Better” in recovery, rehabilitation and reconstruction.

The research in this thesis primarily contributes to priority 1, by providing methods,
guidelines and data to improve understanding of the risk posed to buildings by tephra
hazards. Priority 1 is critical to the success of those that follow because having a sound
2

understanding of risk is required to inform decisions on how risk should be managed
(Simpson et al. 2014; Murnane et al. 2016). Coordinated DRR efforts such as the
Sendai Framework and those that preceded it, appear to have been largely successful, at
least in terms of the number of fatalities linked to natural hazards, which have been
decreasing for decades (Ritchie and Roser 2014). Also, since the beginning of the
International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction in 1990 there has been a steady
increase in the number of DRR studies published annually (Orimoloye et al. 2021).
Disaster risk is often studied and discussed in terms of its three main components:
hazard, exposure, and vulnerability. The definitions for these components indicate that
they are intrinsically linked and interdependent (Figure 1.1). This means comprehensive
risk assessments must address all three components and that deficiencies in any one
component can reduce the credibility of an entire assessment (Murnane et al. 2016).

Figure 1.1: Conceptual relationship between risk and its three main components: hazard,
exposure and vulnerability. Definitions from the United Nations General Assembly (UN-GA
2016), highlighted to illustrate links between components.
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Despite a growing understanding of the drivers of disaster risk, both the frequency and
economic losses from disasters are still increasing (World Bank 2012). Research suggests
these increases have been primarily driven by increasing exposure associated with
urbanisation and economic development (Mohleji and Pielke 2014; Pielke 2021).
Exposure to volcanic hazards is increasing with populations within 100 km of Holocene
active volcanoes having risen at rates above the global average since the 1970’s, and the
size of built up areas having more than doubled, from 16,000 to 39,000 km2 (Pesaresi et
al. 2017; Freire et al. 2019). As exposure continues to increase and human settlements
edge farther into areas that may be threatened by volcanic hazards, understanding the
vulnerability of the built environment to volcanic hazards will become increasingly
important (Deligne et al. 2022). This thesis is concerned with better understanding and
quantifying both the exposure and vulnerability of buildings to tephra hazards.

1.2 Volcanic eruptions and hazard
Volcanic eruptions stand out in many ways, when compared to other natural hazards.
Eruptions simultaneously produce multiple volcanic hazards that can interact with and
cascade from each other in complex ways. Volcanoes can produce eruptions that vary in
volume and intensity by orders of magnitude, the smallest of which may have little to
no impact on local communities whilst the largest have destroyed entire towns and
triggered periods of global cooling, leading to extreme harvest failures and famine
(Oppenheimer 2003; Newhall et al. 2018). Eruptions can last years, and alter the
landscape in such a way that the impacts of an eruption may be felt long after it ceases
(van Westen and Daag 2005; Forte et al. 2018). Life-saving evacuation decisions are
complicated by volcanic unrest that may give years of warning prior to an eruption, or
4

that may stop without an eruption occurring at all (Leonard et al. 2008; Donovan et al.
2018). Conversely, even at well monitored volcanoes, eruptions still occur with little to
no warning, presenting a significant hazard to those nearby (Yamaoka et al. 2016).
Because many volcanoes erupt relatively infrequently, it is common for people in
communities surrounding a volcano to have never witnessed an eruption, and this can
exacerbate underestimations of risk relative to statistical estimates (Lavigne et al. 2008).

Volcanic hazard assessment seeks to characterise the style, magnitude and frequency of
past and potential future eruptions. Information on past eruptions is derived from two
main sources. These include the geological record left by past eruptions and historical
records. Historical records can provide detailed information about eruptions and their
impacts and can record relatively small eruptions that may leave little to no trace in the
geological record (Bonadonna 2006; Cronin and Cashman 2007). However, historical
records are often not old enough to reliably capture the frequency of large-scale
eruptions (Deligne et al. 2010; Mead and Magill 2014), and historical accounts can at
times prove difficult to validate (Garrison et al. 2018; Jenkins et al. 2020). Geological
studies extend eruption records far beyond historical records, and through careful
analysis of the deposits left by past eruptions, their style magnitude and characteristics
can be determined (Carey and Sparks 1986; Bonadonna and Houghton 2005; Pyle
2016; Bernard and Bouvet de Maisonneuve 2020). The spatial extents of deposits
typically form the basis of volcanic hazard maps at individual volcanoes and are used to
inform the modelling of volcanic hazards that may be expected from future eruptions
(Tilling 1989; Macías et al. 2008). Despite society’s increasing exposure to volcanic
hazards, the average number of deaths caused by volcanic eruptions has been decreasing
for decades (Auker et al. 2013; Brown et al. 2017). This success can be largely attributed
5

to life-saving evacuations, enabled by increasingly sophisticated volcano monitoring,
early warning and communication systems (Tayag and Punongbayan 1994; Newhall
1997).

In addition to volcanic hazard maps that delineate zones of differing hazard levels, often
based on the extent of previous eruptive deposits or set distance radii from an active vent
or vent region, anticipation of the extent and nature of volcanic hazards in a potential
future eruption can also be informed through computational modelling. These types of
volcanic hazard assessments can vary greatly based on their intended purpose and scope.
For example, they may consider multiple volcanic hazards or individual hazards from
multiple volcanic sources (Jenkins et al. 2012, 2021); they may be scenario based, with
hazard extent and intensity being modelled for a set of eruptions of a given size or style
or they may be fully probabilistic. Multiple scenarios will often include the most
commonly occurring hazardous eruptions and/or the less frequent, but largest eruptions
considered possible for a given volcano (Macedonio et al. 2008); or in cases where the
site of the next eruption site is unknown, scenarios occurring in multiple locations may
be considered (Hayes et al. 2018). Probabilistic volcanic hazard assessment seeks to
capture the full spectrum of possible eruption scenarios (for a given volcano or within a
given area) and evaluate either the relative or absolute probability (typically on an
annualised basis) of each scenario occurring (Bear-Crozier et al. 2016; Miller et al.
2016). This is typically achieved using Monte Carlo methods to stochastically sample
eruption source parameters from a group of probability distributions (e.g. Biass et al.
2016a; Tennant et al. 2021). This process produces a large number of eruption scenarios
(typically 10,000 or more) that when grouped together, provide a hazard assessment that
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is likely to realistically represent the frequency and intensity of the chosen hazard or
hazards within the area of study.

1.3 Volcanic impact and risk assessment
Volcanologists often write that volcanic risk assessment is still ‘in its infancy’ (Jenkins et
al. 2014b; Blake et al. 2017; Wilson et al. 2017; Hayes et al. 2019b; Bonadonna et al.
2021b). To move from infancy to maturity, vulnerability assessment has been identified
as the least developed aspect of volcanic risk assessment and therefore the most in need
of improvement (Bonadonna et al. 2018). Studies of social, economic and systemic
vulnerability (Armijos et al. 2017; Barclay et al. 2019; Wild et al. 2019) or of indirect or
long-term impacts (Wilson et al. 2009; Dominguez et al. 2021) are particularly rare,
when compared to studies focused on direct physical vulnerability. Reasons why physical
vulnerability studies are more common have been proposed by Bonadonna et al. (2018).
These include that physical impacts are commonly reported after eruptions (providing
more data for physical vulnerability studies), because physical vulnerability can be
studied through laboratory experiments and because of the established engagement of
engineers in DRR.

Large, international, multi-disciplinary research programs - mostly funded by the EU have driven volcanic risk research forward since the start of the 21st century. Some of
these influential programs include, in order of inception: EXPLORIS (Baxter et al.
2008), ENSURE (Galderisi et al. 2013), MIA-VITA (Bignami et al. 2013) and
STREVA with 53 academic papers and reports (e.g. Armijos et al. 2017; Barclay et al.
2019; Phillips et al. 2019) as well as films and exhibitions designed to increase
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community engagement with volcanic risk. Beyond these programs, the importance of
better quantifying vulnerability to volcanic eruptions has started to be recognised outside
of academia and in global organisations that can have direct input to governmental
policy (Loughlin et al. 2015; Galasso et al. 2021). For example, the 2015 United Nations
Global Assessment Report for Disaster Risk Reduction (GAR-15) was the first to
consider volcanic risk and it included a tephra fall building vulnerability assessment
targeted at the Asia Pacific (Maqsood et al. 2015). The 2015 report was the first to
consider volcanic risk, and lead to the development of the single largest collection of
tephra fall building vulnerability models to date. The inclusion of volcanic risk in GAR15 also served as a catalyst for the consolidation and development of globally applicable
high-level vulnerability thresholds for ash fall across multiple sectors for the first time
(Jenkins et al. 2015b). A more recent example of consideration and inclusion of volcanic
hazard within national to regional policies in the European Union comes from
Bonadonna et al. (2021b).

Many researchers involved with these programs attended the ‘1st IAVCEI-GVM
Workshop, From Volcanic Hazard to Risk Assessment’ in Geneva, Switzerland in 2018
to discuss challenges and research priorities for volcano DRR. A consensual document
was written to consolidate the findings of the workshop and propose research priorities
(Bonadonna et al. 2018). Six groups of research priorities were identified in articles 4853 of the consensual document. Several specific priorities within these six groups are
highly related to the main topic of this thesis, including a need for:
•
•

“Quantification of the uncertainty at different levels (e.g. monitoring,
forecasting, hazard assessment, vulnerability assessment, exposure assessment,
risk assessment)”
“Propagation of uncertainty from the assessment of hazard and vulnerability to
8

•
•
•

the compilation of risk assessment”
“Identification of the hazards that are most important in terms of…Building
and infrastructure damage…”
“Construction of reliable fragility curves to relate modelled hazard intensity to
expected impacts”
“Collection of detailed damage/impact data syn- and post-eruption”

The reason several of the above goals have been set is that is because the vulnerability
aspect of volcanic risk assessments is often either completely ignored or it is captured
using qualitative indicators of vulnerability or vulnerability thresholds rather than
through the use of fully quantitative vulnerability models (namely fragility and
vulnerability curves, which will be described in detail in the next section). Whilst the
use of qualitative or threshold-based vulnerability models still provide valuable insights
into volcanic risk (e.g. Biass et al. 2012; Liu et al. 2020; Reyes-Hardy et al. 2021), these
approaches lack several of the benefits that come from integrating quantitative
vulnerability models into the risk assessment process. Where available, the main benefit
that high-quality quantitative vulnerability models provide compared to thresholdbased vulnerability models, is that they can give more detailed and realistic assessments
of the distribution of impacts that are likely to result from a given eruption scenario (e.g.
Baxter et al. 2008; Spence et al. 2008; Zuccaro et al. 2008). They do this for explicitly
accounting for the variability in how two or more exposed assets of the same general
type may perform when subjected to the same hazard intensity, whereas thresholds
simply assume that all assets exposed to any hazard above the specified threshold will be
impacted. The key reason that few volcanic risk assessments make use of fragility or
vulnerability curves is that there are currently very few of such models available,
applicable to a small set of specific assets.

9

This thesis makes a small contribution to the goals listed above by outlining methods
and guidelines for more robust physical impact and vulnerability assessment, by
producing new fragility curves and by highlighting the sensitivity of volcanic risk
assessment results to the propagation of uncertainty within hazard, exposure and
vulnerability assessment.

1.3.1 Tephra hazard building damage and vulnerability assessment
Whilst all volcanic hazards can impact society, tephra fall is by far the most commonly
researched volcanic hazard in studies of impact or risk to the built environment, and it
is still an emerging and rapidly growing field with >50% of studies from the past 40
years having been published since 2014 (Figure 1.2). The dominance of tephra fall can
be attributed to its relatively large hazard footprint and the gradational nature of tephra
fall impacts, compared to those of other hazards that are often perceived to be binary
(i.e. where there is either no damage or complete damage based on the presence or
absence of a hazard) (Deligne et al. 2021). Of all volcanic vulnerability research, that
regarding building vulnerability to tephra fall hazards is considered to have received the
most research attention (Deligne et al. 2021; Wilson et al. 2014; Bonadonna et al. 2021).
Even though this specific aspect of volcanic vulnerability has received the most research
attention, it is the topic of this thesis because significant research gaps remain.
Specifically, there is an increasing demand for probabilistic risk assessments that can
account for variability in one or all of the three components of hazard, exposure and
vulnerability (IAEA 2012; Wilson et al. 2017; Bonadonna et al. 2018). Such
assessments should ideally use quantitative vulnerability models, but for tephra fall
impacts to buildings there are currently only six studies that have produced such models
10

(Table 1.1), and multiple studies derive their curves from similar sets of data, treated in
slightly different ways.

Figure 1.2: Timeline of volcanic hazards considered in studies on volcanic impacts to the built
environment, published since 1980. Colours indicate the volcanic hazards, arranged by order of
appearance in the literature and then alphabetical order where individual studies introduced
multiple hazards for the first time (in this period). Volcanoes producing eruptions that have
been studied within these articles are labelled (n=26). ‘Other’ includes volcanic earthquakes,
ground deformation, volcanogenic tsunami, edifice building and sector collapse. The 137 studies
contributing to this analysis are limited to publications written in English and are listed in
Deligne et al. (in review). PDC stands for pyroclastic density current.

The vulnerability models from the six studies in Table 1.1 were developed from two key
data sources. The oldest three studies made use of experiments to determine the loading
pressures (kPa) required to cause failure for different types of building materials
(Pomonis et al. 1999; Petrazzuoli and Zuccaro 2004; Spence et al. 2004). All the studies,
with the exception of Pomonis et al. (1999), likely used the 27 reported instances of
damage from the 23 eruptions summarised in Spence et al. (2005) to inform their curve
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development process. The information provided in many of these 27 instances provides
wide ranges of tephra thicknesses that fell on buildings and in many cases, how many
building occupants were killed. Few of the instances contain detailed information about
the types of buildings or the loads of tephra that caused the damage, making them
challenging to incorporate into a quantitative vulnerability assessment without careful
analysis and synthesis of these scattered accounts into reviews (e.g. Blong 1984; Spence
et al. 2005; Brown et al. 2017). The volcanic fatalities database developed by Brown et
al. (2017) documents 20 fatal incidents attributed to tephra hazards that contain the
string ‘roof collapse’ or ‘building collapse’. Distance data have been recorded for 14 of
these incidents, revealing that fatalities in all but one incident occurred at or within 20
km of the vent (300 roof collapse fatalities from Pinatubo, 1991 were assigned a 33 km
distance). This suggests that, based on the historical evidence available, the quantities
of tephra required to cause life-threatening roof collapse rarely extend beyond 20 km.
In 2015, 200 million people - around 3% of the world’s population - were estimated to
be living within 20 km of one or more volcanoes believed to have been active within the
past 10,000 years (Freire et al. 2019).

Table 1.1: The previous six studies that have developed tephra fall fragility or vulnerability curves
for buildings. Definitions of fragility and vulnerability curves are given later in this section. PDC
stands for pyroclastic density current. RC stands for reinforced concrete.

Study area
Asia-Pacific

Data source
Expert judgement

No. of
curves

25

European
MIA-VITA
volcanoes and
Asia-Pacific

Aggregation of
previous curve
parameters plus
expert judgement

5

Building types
Building types
recognised in the GAR
15 "Global Building
Schema"

Reference
(Maqsood et al.
2015)

Weak timber roofs and
long span roofs through
to RC roofs

(Jenkins et al.
2014a)
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European
MIA-VITA
volcanoes

Aggregation of
previous curve
parameters

Vesuvius, Italy

Expert judgement
informed by
loading
experiments

Vesuvius, Italy

Furnas, Azores

Expert judgement
informed by
loading
experiments

6

5

4

Loading
experiments
3

Weak timber roofs and
long span roofs through
to RC roofs

(Jenkins and
Spence, 2009)

Buildings in the
Neapolitan area. From
old weak wooden roofs
through to recent RC
roofs

(Zuccaro et al.,
2008)

Old sheet roofs through
to RC roofs. Roof types
intended to apply to
wider European
building stock.

(Spence et al.,
2005)

Timber framed
buildings of three types
based on roof framing
dimensions and spacing

(Pomonis et al.
1999)

Two of the 27 instances referred to in Spence et al (2005) contained far more detail as
they included systematic post-eruption, surveys of building damage following eruptions
at Pinatubo, Philippines (1991; Spence et al. 1996) and Rabaul, Papua New Guinea
(1994; Blong 2003). These surveys recorded the amount of tephra on individual
buildings - either as deposit thickness or deposit loading - along with building and roof
design details and an evaluation of damage severity. Post-eruption damage surveys are
resource intensive and difficult to carry out because of a number of safety, logistical and
ethical concerns but they make extremely valuable contributions to physical vulnerability
assessment (Jenkins et al. 2014a). Barriers to carrying out damage surveys combined
with the low frequency of highly damaging tephra falls that might warrant a systematic
survey means they are rarely carried out. It follows that the vast majority of empirical
data used to inform quantitative tephra fall building vulnerability assessment comes
from just these two previously mentioned post-eruption damage surveys, and a handful
of experimental and analytical studies (Pomonis et al. 1999; Petrazzuoli and Zuccaro
2004; Spence et al. 2004).
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Two additional surveys similar to those from Pinatubo and Rabaul have been carried
out, but not yet used to develop vulnerability models. These are surveys following the
eruptions of Calbuco, Chile (2015; Hayes et al. 2019a) and Ambae, Vanuatu (2017-18;
Mcsporran, 2019). All four surveys combined give a total of 1250 buildings surveyed
(Figure 1.3). The surveys differ widely in terms of their methods used and the ways they
evaluated hazard intensity and damage. The Pinatubo survey for instance, was carried
out using photographs taken by a team of epidemiologists deployed to the area following
the eruption. The Calbuco survey was conducted by translating written damage
assessments from the Chilean governmental department of housing with photos
available for < 20% of the buildings. Time constraints in the field or the remote nature
of the surveys meant hazard intensity was quantified using deposit thickness as a proxy
for deposit loading in three of the four studies. It has long been recognised that deposit
loading is the metric likely to have the most direct correlation to structural building
damage (Blong 1981), but because site specific loading measurements would require
large numbers of time consuming bulk density measurements, loading has instead been
estimated by linearly converting thickness measurements using an average measurement
of deposit density. Unfortunately, the common approach of using a single (average) bulk
density value across all sites where building damage was surveyed likely introduces a
large degree of uncertainty to loading estimates because bulk density varies from one
location to the next based on deposit compaction, grainsize distribution and degree of
saturation (Macedonio and Costa 2012; Blong et al. 2017a).
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Figure 1.3: Distribution of tephra fall loads for buildings surveyed during different eruptions.
The average reported dry deposit density from each eruption has been used to linearly convert
thickness to load for all eruptions except Rabaul, where bulk density measurements were made
in the field.

All four surveys categorised building damage severity into one of six damage levels or
‘damage states’ (including level 0 - no damage) using a slightly different but still coherent
set of damage state definitions. This means that even if the definitions from one survey
were used to categorise damage in another, the damage levels would not change and
thus the hazard intensity to damage relationship from different surveys can be directly
compared. Table 1.2 presents a damage state framework composed by combining,
simplifying and harmonising the frameworks used in all previous tephra fall building
damage surveys. Figure 1.4 shows a positive correlation between tephra load and damage
severity, but buildings in different damage states have considerable overlap in their
hazard intensity distributions. This implies that using probabilistic vulnerability models
to account for this variability, such as fragility and vulnerability functions, is likely to
produce more realistic forecasts of building damage than using deterministic tephra
loading thresholds, which have been applied in past risk assessment studies (e.g. Biass
et al., 2012; Reyes-Hardy et al., 2021; Scaini et al., 2014).
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Table 1.2: A single, harmonised version of the damage state frameworks used in previous tephra fall
building damage surveys.

DS Damage state description
0

No damage or clean up required

1

Light damage
1. Minor damage to non-structural elements (e.g. fittings, contents)
2. Gutter damage
3. < 10 % of roof covering is dislodged, shattered or dented
4. Minor repairs or clean up needed

2

Moderate damage
1. Bending or excessive damage to up to half of roof covering and/or
purlins
2. Little to no damage to principal roof supports such that they are still
intact
3. Reparable damage to roof overhangs and verandas
4. Interior may require repair

3

Heavy damage
1. Bending or excessive damage to more than half of roof covering and/or
purlins
2. Damage to any single principal roof supports (columns, trusses, etc.)
3. Structural damage to one or more walls
4. Partial or total collapse of roof overhangs or verandas

4

Severe damage
1. Total collapse of roof covering without damage to principal supports
2. Failure of any single principal roof support(s)
3. At least half of the external and/or internal walls deformed or collapsed
4. For two-storey buildings, collapse of external and internal walls of
upper floor

5

Collapse
1. Collapse of roof and principal roof supports over 50% of roof area
and/or
2. Collapse of supporting external walls over 50% of building floor area
3. Collapse of all internal/partition walls
4. Repair to not economically feasible
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Figure 1.4: Distribution of damage states as a function of hazard intensity (note different scales
on x axes) when all building classes are aggregated. Pinatubo data have been excluded as all 51
surveyed buildings experienced a similar tephra load, somewhere between 2.2-3.9 kPa (assuming
deposits were saturated with water, with the range reflecting uncertainties surrounding deposit
thickness and bulk density measurements).

Fragility and vulnerability curves (or functions) are quantitative vulnerability models that
are increasingly being used in volcanic risk assessment (Wilson et al. 2017). Both types
of curves translate a measurable hazard intensity into expected impact but they differ
slightly in the way they present impacts (Figure 1.5). Vulnerability curves output the
mean damage or functionality loss expected at a given hazard intensity, usually as an
index (often the cost to repair a structure compared to the full cost its replacement) or
as a percentage (e.g. 80% loss of normal functionality). Fragility functions output the
probability that a pre-defined level of impact (e.g. a damage state such as roof collapse)
will be reached or exceeded at a given hazard intensity (Rossetto et al. 2014a; Lallemant
et al. 2015; Tarbotton et al. 2015).
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Figure 1.5: Illustration of the difference between vulnerability and fragility curves. a) Fragility
curves giving the probability of roof collapse for six roof types from Jenkins and Spence (2009).
b) Vulnerability curves giving the mean repair cost to replacement cost ratios for eight building
types from GAR-15, (Maqsood et al., 2015).

When the fragility and vulnerability curves from the six studies in Table 1.1 are
considered together, along with the data available to produce new curves (Figures 1.3
and 1.4), a number of opportunities to broaden our understanding of tephra fall building
vulnerability become apparent.

Firstly, whilst the four damage surveys mentioned previously all classified damage into
one of six damage states, fragility curves have only been developed for one damage state
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(damage state 4 - roof collapse). A focus has been placed on roof collapse because this
is the damage that most frequently leads to fatalities. Focussing purely on roof collapse
underutilises existing data, disregarding less severe but likely more geographically
widespread forms of damage that could contribute significantly to the recovery duration
and cost of repairs from an eruption (Blong et al. 2017).

Data from past damage surveys have yet to be used to directly fit fragility or vulnerability
curves, a practice that is the standard in other fields such as for tsunami or seismic
hazards (e.g. Lallemant et al. 2015; Charvet et al. 2017; Rossetto and Ioannou 2018;
Chua et al. 2020). Instead curves have been developed via expert judgement or
aggregation of previous curves, supplemented in some cases by experimental data. The
standardised curve fitting techniques adopted by other disciplines could be applied to
data from past or future tephra fall building damage surveys to develop new curves,
which could be compared to existing curves and perhaps used to inform curve
development during any future expert elicitations.

An additional benefit of using standardised curve fitting techniques (e.g. logistic
regression by maximum likelihood estimation, outlined in Chapter 3), is that they allow
for standardised quantification of uncertainty and prediction accuracy (Rossetto et al.
2014a). Furthermore, none of the existing tephra fall vulnerability models have been
validated against damage data from eruptions, meaning their ability to accurately classify
damage remains untested. Validation and prediction accuracy quantification are
becoming increasingly common for other hazards (e.g. Macabuag et al. 2016; Chua et
al. 2020; Riga et al. 2021).
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The existing collection of curves are highly generic, aggregating data from eruptions and
experiments on buildings from different parts of the world. Developing curves using
data from individual eruptions could identify whether or not building vulnerability for
similar types of buildings differs from place to place and region-specific curves could be
developed for high-risk regions that have yet to be investigated (Blong et al. 2017b). For
example, there have been no tephra fall fragility or vulnerability curves developed
specifically for Indonesia, even though it has been identified as the country with the
highest volcanic threat in the world (Brown et al. 2019), and in the past decade has had
two eruptions (from Kelud and Sinabung, both in 2014) where tens to thousands of
buildings were damaged by tephra fall and ballistic projectiles (Blake et al. 2015;
Andreastuti et al. 2017).

Remote building damage surveys have been implemented following damaging
earthquakes for over a decade (e.g. Spence et al. 2003; Gamba et al. 2007) but for
volcanic hazards, remote building damage assessment studies begun being carried out
more recently, and have only been published for pyroclastic density current hazards
(Jenkins et al. 2013; Solikhin et al. 2015) and lava flows (Meredith et al. in review;
Jenkins et al. 2017). Considering roof damage caused by tephra hazards can be readily
observed from satellite images (e.g. Copernicus EMS 2020, 2021), remote tephra fall
building damage studies could become an important source of empirical damage and
vulnerability data.

Studies have rarely considered how interactions with other hazards may influence tephra
fall building vulnerability. With the one exception being Zuccaro et al. (2008), who
modelled how heavy tephra deposits on roofs might make buildings more vulnerable to
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collapse when subjected to ground motion from volcanic earthquakes. Finally, the
building damage survey data that have been used to develop curves in the past (and that
may be used again in the future) have tephra fall loads that are highly uncertain,
particularly in regards to rainfall absorption having increased deposit loading by an
unknown amount. The research presented in this thesis will help to address all of these
identified gaps.

1.4 Thesis objectives and structure
The research presented in this thesis provides data, information and guidelines that aim
to improve the understanding and forecasting of building damage caused by tephra
hazards. This aim will be achieved by addressing the four specific objectives laid out
below.

-

Objective 1: To increase the quantity of data available for building vulnerability
assessment for tephra hazards

Chapter 2 presents the first tephra fall fragility curves specifically developed for buildings
in Indonesia. They are fit using data derived from a remote damage survey of > 1000
buildings from the 2014 eruption of Kelud. This is the first time such a damage survey
has been conducted for tephra fall and the remote surveying method can be applied
again in the future or for other eruptions from the recent past (where optical satellite
imagery is available). The remote surveying method can also complement future fieldbased damage assessments by enabling extrapolation of field survey results into locations
that field teams may not have had time or permission to access, thereby increasing the
total number of damage observations made.
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-

Objective 2: To promote the use of standardised methods for fragility curve
fitting, uncertainty quantification and prediction accuracy in future volcanic
vulnerability studies

The fragility curves provided in Chapter 2 were able to be fit purely using ordinal logistic
regression, a method commonly applied for other natural hazards (Lallemant et al. 2015;
Rossetto and Ioannou 2018). The curves consider damage severities less than collapse
and their prediction accuracies were calculated. These are all new developments for
tephra fall building vulnerability studies that contribute to Thesis Objective 2. Chapter
3 further considers how damage severities may vary, with laboratory experiments used
to investigate how tephra deposits on roofs can protect buildings by cushioning the
impacts of volcanic projectiles. The experimental data were used to fit fragility curves
that quantify the likely damage resulting from the interaction of these two volcanic
hazards. The main contribution of Chapter 3 to Thesis Objective 2 is that it reviews
different methods of curve fitting and compares the vulnerability models produced using
the different methods on the same data. This analysis highlights the data requirements
as well as the benefits and drawbacks of particular approaches in the hope that future
studies will be able to gather the data necessary to develop more robust physical
vulnerability models. The provision of new vulnerability data in Chapter 3 also
contributes to Thesis Objective 1.

-

Objective 3: Constrain the maximum tephra load increases that are likely when
tephra fall deposits are exposed to rain

Chapter 4 uses laboratory experiments to examine how the loading of tephra fall deposits
are influenced by rainfall. If dry tephra deposits can become fully saturated by rainfall
the load they exert onto underlying surfaces can theoretically increase by over 100%
(depending on the deposit’s porosity). This would represent a substantial increase in the
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hazard posed by a tephra fall to buildings. Previous work on this topic by Macedonio
and Costa (2012) provided a practical method for calculating the theoretical upper limit
of water absorption under saturation. Chapter 4 builds on this work by quantifying how
much water absorption is likely for deposits of different grainsize distributions under
rainfalls of varying intensities.

-

Objective 4: Quantify how the use of different but credible hazard, exposure
and vulnerability inputs in tephra fall damage assessments influences their
results

Chapter 5 ties the previous three chapters together, exploring how the combined use of
credible but slightly differing inputs for tephra hazard, building vulnerability and
exposure can influence the results of damage assessments. Kelud is used as the case study
volcano with building damage forecasts made for potential future eruptions and a
hindcast for the 2014 eruption. This chapter highlights that subtle differences in the
data used and the methodological approach adopted by researchers can have large
impacts on the results of damage assessments. Chapter 5 helps to make damage
assessments more informative by showing the degree of uncertainty that can exist in
such assessments and offering guidelines to reduce this uncertainty. This chapter also
argues that future studies should aim to characterise and communicate the uncertainty
associated with each component of a damage assessment, in addition to capturing
uncertainty in the hazard.

Chapter 6 reflects on the contributions of this thesis to the broad aim of improving
understanding of tephra hazard impacts to buildings. It synthesises the key findings of
the thesis, suggests future research directions and provides guidelines for best-practice
in future tephra fall building damage surveys and damage assessment studies.
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Chapter 2 Remotely assessing tephra fall building damage and
vulnerability: Kelud volcano, Indonesia
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Preamble
In line with Objective 1 of this thesis, this study outlines and applies a new method to
remotely assess building vulnerability to increase the quantity of data available for tephra
fall building vulnerability assessment globally. One reason field-based damage and
vulnerability assessments can be difficult to execute is because there is often a very
limited timeframe in which building damage can be observed between an eruption
ending and the recovery process beginning. Remote assessments carried out using
satellite, aerial or social/news media images can be conducted long after the recovery
process has begun, as was the case in this study, which was started > 4 years after the
2014 eruption of Kelud.
Co-author contributions to this study and the studies in Chapters 3 and 4 are listed in
the Author Attribution Statement on page IV of the thesis.
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2.1 Abstract
Tephra from large explosive eruptions can cause damage to buildings over wide
geographical areas, creating a variety of issues for post-eruption recovery. This means
that evaluating the extent and nature of likely building damage from future eruptions is
an important aspect of volcanic risk assessment. However, our ability to make accurate
assessments is currently limited by poor characterisation of how buildings perform under
varying tephra loads. This study presents a method to remotely assess building damage
to increase the quantity of data available for developing new tephra fall building
vulnerability models. Given the large number of damaged buildings and the high
potential for loss in future eruptions, we use the Kelud 2014 eruption as a case study. A
total of 1,154 buildings affected by falls 1-10 cm thick were assessed, with 790 showing
signs that they sustained damage in the time between pre- and post-eruption satellite
image acquisitions. Only 27 of the buildings surveyed appear to have experienced severe
roof or building collapse. Damage was more commonly characterised by collapse of roof
overhangs and verandas or damage that required roof cladding replacement. To estimate
tephra loads received by each building we used Tephra2 inversion and interpolation of
hand-contoured isopachs on the same set of deposit measurements. Combining tephra
loads from both methods with our damage assessment, we develop the first sets of tephra
fall fragility curves that consider damage severities lower than severe roof collapse.
Weighted prediction accuracies are calculated for the curves using K-fold cross
validation, with scores between 0.68 and 0.75 comparable to those for fragility curves
developed for other natural hazards. Remote assessment of tephra fall building damage
is highly complementary to traditional field-based surveying and both approaches
should ideally be adopted to improve our understanding of tephra fall impacts following
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future damaging eruptions.

2.2 Introduction
With populations surrounding volcanoes growing faster than the average global rate,
eruptions will increasingly impact human settlements and livelihoods (Barclay et al.
2019; Freire et al. 2019). Tephra hazards can affect large areas and cause impacts to
buildings, ranging from nuisance damage to non-structural features through to
potentially lethal collapse (Blong, 1984; Blong et al., 2017). Two measures that can be
taken to reduce the impact of future eruptions are i) pre-event recovery planning, and
ii) promoting the construction of buildings that have proven resilient in past eruptions
(Spence et al. 2005; Jenkins et al. 2014a). Both of these risk mitigation measures
typically rely on observations of damage from past eruptions. However, comprehensive
documentation of previous tephra impacts to buildings is rare, making accurate damage
forecasts challenging (Jenkins et al. 2015b; Wilson et al. 2017). To date, only three posteruption surveys that quantitatively assess the relationship between tephra fall hazard
intensity and building damage severity have been published. These surveys were carried
out after the 1991 eruption of Pinatubo, Philippines (Spence et al. 1996), the 1994
eruption of Rabaul, Papua New Guinea (Blong 2003a) and the 2015 eruption of
Calbuco, Chile (Hayes et al. 2019a).

We develop a new method to remotely assess building damage so that this sparse, global
data set of post-eruption tephra impacts can be expanded. Satellite images taken before
and after the 2014 eruption of Kelud volcano in Java, Indonesia are compared to identify
buildings damaged to different degrees across seven case study villages receiving various
amounts of tephra. Then, comparing tephra fall hazard intensity with the damage
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assessment results, we develop vulnerability models (known as fragility curves) that
translate hazard into likely damage, allowing for the impacts of potential future tephra
falls to be forecast. These tephra fall fragility curves are the first developed specifically
for Indonesian building types with curves fit directly from observations of damage. They
are also the first set of tephra fall fragility curves to consider tephra loads causing
building damage less than severe roof collapse.

Whilst remote sensing has been used to assess building damage caused by natural
hazards, (e.g. Spence et al., 2003; Gamba et al., 2007) it has rarely been applied to posteruption building damage assessment.

Post-eruption field studies combined with

manual inspection of pre- and post-eruption satellite imagery has been used to quantify
damage caused by pyroclastic flows from the 2010 Merapi eruption (Jenkins et al. 2013;
Solikhin et al. 2015) and from the Fogo 2014-2015 lava flows (Jenkins et al. 2017).
Magill et al. (2013) assessed tephra fall impacts from the 2011 Shinmoedake eruption
in Japan using geospatial infrastructure and land cover data combined with semistructured interviews regarding the impacts. Recently, Biass et al. (2021)
used interferometric synthetic-aperture radar (InSAR) to assess building damage from
the Kelud 2014 eruption, comparing the intensity of coherence loss between pre- and
post-eruption InSAR scenes with the damage observations presented in the current
study. This study differs from previous ones by extending remote damage assessment
directly into the development of physical vulnerability models.
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2.3 Case Study Eruption: Kelud 2014
2.3.1 Geological setting and eruption history
Kelud volcano is regarded as one of the most active and deadly volcanoes in Indonesia
(Brown et al. 2015; Maeno et al. 2019a). Located in East Java, Kelud is a basalticandesite stratovolcano that forms part of the Sunda Arc subduction system (Figure 2.1).
Kelud has a complex morphology with two large landslide scars from previous sector
collapses and multiple peaks made up of large remnant lava domes with the highest at
an elevation of 1,731 m asl (Wirakusumah 1991; Jeffery et al. 2013). Kelud has had
more than 30 eruptions over the past 1,000 years and in the past century has produced
four eruptions with a volcanic explosivity index (VEI) of 4 (GVP 2014). Mass casualties,
including the 10,000 fatalities in Kelud’s 1586 VEI 5 eruption are attributed to large
extensive lahars associated with breakouts from the summit crater lake (Bourdier et al.
1997). A series of drainage tunnels were constructed starting in 1919, dramatically
reducing the lake’s volume and potential for lahars to catastrophically affect large
populations on the flanks of the volcano (Hizbaron et al. 2018). Activity over the past
100 years has been characterised by a cyclic pattern alternating between periods of
effusive lava dome growth and subsequent dome destruction during explosive, Plinian
eruptions that are typically short-lived and high intensity, and occur with relatively little
precursory activity (Hidayati et al. 2019).

2.3.2 The Kelud 2014 eruption
This VEI 4 eruption began at 22:50 local time on 13 February 2014 with the main
explosive phase beginning at 23:30 and lasting for about four hours (GVP 2014).
Around 166,000 people were evacuated from a 10 km radius exclusion zone before the
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eruption began, following the volcanic alert being raised to its highest level (4), “Awas”
at 21:15 on the night of the eruption (Andreastuti et al. 2017). This was a shortduration, high intensity eruption, typical of Kelud, with an estimated eruption
magnitude of 4.3 to 4.5 and intensity of 10.8 to 11.0 placing it between Merapi, 2010
and Pinatubo, 1991 in terms of eruption intensity (Caudron et al. 2015). A total of seven
fatalities were recorded in this eruption, attributed to collapsing walls, ash inhalation
and ‘shortness of breath’ (GVP 2014). All these reported fatalities were from the Malang
regency to the east of Kelud with at least four occurring within 7 km of the vent. The
eruption produced pyroclastic density currents running out to 6 km and rain-triggered
lahars that damaged buildings up to 35 km away from the vent. Wind shear at an altitude
of ~5 km asl caused a bi-lobate tephra deposit (Maeno et al., 2017). Tephra was
dominantly dispersed westwards and caused an accumulation of 2 cm of ash on the
major city of Yogyakarta more than 200 km from the vent. A secondary lobe produced
trace amounts of ash (<1 mm thickness) on Surabaya, ~ 80 km northeast of Kelud. Clasts
9 cm in diameter were dispersed to over 12 km and most reported building damage was
constrained to within 40 km of the vent (Blake et al. 2015; Goode et al. 2018; Maeno
et al. 2019b). The International Red Cross reported that >11,000 buildings were
‘completely damaged’ with >15,000 buildings experiencing ‘light’ to ‘moderate‘ damage
in the three regencies surrounding the volcano (IFRC 2014). Interestingly, despite this
widespread damage, post-eruption field surveys carried out soon after by Paripurno et
al. (2015) and six months later by Blake et al. (2015) found that few buildings
experienced severe damage (where ‘severe damage’ is defined by Spence et al. (1996) as
complete failure of any principal roof support structure, such as trusses or columns or
deformation/collapse to over half of the internal/external walls). This allowed building
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repairs to be completed swiftly, with reports of over 99% of damaged houses being
repaired within less than a month of the eruption ending (Jakarta Post 2014). These
conflicting assessments of damage, the remarkably swift recovery and the high
likelihood of damaging eruptions occurring again in the future (Maeno et al. 2019a),
make the Kelud 2014 eruption a useful case study for remote surveying of tephra fall
building damage.

2.3.3 Building characteristics and exposure
In November 2019, there were >400,000 buildings within 30 km of Kelud’s vent
recorded in Open Street Map (OSM 2019) with LandScan 2018 estimating that 2.6
million people lived within that same area (Rose et al. 2019). The majority of buildings
in villages around Kelud can be described using the three key typologies identified in
the field by Blake et al. (2015), which are also similar to those around Merapi volcano
(Jenkins et al. 2013). These typologies are differentiated by their external wall framing
(reinforced masonry, brick or timber) but all share a clay-tiled roof, supported by timber
or bamboo framing. Choice of roof design has implications for building vulnerability to
tephra hazards and is also a key aspect of traditional Javanese architecture, with designs
of increasing steepness reflecting higher social status of the owner (Idham 2018). To
support ventilation, a common design feature of clay-tiled roofs in Kelud is that they are
steepest over the centre of the building, usually between 25 and 60˚ (e.g. Figure 2.2A
and 1B), with more shallowly pitched edges and eaves, usually ≤ 25˚ (Paripurno et al.
2015) Additionally, to shade buildings more efficiently, eaves often extend to overhang
relatively far beyond a building’s walls. Changes in roof slope promote tephra shedding
from the centre towards the edges of roofs making these areas more prone to collapse,
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especially considering the timber or bamboo roof supports used for the overhangs of
buildings are often thinner and therefore weaker than those in the main part of the roof
(Prihatmaji et al. 2014). Roofs made using other covering materials such as corrugated
asbestos or metal sheets are relatively uncommon around Kelud, especially for residential
buildings. However, this is a popular form of construction for livestock shelters and
small shops (e.g. Figure 2.2C). As sheet roofs are lighter than tiled roofs and do not
require timber battens, the spacing between framing members is typically wider for sheet
roofs and therefore, they are potentially more prone to collapse under tephra fall loading
(Spence et al. 1996; Blake et al. 2015).

Figure 2.1: Location map for Kelud volcano, the three regencies and cities immediately
surrounding Kelud and the major cities of Yogyakarta and Surabaya that received ash fall during
the 2014 eruption.
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Figure 2.2: Common roof types in regencies surrounding Kelud. Note that all photos are from
after the 2014 eruption. A) traditional Kampung style flared clay-tile roof, B) traditional Joglo
style flared clay-tile roof, C) asbestos fibre sheet roof and D) non-flared clay tile with asbestos
and/or metal sheet veranda roof. A, C and D provided by Daniel Blake and Grant Wilson have
all visibly received roof repairs. Photo B from Google StreetView.

2.4 Tephra Fall Hazard Characterisation
Although tephra fall loading, typically measured in kilo-pascals (kPa), is considered the
most appropriate metric to quantify tephra fall hazard towards buildings, loading is
rarely measured directly in the field. Instead, loading is estimated using thickness
measurements that can later be combined with one or more laboratory measurements of
deposit density, if samples are available. Otherwise, density is assumed, typically
between the 600 – 1600 kg m-3 range for naturally occurring, dry deposit densities
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(Macedonio and Costa 2012). Here, we use the tephra thickness measured by
Universitas Gadjah Mada (UGM) field teams within two-three days of the eruption in
81 locations within 2 to 60 km of the vent (Anggorowati and Harijoko 2015).
Thicknesses are converted to loads using a deposit bulk density of 1400 kg m-3
measured by Maeno et al. (2017). Maximum pumice diameters were also measured at
32 of the 81 tephra thickness measurement locations and these were used to identify
areas where projectile impacts may have contributed to observed building damage.
Individual thickness measurements were interpolated into a continuous deposit using
two methods: i) inversion modelling using the Tephra2 model, and ii) the interpolation
of hand drawn isopachs. Resulting deposits were used to estimate hazard intensity
metrics over the entire study area.

2.4.1 Inversion modelling method
Thickness measurements were inverted using the Tephra2 algorithm of Connor and
Connor (2006) to estimate the eruption source parameters (ESP; e.g. plume height,
tephra mass, total grain-size distribution) and empirical parameters (e.g. fall-time
threshold and diffusion coefficient, see Bonadonna et al. (2005) and Biass et al. (2016))
that best reproduce observed measurements. Wind conditions were fixed and inferred
from the wind profile for midnight of 13 February 2014 obtained from the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Era-Interim Reanalysis
dataset, which is available at six-hourly intervals (Dee et al. 2011). As most tephra was
erupted over four hours in one main phase that began half an hour before midnight,
interpolation between two time periods (18:00 and 00:00) was deemed unnecessary, so
dispersion modelling was carried out using the single wind profile of 00:00 (Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3: Inferred wind conditions above Kelud volcano at midnight on 13 February 2014
from ERA-Interim reanalysis data (Dee et al. 2011). Note change in wind direction ~ 5 km asl
and high-speed westerly winds ~15 km asl. ‘Wind direction’ refers to the direction wind is
blowing towards.

Inversion initially made use of our 81 field measurements combined with 56
measurements from Nakada et al. (2016) and Maeno et al. (2017), taken over an area
up to 200 km from the vent. Inverting multiple sets of measurements simultaneously
resulted in an increased discrepancy between measured and modelled tephra thicknesses
at the most important sites, close to villages where visible damage occurred. To reduce
discrepancies in these key areas, inversion was repeated using only the UGM data as
these were taken sooner after the eruption than others and prior to heavy rainfall on 18
February, which may have disturbed the deposits (Dibyosaputro et al. 2015; Blong et al.
2017a). Ranges of ESPs derived from literature on the 2014 eruption (Table 2.1) were
used to inform our initial ESP ranges to which inversion modelling was applied. The
optimised set of eruption source parameters that best reproduced tephra deposit
measurements during Tephra2 forward modelling are provided in Table 2.1. In areas
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where some of the heaviest building damage was reported, the inversion optimised
tephra dispersal underestimates the tephra thicknesses measured by UGM field teams
by 25 - 45% (2 - 2.7 cm). Underestimation in proximal areas (within 10 km of the vent)
has likely occurred as inversion optimisation does not account for additional
sedimentation of tephra from the plume margins (Bonadonna et al. 2005).

Table 2.1: Ranges of eruption source parameters required for Tephra2 were derived from
literature on the 2014 eruption and used to inform ranges for optimisation during inversion.
Parameters with ‘n.a’ (not applicable), are those whose values were determined from inversion
optimisation rather than from available literature on the Kelud 2014 eruption. a = Kristiansen
et al. (2015),b = Maeno et al. (2017), c = Goode et al. (2018).

Ranges from

Inversion optimisation

literature

range

Optimised value

Plume height (km a.s.l.)

18 - 26a

18 - 26

21.4

Tephra mass (1010 kg)

38 - 66b

10 - 100

68.8

Median particle size (phi)

-3 – 1b,c

-3 - 1

0.88

Phi standard deviation

1 – 3b,c

1-3

1.04

Diffusion coefficient (m s−2)

n.a.

0.0001 - 10,000

8155

Fall time threshold (s)

n.a.

0.001 - 10,000

9712

Plume profile (α)

n.a.

3

3

Plume profile (β)

n.a.

0.001 - 3

2.97

2.4.2 Isopach interpolation method
To provide an alternate dispersal footprint that would not be subject to the same
proximal underestimation, isopachs were manually contoured using the same 81 UGM
measurements (Figure 2.4) and interpolated using a multiple exponential segments
method in TephraFits (Fierstein and Nathenson 1992; Biass et al. 2019). The thickness
intercept of the most proximal segment was used to estimate the theoretical maximum
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accumulation. This value along with the isopachs were interpolated using cubic splines
in Matlab (i.e cubicinterp interpolant of the fit function of the Curve Fitting Toolbox).
The resulting surface was exported at a resolution of 500 m. Interpolation of our
manually contoured isopachs slightly but consistently overestimated tephra thicknesses
measured in the field (Figure 2.4D).

Figure 2.4: Isopachs produced from A) Tephra2 inversion and B) interpolation of manually
contoured isopachs. All contours are in cm. Plots C) and D) show agreement between measured
and modelled tephra loads. The grey dashed line marks perfect agreement between measured
and modelled tephra loads. The solid line is the linear best fit of the data. Red dashed lines mark
± 30% deviation of modelled load from measured load. Field measurement data available in
Additional file 1. A dry bulk density of 1400 kg m-2 (Maeno et al. 2017) was used to calculate
loading from thickness measurements.
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2.5 Remotely Assessing Building Damage
Where available, post-eruption impact assessments conducted in the field provide
critical information, much of which cannot be obtained via remote sensing alone
(Jenkins et al. 2013). However, observing impacts in the field is complicated by a variety
of logistical factors, deposit preservation issues as well as safety and ethical concerns
(Wilson et al. 2012b; Jenkins et al. 2014a; Hayes et al. 2019a). Following the Kelud
2014 eruption, carrying out a comprehensive field-based building damage assessment
was complicated by the large numbers of buildings damaged across a widespread area,
and by rapid building repairs that began less than a week after eruption onset. Despite
this, at least two reports were made soon after the eruption documenting some details
of the damage. One report from the International Red Cross, released 21 days after
eruption onset, stated that in the three regencies surrounding Kelud, 11,903 buildings
were ‘completely damaged’ by tephra and 11 buildings were destroyed by lahars (IFRC,
2014). Unfortunately, this report did not present their survey data or provide
descriptions of what ‘completely damaged’ specifically refers to. Paripurno et al. (2015)
also conducted a study of damage from the 2014 eruption, stating that four buildings
were destroyed by lahars and that 8,719 buildings were damaged by tephra to varying
degrees. This study identified three tephra fall thickness range zones (2.5 – 5, 5 – 7.5
and 7.5 – 10 cm) and used these zones to categorise all buildings within that zone into
‘light’, ‘medium’ or ‘heavy’ damage categories respectively, based on the location of the
village that a building was from. This included 6,647 buildings from three villages that
sustained ‘heavy damage’ (kerusakan berat). Considering nearly all buildings in Kediri
regency (to the west of Kelud) were reportedly repaired within a month (Jakarta Post
2014), it is unlikely that thousands of buildings experienced severe roof or building
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collapse. Also, media images and videos from some of the most heavily impacted villages
do not feature any buildings that have experienced complete roof collapse (e.g. Berita
Satu, 2014; Kreer, 2014). Inconsistencies between these reports, rapid building repairs
and the wide area over which buildings were damaged all suggest remote sensing as an
ideal method for assessing building damage from this eruption.

2.5.1 Damage assessment method
To remotely assess building damage, we manually assessed changes to 1,154 structures
in seven distinct areas (Figure 2.5) using freely available pre- and post-eruption satellite
images from Google Earth. Locations in which to assess building damage were selected
based on the availability of high-resolution satellite imagery (30-70 cm pixels), the desire
to record damage in areas where the most severe damage was reported to have occurred
as well as across a wide range of tephra fall hazard intensities, as this is advised for
accurate vulnerability assessment (Rossetto et al. 2014b; Wilson et al. 2017). We also
avoided surveying buildings within 6 km of the vent, as these buildings may have been
subjected to damage by pyroclastic density currents. For the pre-eruption imagery, the
date closest to eruption with freely available, cloud free imagery spanning the majority
of the study area was taken on 26 December 2013, 49 days prior to the eruption. The
appearance of each building’s roof in these images was compared with its post-eruption
appearance using images acquired either five, seven or eight days after the eruption
(based on varying availability of cloud-free images soon after the eruption in different
areas). These images were then compared with ones taken 98 days after the eruption on
19 May 2014 as this is the first freely available, cloud free acquisition covering the entire
study area, taken after the majority of building repairs were completed. To facilitate
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rapid building repairs and minimise rain damage to building interiors, new clay tiles and
blue tarpaulins were widely issued after the eruption. When old dark tiles were replaced
with new ones this produced a stark colour change visible in both satellite images and
those taken on the ground (e.g. Figure 2.2A and Figure 2.6). Tiles were occasionally
replaced with a light grey roof cover which, based on field surveys, is likely to be asbestos
fibre sheeting (Blake et al.,2015). Similarly, roofs that were grey to dark grey preeruption would often have a slight but noticeably lighter appearance after the eruption
(e.g. Figure 2.2C). Again, we interpret this as replacement of old, damaged or collapsed
asbestos fibre sheets based on limited ground-truthing using media images and
observations from Blake et al. (2015). These colour changes were used to infer the extent
of repairs that were carried out after the eruption, as a proxy for damage. Commonly
observed changes in roof appearance were used to develop a damage state scale and a
single damage state was assigned to each assessed building (Figure 2.7). Damage state
descriptions and the observable changes used to assign damage states to buildings are
given in Table 2.2. The four-tiered scale here differs from the six-tiered scales used in
previous studies because the available satellite images could not be used to distinguish
so many different levels of damage. Especially ‘light’ DS1 damage, which for example
could include damage to water tanks or roof guttering, was not observable in satellite
images.
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Figure 2.5: Location of the 7 villages included in the damage survey including buildings
captured in OpenStreetMap (OSM). Surveyed villages from northernmost to
southernmost are numbered in yellow: 1, 2, 3 (NNW of vent), 4 (NE of vent), 5,6,7
(W-SW of vent).
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Figure 2.6: Images of Pandansari Village (village number 4) taken A) within the village by Kiran
Kreer and B) from a Maxar Technologies satellite, available on Google Earth. Photos taken 9
and 14 days after the eruption respectively.

Figure 2.7: Examples of damage states assigned to buildings in (A) Puncu district, village
number 2 and (B) Pandansari Village, village number 4, based on changes in appearance
between 49 days pre-eruption and 98 days post-eruption. Green building footprints represent
DS0/1, light blue DS2, orange DS3 and red DS4/5.

Table 2.2: The 4-tiered damage state scale used in this study, based on changes in roof
appearance.

DS

Damage state description

Observed change in building
appearance

0/1

No

No observable damage

None of the roof cladding has

damage/Light

changed colour and the structure

damage

of the roof is the same
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2

Moderate

Cladding replaced for < 50% ofStrong colour change of roof

damage

the roof area

cladding for < 50 % of the total
roof area, change typically limited
to overhanging and veranda roof
sections

3

Heavy damage

Cladding replaced for > 50% ofStrong colour change for > 50 %
the roof area

4/5

Severe
/Collapse

of the total roof area

damageThe roof over the central partThe roof framing structure has
of the building has collapsed orclearly changed (e.g. the apex of
the building has collapsed

the roof has been rotated or
relocated) or building has visibly
collapsed/disappeared entirely

2.5.2 Damage assessment results
The heaviest estimated tephra loads experienced by buildings we assessed were 144 kg
m-2, equivalent to 10.3 cm of dry tephra from this eruption. In line with these relatively
modest tephra loads, only 27 of the 1,154 buildings we assessed (2.3%) showed signs
that they had experienced severe roof or building collapse, despite deliberately assessing
damage in villages reported to have sustained the heaviest damage. Grey roofed
buildings, most of which are likely made of asbestos fibre roof sheets make up 11% (n =
127) of all those surveyed but a disproportionate 26% (n=7) of the DS4/5 observations,
implying that buildings with such roofs fail at lower loads than those with tile roofs. As
the number of buildings observed as DS4/5 is relatively small, the loads leading to
collapse may not be representative of the true collapse load for buildings in this region
and may explain why the median tephra load for DS4/5 buildings is not higher than
those with DS3 (Figure 2.8). The majority of buildings we assessed appeared to have
tiled roofs (89%, n= 1,027). Two surprising damage patterns were displayed by buildings
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with tiled roofs and it is likely that these are applicable to many such buildings
throughout Java. Firstly, of the 790 buildings displaying signs of damage, a large
proportion (56%, n = 464) appear to have had their entire roof covering replaced with
new clay tiles. Secondly, repairs for many buildings were concentrated along the edges
of roofs and, in 172 cases, these were the only parts of the roof which appear to have
received any repairs. The edges of these roofs are likely to be verandas or eaves
overhanging the building’s external walls (Idham 2018), both of which have been
identified as particularly vulnerable in previous eruptions in other countries (e.g Spence
et al., 1996; Blong, 2003) and in this eruption (Blake et al., 2015). After these sections
of roofs were repaired, they often occupied a larger area than they had prior to the
eruption. Measuring the building footprints of 30 buildings randomly sampled from the
172 that had repairs along their edges, we found that 20 of these had increased their
footprint size by an average of about 20% compared to pre-eruption. The median tephra
fall thickness modelled for roof overhang and veranda damage in this eruption was 6.2
or 8.2 cm thick for the inverted and interpolated tephra hazard layers respectively.

Figure 2.8: Distribution of tephra loads for all surveyed buildings in each damage state for both
hazard models. Number of observations for each group indicated above the plot. 89% of
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buildings have tiled roofs with the other 11% classified as grey roofs, which are assumed to be
made of asbestos fibre sheeting. The boxes reflect the central 50 percent of values and the
horizontal black line is the median. The edges of the whiskers extend up to 1.5 times the
interquartile range. Any observations beyond these points are considered outliers that are shown
as dots.

2.6 Vulnerability Assessment
Assigning damage states to buildings and quantifying hazard intensities that caused the
damage constitutes the raw data required to develop fragility curves. This section
outlines fragility curve fitting and cross-validation procedures and includes a description
of how curves can be used to estimate or forecast damage. Fragility curves were fit for
the two main groups of buildings identified, those with tiled roofs and those with grey
roofs. Grey roofs could be made of various different materials including reinforced
concrete and sheet metal but based on field surveys and media photos we assume that
the majority of these roofs are made of corrugated asbestos fibre sheets with both these
and tiled roofs typically supported on timber framing.

2.6.1 Fragility curve fitting and prediction accuracy
For both recognised building types, two sets of fragility curves were fit, one for each
hazard characterisation approach (Figure 2.9). The curves were fit to data using a
cumulative link model (CLM) and take the typical form of a log-normal cumulative
density function used in the vast majority of published parametric fragility curves
(Rossetto and Ioannou 2018). A CLM is a type of generalised linear model that makes
use of the ordinality of damage states (i.e. light damage < moderate damage < heavy
damage). There are several benefits to using CLMs compared to other statistical
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approaches commonly used in the past (Lallemant et al. 2015; Williams et al. 2019).
One key advantage is that individual damage state curves can be fit simultaneously using
observations from the entire data set. This becomes important in the commonly arising
situation where there are relatively few observations for a particular damage state (as is
the case in this study for DS4/5). A second advantage is that when curves are fit using
a CLM, curves for successive damage states cannot cross each other. This undesirable
characteristic needs to be avoided if curves are to be used to forecast damage or if the
prediction accuracy of the curves is to be assessed. The R script used for fitting fragility
curves and the best fit curve parameters for the 12 new fragility curves from this study
are given in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3: Best fit fragility curve parameters for all fragility curves presented in this study. These are
the values that would be inserted into Microsoft Excel’s NORMDIST function. Curve parameters
associated with R’s CLM function are output within the R script available on the NTU Data
Repository entry that accompanies this thesis or on GitHub (https://github.com/flying-

rock/kelud14).

Roof type
Tile

Grey

Damage
state
DS2
DS3
DS4/5
DS2
DS3
DS4/5

Interpolation hazard
Mean
72.62
122.14
427.49
80.37
113.87
309.13

Inversion hazard

Standard
Standard
deviation
Mean
deviation
0.62
48.34
0.89
0.62
103.95
0.89
0.62
644.81
0.89
0.71
51.26
1.16
0.71
91.41
1.16
0.71
482.50
1.16
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Figure 2.9: Fragility curves fit using tephra loads from both hazard models for A) tiled roofs and
B) grey roofs. Density plots show differing distributions of tephra loads across the 1,154
buildings used to fit curves, and that all data are from hazard intensities below 200 kg m-2. For
comparison with published curves, the black dotted lines in A) and B) are the roof collapse
curves for tiled and asbestos sheet roofs from Jenkins and Spence (2009). Their annotations, Dtf
and Atf, reflect the curve labels from that study. R script, Microsoft Excel spreadsheet and raw
data to fit curves are available on Github (https://github.com/flying-rock/kelud14).

We calculate prediction accuracies by conducting K-fold cross validation. K-fold cross
validation requires partitioning damage data into K randomly sampled, equally sized
groups, using one group as the test set (k) and the remaining groups as the training set
to fit fragility curves. Damage states are then predicted using the hazard intensities from
the test set and accuracy is calculated by comparing the predicted damage states of all
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buildings to their actual observed damage states. This process is repeated K times using
a different group as the test set each time and the average model accuracy across all K
validation tests is obtained. K-fold cross validation typically uses 5 or 10 folds. In this
study we used a K value of 5 as splitting data into 10 groups would have a higher
probability of producing some groups containing no DS4/5 observations. We iterated
this 5-fold cross validation 50 times to produce a stable overall average accuracy score.
To predict a discrete damage state using tephra load and fragility curves, a random
number between 0 and 1 is generated for each building and compared to the exceedance
probability at that building’s tephra load. Starting with the highest damage state to the
lowest, the predicted damage state for a building is the first one whose probability is
higher than the randomly generated number. If the randomly generated number is
higher than all three damage state probabilities, DS0/1 is assigned. For example, taking
an inversion tephra load of 200 kg m-2 on a tiled roof, the probabilities of reaching or
exceeding DS4/5, DS3 and DS2 are 0.1, 0.75 and 0.9 respectively. Randomly generated
numbers of 0.05, 0.5 or 0.85 would assign such a building as DS4/5, DS3 and DS2,
respectively. In this way, with a sufficient number of buildings, the distribution of
damage between the different damage states will be appropriately represented at any
hazard intensity.

Using the approach above, accuracy can be calculated following Equation 1.

Exact model accuracy =

0
1

∑1
?@0

34566748 967:;48;5<=
>87=8 =78

(1)

Where K is the number of groups the data is split into for K-fold cross validation,
NCDEC EDC is the number of buildings in the test set whose damage state is being predicted
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(roughly the total number of buildings divided by K) and nGHIIDGC JIDKLGCLHME is the
number of buildings whose predicted damage state matches the observed damage state.
This measure of accuracy has the advantage of being simple to calculate and interpret.
However, when this measure of accuracy is used on ordinal models, as is the case here,
its main shortcoming is that it does not make use of the ordered nature of damage states.
For example, if our model misclassifies a building as being DS2 when it was observed
to be DS0/1, this error is not as large as if the model had classified it as DS4/5.
Unfortunately, this information is lost during simple accuracy calculations. To take the
size of discrepancies between observed and predicted damage states into account, we
adopt the approach proposed by Rennie and Srebro (2005) and Charvet et al. (2015) to
calculate a weighted prediction accuracy. This requires calculating the level of
misclassification (i.e. the absolute difference between predicted and observed damage
levels) for each data point then dividing this value by the maximum possible difference
( NNO − 1).

Penalised accuracy = 1 −

Z X|
|VWX Y VW

(2)

>[\ Y0

Z L are the observed and predicted damage states for the ith observation
Where DSL and DS
and NNO refers the total number of different damage states, which in this study is four
(DS0/1 to DS4/5). Once the penalised accuracy has been calculated for each building
using Equation 2, the overall penalised accuracy of the model can be calculated during
cross validation following Equation 3.

Penalised model accuracy = 1 −

0
?

>87=8 =78
∑1
?@0 _∑`@0
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(3)

Exact and penalised accuracy scores for all four sets of fragility curves are given in Table
2.4. The various sets of fragility curves predict the exact observed damage state 40-44 %
of the time. Considering there are four possible damage state categories, a model that
predicts damage states at random should make an exactly accurate prediction around
25% of the time. Comparatively, for the weighted prediction (penalised model)
accuracy, a perfectly random predictor would have a score of 0.58 following Equation 3,
while our curves provide scores from 0.68 to 0.75. The accuracy scores for the Inversion
derived fragility curves are all very slightly higher (by 1-2%) than their Interpolation
based counterparts. Such small differences in these accuracy scores highlights the
similarity of the two sets of fragility curves developed in this study. An important point
to raise here is that accuracy scores such as these are sensitive to how the observations
used to test the curves are distributed in terms of their hazard intensities. For example,
if a large proportion of the observations used to test curve accuracy have hazard
intensities corresponding to portions of the plot where multiple fragility curves overlap,
or have very similar exceedance probabilities (y-axis values), this will act to lower the
accuracy scores compared to when many observations are located in portions of the plot
with little overlap. Using k-fold cross validation as was done in this study can help to
overcome these issues. Another important point to raise is that the true test of model
accuracy comes from testing the curves against damage observations from another,
possibly future eruption where the same types of buildings have been impacted. Figure
2.10 illustrates how the set of fragility curves with the highest accuracy perform
compared to random prediction, with nearly 45% of predictions exactly matching the
observed DS, a further 40% being within 1 damage state and approximately 15% being
misclassified by > 1 damage state.
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Table 2.4: Accuracy scores from fivefold-cross validation on all sets of fragility curves.

Accuracy measure

Roof type

Exact
Penalised

Interpolation

Inversion

Grey

0.40

0.41

Tile

0.42

0.44

Grey

0.68

0.70

Tile

0.74

0.75

Figure 2.10: Average number of buildings in each level of misclassification (subtracting
predicted DS level from observed DS level) for the best performing set of cross-validated
fragility curves (tiled roof, inversion hazard layer) compared to a perfectly random prediction.
Labels above bars give percentage of buildings within each level of misclassification. This plot
represents one test set, i.e. one-fifth (n=206) of all the tiled roof buildings surveyed.

At relatively low hazard intensities, the curves fit using hazard intensities derived from
inversion model buildings as more vulnerable compared to curves fit using interpolation.
Conversely, at relatively high hazard intensities >150 kg m-2, the inversion curves model
buildings as less vulnerable and they appear to unrealistically underestimate the
likelihood of roof or building collapse (DS4/5). When comparing both DS4/5 curves to
published fragility curves, the interpolated DS4/5 curves more closely approximate the
two roof collapse curves from Jenkins and Spence (2009) that are likely to be most
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representative of buildings surrounding Kelud. These include tiled and asbestos roofs in
‘average to good condition’ (Figure 2.9).

2.7 Discussion
2.7.1 Lessons learnt from Kelud
Communities surrounding Kelud displayed a great capacity to recover following the
2014 eruption, repairing thousands of buildings within less than a month of evacuation
orders being lifted. Rapid repairs were facilitated by the almost immediate provision of
aid in the form of readily available roof cladding materials and military personnel. While
it is important for communities to return home and quickly repair their buildings, two
aspects of the recovery may have increased building vulnerability, going against one of
the key priorities of the 2015-2030 Sendai Framework Disaster Risk Reduction to
"Build Back Better" (UNISDR 2015). Firstly, the many buildings in Pandansari village
with new tile roofs may now exhibit a marginally reduced vulnerability to tephra loading
but an increased vulnerability to energetic impacts from large clasts. The clay tiles that
were widely distributed after the eruption were 3 mm thinner than the typical, 15 mm
thick tiles in place prior to the eruption. Reducing the thickness of tiles by 3 mm slightly
decreases the load they place on a roof, presumably increasing the load of tephra the roof
frame can support by an equal amount. However, 15 mm thick clay tiles are already
exceptionally vulnerable to shattering under impact from large clasts (with a threshold
of ~ 20 joules), and making tiles thinner will have reduced the impact energy and
associated minimum clast size required to exceed damage thresholds (Williams et al.
2019; Osman et al. 2019). Secondly, vulnerability is also likely to have been increased in
the many cases where repairs have markedly enlarged overhanging and veranda sections
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of roofs. These sections of roofs have been identified as vulnerable in previous studies
but there are multiple reasons why the buildings in this region might be particularly
susceptible to roof overhang collapse. Firstly, the flared multi-pitch design of many roofs
surrounding Kelud promotes tephra shedding onto the more shallowly pitched roof
overhangs. The heavy rain that fell four days after the eruption would likely have further
increased tephra shedding onto roof overhangs (Hampton et al. 2015; Jones et al. 2017)
and increased deposit bulk density (Macedonio and Costa 2012). This, combined with
accounts of some roofs not collapsing until after the heavy rainfall supports the
hypothesis that many overhangs may have been damaged only after receiving additional
water saturated tephra mobilised from steep upper sections of the roof catchment.
Increasing the size of overhangs allows them to shade and cool the building more
effectively while also providing additional living space. However, this is often an area
where visitors are given a place to sleep (Idham 2018), meaning the relatively high
vulnerability of these sections of roofs likely has life-safety implications in future
eruptions. Specifically, people who have evacuated to seek shelter in villages farther
downwind, may find themselves staying beneath a section of roof that is highly prone
to collapse.

2.7.2 Implications for damage and vulnerability assessment
We show that free media and satellite images can be used to assess the degree of repair
buildings have received following a tephra fall. By assuming that the degree of visible
repairs are a proxy for damage severity, damage can be compared with tephra fall hazard
intensity to develop new building vulnerability models. Testing prediction accuracy is
important for any vulnerability model and may be even more important when models
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are developed using unconventional methods such as these. The fragility curves we
developed using remote surveys have accuracies comparable to those developed using
field-based building damage surveys from other hazards. For example, curves developed
by Macabuag et al. (2016) using data from the 2011 To¯ hoku tsunami and the same
cumulative link model curve fitting approach had penalised accuracy rates between 0.710.81, marginally higher but comparable to our 0.68-0.75. It is important to note that
our fragility curve accuracies cannot be compared to those from any volcanic
vulnerability study as no previously published studies have conducted fragility curve
accuracy testing. This is likely due to a general perception that insufficient data are
available to warrant the use of such tests (e.g. Wilson et al., 2017a) and because there
are few fragility curves published within volcanology to begin with (compared to other
natural hazards). Remote sensing can greatly increase the amount of damage data
available for vulnerability assessment, particularly in a post-disaster context where time
to conduct field surveys can be highly constrained (e.g. Mcsporran 2019; Mas et al.
2020). Remote sensing enables rapid data collection for large numbers of buildings over
relatively wide areas and allows surveys to be carried out years after the damage occurred,
if adequate satellite imagery is available. Surveying a wide area remotely can also help to
focus field missions, identifying areas that are important to survey in more detail.
Damage surveys conducted remotely should be considered highly complementary to
field-based surveys, which are capable of providing highly detailed information but
usually for a relatively small number of buildings.

Past research on forecasting tephra fall impacts to buildings and all previously developed
fragility curves, placed a focus on identifying loads likely to cause severe roof or building
collapse, driven by life-safety concerns (Spence et al. 2005; Zuccaro et al. 2008; Jenkins
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and Spence 2009). In any given tephra fall however, exponential thinning with distance
means that light tephra falls cover a relatively large area and therefore buildings receiving
relatively light damage are likely to far outnumber collapses (Blong, et al., 2017), as was
the case in the Kelud 2014 eruption. In cases such as this, repair costs associated with
non-collapse damage might contribute substantially to the total cost of recovery, so it is
important for future studies of tephra fall impacts to buildings to determine under what
hazard intensities relatively light – moderate damage occurs.

2.7.3 Limitations and future work
A major limitation of this study’s remote damage survey is that, for most buildings,
damage severity has not been directly observed but rather inferred based on the extent
of visible repairs. This is problematic because aid for repairs is unlikely to have been
evenly distributed amongst all regencies and is unlikely to be distributed in the same way
in the future if a much larger number of buildings are damaged. One example of unequal
distribution comes from, Tanggung Mulyo 10 km north north-west of Kelud. This
village was initially not given free materials by the local government for repairs because
the buildings there were deemed to be in poor condition prior to the eruption
(Sutriyanto 2014). Had this village not received building materials from other
institutions two months after the eruption, the relative lack of visible roof cladding
replacement might give the impression that these buildings were in good condition and
highly resilient to DS2 and DS3 damage when in fact the opposite could be true.

If the fragility curves developed from this eruption are to be used in forecasting damage
in future eruptions, either at Kelud or at other volcanoes, several issues need to be
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considered. Firstly, with only 27 DS4/5 roof or building collapses observed, comprising
20 tiled roofs and just 7 grey roofs, fragility curves produced for this damage state in
particular should be used with caution. Secondly, considering the fragility curves derived
using the interpolated and the inverted tephra loads differ from each other, either both
sets will need to be used to give a range for the number of damaged buildings or a
decision will need to be made on which set is more appropriate for use in the given
study. The accuracy scores for the inversion derived curves were slightly higher than
those from interpolation. However, at hazard intensities higher than those observed in
this eruption, the inversion DS4/5 curves appear to more strongly underestimate roof
collapse probabilities than the interpolation DS4/5 curves, when both are compared to
previously published roof collapse curves for similar building types. Both of the
previously published roof collapse fragility curves highlighted in Figure 2.9 estimate that
structures such as those surveyed in this study are substantially weaker than our current
DS4/5 curves suggest. The roof collapse curves in this study have also required
substantial extrapolation to hazard intensities up to four times higher than those
observed in this eruption. This issue combined with the low number of observed
collapses in the 2014 eruption means that future studies wishing to use these fragility
curves to forecast damage, may benefit from substituting in the previously published
curves from Jenkins and Spence (2009) in place of the DS4/5 curves from this study.
Lastly, these fragility curves have assumed loads from dry tephra deposits, but some
buildings were reported to have only sustained damage after heavy rainfall, which was
likely to have increased tephra loads by up to 30 % using the saturation assumption
method of Macedonio and Costa (2012). Also, as previously noted, the style of roofs in
this region may be unique to Java, with flatter roofs perhaps being more prone to severe
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collapse (DS4/5) and relatively less prone to overhang collapse (DS2) triggered by
tephra shedding onto the overhangs. Future work could also focus on better constraining
collapse loads for these buildings given the larger individual cost to replace collapsed
roofs relative to just the overhang, and the associated life-safety concerns of total roof
collapse.

In characterising tephra hazard, uncertainties are associated with the initial
measurement of deposit thickness (Engwell et al. 2013), as well as the dispersal
modelling and isopach drawing process (Scollo et al. 2008; Engwell et al. 2015; Yang
and Bursik 2016). The discrepancies between the two sets of fragility curves are solely
driven by the differences between two methods of characterising the tephra dispersal for
the same set of field measurements. Hayes et al. (2019) faced a similar issue in
determining the tephra thicknesses that had fallen on buildings surrounding Calbuco
using two separate sets of isopachs. The authors noted that in the future, uncertainty
could be substantially reduced by taking hazard intensity measurements at the site of
each damage observation. This measurement would make estimation of hazard intensity
from dispersal modelling or isopach maps unnecessary. In addition to taking a tephra
thickness measurement at each site, deposit bulk density should also be measured as
density is likely to vary from site to site based on the deposit’s grainsize distribution,
compactness, and degree of saturation. In areas with steep or multi-pitched roofs,
observations of any tephra shedding should be made and ideally measurements should
be taken from the roof itself. Taking such measurements would be time consuming
and/or potentially dangerous and may therefore be unrealistic unless field teams are well
trained and have sufficient personnel. Also, this approach requires a field team whose
primary aim is to assess building damage, which is often not the case. If remote damage
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surveys are instead using measurements taken by teams focused on physical volcanology
research, vulnerability assessment could be improved by attempting to only fit fragility
curves using damage observations made within a set distance of robust tephra deposit
measurements.

2.8 Conclusions
The February 2014 eruption of Kelud produced tephra falls that damaged thousands of
buildings around the volcano. A total of 1,154 buildings were remotely surveyed and
damage was categorised into one of three damage states. Relatively few buildings
experienced severe roof or building collapse (DS4/5), likely because nearby villages were
not exposed to tephra deposits > 10.3 cm thick, with an equivalent dry deposit load of
144 kg m-2. We found that DS4/5 damage occurred at a minimum tephra thickness of
3.3 and 6.2 cm for the inverted and interpolated hazard layers, respectively. Data from
the damage survey were used to produce new fragility curves. Their prediction accuracy
was assessed and found to be only slightly lower than that of comparable fragility curves
produced using field-based damage surveys for tsunami hazards. Our study highlights
that the choice of interpolation method for tephra thickness field measurements
influences the results of vulnerability assessment, which can then propagate into
subsequent impact and risk assessment. This uncertainty can be reduced in future studies
by taking a higher number of tephra deposit measurements and samples, ideally at the
site of each damage observation as well as on the roof of the building if it is safe to do
so. Of course, detailed field measurements such as these may be difficult to take in the
immediate aftermath of an eruption and cannot be taken when damage surveys are
conducted remotely months to years later. The opposing strengths and weaknesses of
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remote damage assessment and traditional, field-based damage surveys make these two
approaches highly complementary to each other in efforts to deepen our understanding
of tephra fall building vulnerability.
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Preamble
In line with Objectives 1 and 2 of this thesis, this is the first study to develop volcanic
fragility curves using two efficient curve fitting approaches that are commonly applied
in other natural hazards. The study shows that new volcanic fragility curves can be
developed with relatively few data and that uncertainty surrounding the curves can be
readily calculated. This chapter compares the curve fitting approach used in Chapter 2
with two other approaches, highlighting the minimum data requirements and associated
benefits and drawbacks of each approach. The code used in this study runs on openaccess software (R) and is available on Github to promote the wider use of these
techniques

in

vulnerability

assessment

for

volcanic

and

other

hazards

(https://github.com/flying-rock/fragility).
Co-author contributions to this study and the studies in Chapters 2 and 4 are listed in
the Author Attribution Statement on page IV of the thesis.
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3.1 Abstract
Ballistic projectiles are the most frequently lethal volcanic hazard close to the vent.
Recent eruptions of Ontake in 2014 and Kusatsu-Shirane in 2018 showed that unreinforced, timber-framed buildings - those typically considered highly vulnerable to the
dangerous penetration of ballistics - provided life-saving shelter from ballistic impact.
Modelled kinetic energies of some non-penetrating impacts were an order of magnitude
above expected penetration thresholds. It has been hypothesised that a pre-existing layer
of tephra on the roofs cushioned impacts. To quantitatively test this, and improve our
understanding of how buildings respond to projectile impacts, we used a pneumatic
cannon to simulate block impacts to clay tiles and reinforced concrete roof slabs covered
with tephra layers 0 - 20 cm thick. Substantially higher impact energies were resisted
when tephra was present with 5 cm of tephra approximately tripling the penetration
threshold of both building materials. Fragility curves, which relate ballistic hazard
intensity with the probability of building damage, were developed from our
experimental data following three curve fitting approaches: generalised link models,
cumulative link models and data binning. A key benefit of these approaches is that
confidence in these curves can be robustly quantified from the data – the first time that
this has been attempted for volcanic fragility curves. This study shows how the extent
of building damage can be strongly influenced by the sequence of volcanic hazards and
provides an example of proactive risk management through testing of physical
mitigation strategies in a laboratory environment.

3.2 Introduction
Increasing numbers of people are visiting or living in close proximity to active volcanoes,
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leading to heightened exposure of people and assets to near-vent hazards such as
volcanic ballistics (Brown et al. 2015; Fitzgerald et al. 2017). Volcanic ballistics are
fragments of rock or lava that can be ejected during any style of explosive eruption
(Sparks et al. 1997). They range in size from a few centimetres to tens of metres in
diameter and typically travel with near parabolic trajectories (Taddeucci et al. 2017).
Ballistics usually land within 5 km of the vent, though in rare cases they have been
ejected over 10 km (Blong 1984; Alatorre-Ibargüengoitia et al. 2012). They can be
hazardous to people, buildings, infrastructure and other societal assets mostly due to
their high kinetic and/or thermal energies (Wardman et al., 2012; Fitzgerald et al.,
2014). Ballistics are the most frequently lethal volcanic hazard within 5 km of the vent
(Brown et al. 2017), yet compared to other more widespread hazards, the assessment of
risk posed by ballistics has received little study.

Given the high lethality and damage potential from ballistics hazards, a common risk
management approach has been to restrict access and development using exclusion
zones, either permanently or during times of heightened volcanic activity (Fitzgerald et
al. 2017). However, there may be strong societal desire to retain and/or increase access
to and connection with active volcanic vent areas from multiple stakeholders (including
cultural, touristic, development and scientific), which make total exclusion problematic
and often strongly resisted (Erfurt-Cooper 2011; Pardo et al. 2015; Deligne et al. 2018;
Fitzgerald et al. 2019; Kilgour et al. 2019). This is particularly challenging when
managing ballistic and other proximal volcanic hazard and risk at volcanoes which
experience small unheralded eruptions that can occur with little to no forecastable
warning and put individuals in active vent areas at considerable risk, such as the 2012
Te Maari eruption, New Zealand (Fitzgerald et al. 2014), the 2014 Ontake eruption,
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Japan (Yamaoka et al. 2016) and the 2018 eruption of Kusatsu-Shirane, Japan (GVP,
2018). Thus, contemporary risk management of ballistic hazards at frequently visited
and/or occupied active volcanoes needs to consider that exclusion and evacuation may
not be possible or practical, and people may be potentially exposed to ballistic hazards,
so other mitigation options are required.

Existing research on volcanic ballistic penetration thresholds suggests that the majority
of widely used building cladding materials (including reinforced concrete slabs ≤ 75 mm
thick), are unable to resist penetration from impact energies > 2 kJ (Blong 1981;
Williams et al. 2017; Yamada et al. 2018). The maximum kinetic energy of a ballistic at
impact is dependent on both its mass and terminal velocity, and is therefore strongly
controlled by its size. Clasts of diameter 0.1 m rarely have impact energies >2 kJ (Walker
et al. 1971; Blong 1981). Conversely, this 2 kJ threshold is exceeded by any cubicalshaped pyroclast > 12 cm in diameter falling at terminal velocity (assuming pyroclast
density > 0.625 g cm-3). Considering that ballistic blocks and bombs can be much larger
and denser than this, it follows that buildings with unreinforced cladding or framing
systems should be considered highly vulnerable to ballistic impacts. Relatively large
ballistics (> 0.2 m in diameter) can land with velocities >100 m/s and impact
energies >105 kJ (Alatorre-Ibargüengoitia et al. 2012), far exceeding the 4-12 kJ impact
energy threshold required to penetrate most reinforced concrete slabs (Jenkins and
Spence, 2009; Jenkins et al., 2014).

An important related observation from two recent eruptions is that tens of people have
successfully sheltered inside unreinforced timber-framed buildings whilst people
outside, without shelter were struck and killed by ballistics (Yamada et al. 2018;
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Yoshimoto et al. 2018). During the small scale, unheralded phreatic eruption of
Kusatsu-Shirane in January 2018, an estimated 100 people successfully sheltered inside
a timber clad ‘summit station’ (Yoshimoto et al. 2018). Despite the roof sustaining 19
damaging impacts, 5 of which resulted in roof penetration, no deaths or injuries were
reported, whilst 1 death and 11 injuries were sustained by skiers out in the open. During
the 2014 Ontake eruption, at least 58 deaths were caused by trauma from ballistic
impacts, but all who sheltered inside timber mountain huts survived (Yamada et al.
2018). Building damage assessments conducted after the eruption revealed the timber
roofs of these mountain huts at Ontake were not fully penetrated by any ballistic ≤ 10
cm in diameter and in several instances, had halted ballistics 20 cm in diameter
(Tsunematsu et al. 2016). Ballistic trajectory modelling of 20 cm diameter projectiles
reaching the huts estimated their minimum impact energies at 38 kJ, an order of
magnitude higher than the 1.2 kJ expected roof penetration threshold, based on impact
experiments conducted by Yamada et al. (2018) designed to exactly replicate these
Japanese Cedar roofs. This order of magnitude discrepancy between expected and actual
performance of buildings is an example of our limited understanding of building
vulnerability to volcanic ballistic impacts.

This study seeks to provide a deeper understanding of building vulnerability to ballistic
impacts, specifically by examining how tephra deposits might cushion ballistic impacts
to roofs. The potential for tephra deposits to offer buildings some protection against
ballistic impacts has long been hypothesised (e.g. Blong, 1981; Pomonis et al., 1999;
Spence et al., 2005; Biass et al., 2016) but to the best of our knowledge, the increased
resistance of roofs from tephra cushioning has never been directly observed or
investigated. Based on eruption deposit facies at Ontake, tephra cushioning could be
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considered one of the factors contributing to the better than expected performance of
timber mountain huts during the 2014 eruption (Maeno et al. 2016). In this study,
volcanic rocks were launched towards clay tiles and reinforced concrete slabs using a
pneumatic cannon in a laboratory setting, allowing us to compare impact energies and
building response when targets were either directly impacted by rocks or when they were
covered with a layer of tephra prior to shooting. We use data from these experiments to
fit fragility curves that quantify the relationship between impact energy and probability
of building damage for these two roofing materials. This provides a quantitative
vulnerability model for forecasting damage from ballistics in future eruptions, as a
function of a bare roof and varying tephra cushioning layer thicknesses.

3.2.1 Quantifying vulnerability with fragility curves
The rising demand for probabilistic volcanic risk assessment has created an increasingly
urgent need for the development of quantitative volcanic vulnerability models that
translate the outputs of sophisticated hazard models into their likely impacts (Wilson et
al. 2017). Fragility curves estimate the probability of a given level of damage or impact
occurring as a function of a measured hazard intensity. The hazard intensity metric
(HIM) that is most appropriate for predicting damage will vary based on the type of
hazard and also for the type of impact a given assessment is most concerned with
(Macabuag et al., 2016). For volcanic projectiles, the most frequently used HIM is
impact energy, measured in joules (e.g. Spence et al., 2005; Jenkins et al., 2014) and this
is the HIM we use for all fragility curves presented in this study. Impact energy is
defined as the kinetic energy of a projectile at the moment it impacts a target. In addition
to a HIM value, all data used to develop fragility curves must indicate an associated
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damage severity. The damage sustained when a projectile strikes a roof can be broken
down into broad damage states (DSs). The DS scale used in this study follows the fourtiered scale (DS0-DS3) of Williams et al. (2017), with specific damage state
descriptions given in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Damage state scale and descriptions for both target materials used in this study.

Damage state

Damage state description

Clay roof tile
DS0

No damage - cosmetic scratches
Overlapping edges or corners of tiles chipped off - roof remains

DS1

weathertight
Tile cracked, shattered or dislodged without penetration of projectile

DS2

through tile

DS3

Projectile has penetrated through tile

Reinforced
concrete slab
DS0

No damage - cosmetic scratches

DS1

Front-face spalling and/or back-face cracking

DS2

Ejection of concrete fragments from the back-face (scabbing)

DS3

Projectile has made a perforation through the slab

3.3 Experimental method
High quality fragility functions make use of empirical data, such as those from postevent impact surveys or laboratory experiments (Rossetto et al. 2014b; Wilson et al.
2017). Post-eruption impact surveys are often not well suited to the quantitative
assessment of ballistic impacts to buildings if the end-goal is to collect data for fragility
curve development. This is because access to buildings that have been damaged by
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ballistics is often restricted for safety reasons, close observation of impacts during an
eruption can be dangerous, and because estimation of ballistic impact energy after an
eruption requires the use of assumptions to inform input parameters for ballistic
trajectory modelling (Tsunematsu et al. 2016). Conversely, assessment of ballistic
impacts simulated in the laboratory allows for close observation of damage with precise
measurement of impact energy in a safe environment. Using the University of
Canterbury’s vertical pneumatic cannon (Figure 3.1), we conducted 46 laboratory
experiments simulating impacts to reinforced concrete and clay tiled roofs by
block/bomb and coarse lapilli sized particles (Table 3.2). The impact velocity of each
projectile was measured using a Sony RX10 filming at 960 frames per second and
velocity was controlled by varying air pressure in the cannon’s barrel.
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Figure 3.1: A) Schematic diagram of vertical pneumatic cannon testing set up. B) Pre-impact
photo of set-up for bare tile impact experiment. The ‘Ash sieve height’ line represents the height
at which the sieve used to deposit ash was held, during the ash deposition process.

Tile experiments aimed to simulate strikes from relatively small projectiles (< 12 cm in
diameter) falling from the plume at speeds up to their terminal velocities calculated from
Walker et al. (1971). Projectiles such as these reportedly caused damage to clay tile and
sheet metal roofs following the 2014 eruption of Kelud volcano and the 2015 eruption
of Calbuco at distances of ~7 and 11 km from the vent respectively (Blake et al. 2015;
Hayes et al. 2019a). Reinforced concrete experiments used larger projectiles with higher
impact energies to simulate impacts from modestly sized volcanic blocks (15 - 30 cm in
diameter). The impact velocities used in experiments and the projectile diameters,
weights and densities are given in Table 3.3. In tile experiments, the diameter, weight
and density of projectiles were chosen to match those described in the previously
mentioned Kelud and Calbuco eruptions. For the concrete experiments, values in Table
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3.3 are within the modelled and measured range for similarly sized ballistic blocks
ejected during the 2012 Te Maari and 2014 Ontake eruptions (Fitzgerald et al. 2014;
Breard et al. 2014; Tsunematsu et al. 2016). Projectiles were well-rounded
(approximately spherical), basaltic rocks sourced from Te Oka Bay, Banks Peninsula,
New Zealand.

Table 3.2: Number of experiments conducted for each material and tephra type. * = Concrete
slab impact experiments presented in a previous study by Williams et al. (2017) - results from
previous experiments are compared with those given here to assess the level of protection offered
by cushioning.

Roofing material
Type of experiment

Reinforced
Clay tile

concrete

Bare material

15

40*

Lapilli cushioning

0

8

Fine ash cushioning

13

7

Table 3.3: Measured values of projectiles used in pneumatic cannon experiments.

Clay tile
experiments

Reinforced
concrete
experiments

Long axis diameter
(mm)

43 – 120

160 – 310

Density (kg/m3)

750 – 2200

1770 – 3000

Weight (kg)

0.037 – 0.237 2.8 – 9.6

Velocity (m/s)

12.6 – 58.8

15.4 – 79.6

Impact energy (J)

4 – 645

924 – 9625

Tiles and reinforced concrete slabs were chosen for testing as they represent materials
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with very different expected resistance to projectile impacts and because these are
commonly used building materials in many parts of the world (Spence et al. 2005). The
tiles used in experiments are clay tiles, 11 mm thick, laid on a 0.6 by 1.2 metre section
of timber framing built to the New Zealand building code (NZS 3604: Methods and
details for the design and construction of timber-framed buildings up to three storeys
high). Although the framing materials and configuration are specific to buildings
following the New Zealand building code, the tile fragility curves can still be broadly
applied to clay tiles of a similar thickness because tiles are usually considerably weaker
than their framing and all projectiles were fired at sections of the tiles which span
between purlins, making the effect of framing strength negligible (Figure 3.2A). The
reinforced concrete roof slabs used in these experiments were designed in accordance
with New Zealand building code (NZS 3101: Concrete structures standard) and were
identical to those used in the pneumatic cannon experiments presented in Williams et
al. (2017) (Figure 3.2B). In concrete experiments where slabs did not reach DS3 severity
(Table 3.1), loss of concrete strength was assessed using Schmidt Hammer
measurements (Hannachi and Guetteche 2015) taken before and after impacts as an
additional means of assessing damage severity. For all of the reinforced concrete
experiments, slabs were mounted horizontally beneath the pneumatic cannon producing
perpendicular strikes which are the most efficient at causing damage and therefore give
the most conservative estimate of impact resistance (Chen et al. 2004). For tile
experiments the roof sections were instead pitched at 25˚ because clay tile roofs are
unlikely to be flat as this does not promote efficient rain run-off.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic cross-sections of A) clay tile and B) reinforced concrete slab targets with
reinforcement bars. Projectile impact points shown in red. All dimensions in mm.
Reinforcement bars are 10 mm in diameter.

To assess the potential for tephra to cushion impacts, we conducted 28 experiments
where a layer of tephra was deposited onto the surface of the roof prior to shooting.
During the experiments we used varying thicknesses of two tephras with different
grainsizes and compositions. One tephra was a scoraceous lapilli made up of particles
with a mean grainsize ~3 cm and bulk density of 740-900 kg/m3. This was collected
from Taupo Scoria Limited in August 2015. The other tephra was a fine basaltic
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‘pseudo-ash’ (milled lava, sieved to particular grainsize) with a mean grainsize of 45 μm
and bulk density of 1140 kg/m3. Pseudo-ash was required for testing as unweathered
ash was not available in sufficient quantities for these large-scale tests. To produce
pseudo-ash with physical properties close to those of real ash with similar grain size
distributions, we followed the method set out by Wilson et al. (2012) and used the same
Lyttleton Basalt source rocks. To simulate fine ash deposition onto a roof the pseudoash was dispersed using a 40 cm ´ 40 cm 250 μm sieve, agitated from over a metre above
the target surface, a height sufficient for all particles to reach terminal velocity prior to
settling (Wilson and Huang 1979; Hampton et al. 2015). For the tile experiments, only
the fine-grained ash was used as any lapilli particles deposited onto the pitched tile roof
immediately rolled off the roof, onto the laboratory floor. Shedding did not occur when
the fine basaltic ash was sieved onto tiles.

3.4 Fragility Curve Fitting
Prior studies producing fragility curves for volcanic hazards have done so using the
relatively small data sets that are available, which are typically much smaller than those
available for other natural hazards (Wilson et al. 2017; Deligne et al. 2017). This data
scarcity has necessitated previous volcanic vulnerability studies to adopt a range of
pragmatic approaches to fragility curve development. Some examples include the
manual selection of fragility curve distribution parameters to fit curves within upper and
lower threshold bounds (e.g. Zuccaro et al., 2008; Biass et al., 2016; Williams et al.,
2017), the fitting of straight line segments between discrete data points (e.g. Pomonis
et al., 1999; Wilson et al., 2017) and defining roof classifications to evenly space a suite
of curves across a range of damaging hazard intensities (e.g. Spence et al., 2005).
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Incorporating data from impacts simulated in the laboratory allows us to generate
datasets larger than those typically available for volcanic vulnerability studies, making it
worthwhile to assess the suitability of different curve fitting approaches. We take three
different approaches to curve fitting in this study, making use of (1) generalised link
models (GLMs), (2) cumulative link models (CLMs) and (3) data binning combined
with maximum likelihood estimation. GLMs and CLMs are widely used for fragility
curve fitting in tsunami and seismic building vulnerability studies (e.g. Charvet et al.,
2014; Lallemant et al., 2015; Macabuag et al., 2016). Data binning has been used in
tsunami vulnerability studies to fit curves to large data sets (e.g. Porter et al., 2007;
Tarbotton et al., 2015), but with an additional set of logical rules. An adapted binning
method has also been used to develop fragility curves where data are exceptionally scarce
for volcanic impacts to infrastructure (Wilson et al., 2017). The advantages and
disadvantages of each method are given in Table 3.4 along with references containing
detailed reviews and discussion on each of these statistical models and how they are used
in fragility curve fitting.

Table 3.4: Advantages and disadvantages of various statistical models for fitting fragility curves
to empirical damage data.

Advantages
Several suites of fragility
functions for different
Data
binning

volcanic hazards and
assets have already been
produced using this
approach so new data
can incorporated into

Disadvantages

References

Choice of exact bin
ranges and number of
bins is subjective and
different choices
introduce substantial
variation in fragility
curve parameters.
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Noh et
al.(2015),
Tarbotton et al.
(2015), Wilson
et al. (2017),

these in a standardised

Data aggregation into

manner.

bins reduces number of
available data points.

Binning data allows it to
be dealt with more

Depending on data

intuitively as ratios

completeness, curves

rather being binary.

may cross, unless values
are manually adjusted.

If data is scarce, this
approach can be adapted
and supplemented with
information from expert
elicitation.
Data requires minimal
manual processing

Depending on data

compared to binning.

completeness, curves for
consecutive damage

Works well with small

states may cross.

McCullagh and

Generalised data sets as no data is

Nelder (1989),

Linear

lost through

Baker (2014),

Models

aggregation.

Lallemant et al.
(2015)

Confidence intervals can
be calculated based on
uncertainty in estimated
curve parameters.

Cumulative
Link
Models

Treating data as ordinal

Only applicable to

ensures proper

damage schema with

Charvet et al.

treatment of cumulative

ordinal damage states.

(2014),

probabilities (i.e.

Lallemant et al.

fragility curves for

Can only produce curves

(2015),

different damage states

for immediately

Macabuag et al.

will not cross or have

sequential damage states

(2016)

negative slopes).
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(e.g. DS1 and 2 or DS2
Data points from all

and 3, not DS1 and 3).

damage states are used
to produce curves for

Curves are constrained

individual damage

by the common effect β

states. This is

which is shared across all

particularly useful when

damage states.

there is sparse data for
particular damage states
which is often the case
for volcanic impacts.
Confidence intervals can
be calculated based on
uncertainty in estimated
curve parameters.
All curves presented in this study share the typical log-normal cumulative density
function (CDF) form used for the vast majority of published parametric fragility curves
(Rossetto and Ioannou 2018). One reason the log-normal cumulative distribution is
widely used, besides its precedence in previous work, is because it has numerous
convenient characteristics for modelling fragility. On the x-axis, log-normal CDFs have
a lower bound of zero, which satisfies the expectation that hazard intensities cannot be
negative. On the y-axis, log-normal CDFs are bounded between 0 and 1 (as is the case
for any CDF) and this satisfies the constraint that the probability of a damage state
being reached is likewise bounded between 0 and 1. All three approaches in this study
also make use of maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) to find the CDF with the
highest likelihood of producing the observed data, but the different methods achieve
this by optimising different pairs of parameters.
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When curves are fit to binned data, the fragility curve parameters that maximum
likelihood estimation optimises are the median ( θc ) and standard deviation of ln HIM
( βc ) (i.e. the HIM level at which the y-axis reads 0.5 on the y-axis and the slope of the
curve respectively). When data are binned, a series of bins spanning different hazard
intensity ranges must first be selected. Then multiple observations, each with their own
measured hazard intensity may be aggregated and assigned the median measured hazard
intensity of all observations within that bin. Next, the fraction of observations equalling
or exceeding a given damage state are calculated for each bin. These fractions are the
damage state exceedance probabilities (y-axis of fragility curve plot) that correspond to
discrete hazard intensities (x-axis of fragility curve plot). Fragility curves can then be fit
using these probabilities and median hazard intensities to plot points with straight lines
between them (e.g. Wilson et al. 2017) or by using the points within MLE to fit a
lognormal CDF curve (Baker 2014). These curves can be used to calculate the
probability of reaching or exceeding a given damage state (DS or ds) at any hazard
intensity using the optimised fragility curve with the following form:
𝑃(𝐷𝑆 ≥ 𝑑𝑠|𝐻𝐼𝑀 = 𝐻𝐼𝑀` ) = Φ q
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(1)

where Φ is the standard cumulative normal distribution function, and the probability
(P) to equal or exceed a given damage state is expressed in terms of the hazard intensity
metric (HIM), which in this study is impact energy, measured in joules (J).

Curve fitting using a generalised linear model can be nearly identical to fitting using
MLE on binned data but it has a distinct advantage in not requiring the manual
grouping of data into bins, where decisions on the number of bins and the exact
distribution of data points between bins can lead to fragility curves of different shapes
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being produced, especially when only modest datasets (< 50 observations) are available.
The GLMs used in this study all take the following form:
𝑃(𝐷𝑆 ≥ 𝑑𝑠ǀ𝐻𝐼𝑀) = Φ s𝛽•0 + 𝛽•• ln(𝐻𝐼𝑀)z

(2)

where βc0 and βc• are the intercept and slope parameters of the linear predictor, which
is transformed by the inverse of a chosen link function. In this study we chose to use the
probit link whose inverse is the standard cumulative normal distribution (Φ). When
fitting fragility curves using GLMs, a single GLM is used to fit the curve for each
damage state, but prior to fitting, data must be made dichotomous such that for each
observation 0 and 1 correspond to success or failure respectively in terms of reaching the
damage state that a particular GLM is fitting (Figure 3.3:).

Figure 3.3: Illustration of the relationship between dichotomous damage data, the MLE
optimised Beta parameters of the linear predictor (intercept and slope) and transformation of
the linear predictor with the inverse probit link to produce a GLM fit fragility curve that predicts
the likelihood of reaching or exceeding a damage state. The data used in this example are from
reinforced concrete experiments with no tephra cushion.

Cumulative link models are an extension of GLMs, which make use of the ordinality of
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damage states, where increasing damage states correspond to increasing damage severity
(no damage, light damage, heavy damage, etc.). Damage state ordering allows for
cumulative probabilities to be calculated for each damage state ( j ) simultaneously.
𝑃s𝐷𝑆 ≥ 𝑑𝑠‚ ǀ𝐻𝐼𝑀z = Φ s𝛽•‚ + 𝛽•• ln(𝐻𝐼𝑀` )z, 𝑗 = 1, … 𝑗 = −1 (3)
Where each cumulative probability has its own intercept (βc† ) but shares a common slope
coefficient (βc• ). This ensures that fragility curves for different damage states can
converge but will not cross each other, satisfying the assumption that higher hazard
intensities should be required to cause higher damage. Conversely, when data are treated
as nominal rather than ordinal (as is the case for GLMs and data binning) fragility curves
are able to cross each other. This is more likely to happen if data for a particular damage
state are sparse, which in empirical volcanic damage datasets, is often the case (as
intermediate damage states tend to be observed less often than low or extreme damage
(e.g. Hayes et al., 2019)). This common characteristic of volcanic damage datasets lends
itself to the use of CLMs which can use all damage data (for all damage states) to fit
each fragility curve, consistent with cumulative damage probabilities (Lallemant et al.
2015). More specifically, in cases where there are few observations of the most extreme
damage state but many of the second most extreme (i.e. there are many DS2 but few
DS3 observations), CLMs make use of the fact that DS2 < DS3 to fit the DS3 curve.
Standard GLMs and data binning would only make use of the sparse DS3 data.

When fragility curve parameters are estimated using MLE, confidence intervals (CI) on
the fitted curves can be obtained based on uncertainty in the parameter estimates derived
from MLE following Equation 4.
𝐶𝐼[𝜇] = Φ ‹𝛽•0 + 𝛽•• 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝐻𝐼𝑀) ± 𝑐‘𝑉𝑎𝑟s𝛽•0 + 𝛽•• 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝐻𝐼𝑀)z•
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(4)

Where µ is the y-axis value of the mean fragility curve at a given hazard intensity, c is
the z critical value (1.645 for 90% confidence, 1.96 for 95% confidence) and
Varsβc0 + βc• log(HIM)z is the variance of the MLE optimised curve parameters which
can be obtained as the square root of the diagonal of the variance-covariance matrix
following Equation 5.
𝑉𝑎𝑟s𝛽•0 + 𝛽•• 𝐻𝐼𝑀z = 𝑉𝑎𝑟s𝛽•0 z + 2𝐻𝐼𝑀 × 𝐶𝑜𝑣s𝛽•0 , 𝛽•• z + 𝐻𝐼𝑀• × 𝑉𝑎𝑟s𝛽•• z
Y0
Y0
Y0
𝑉𝑎𝑟s𝛽•0 + 𝛽•• 𝐻𝐼𝑀z = 𝐼00
+ 2𝐻𝐼𝑀 × 𝐼0•
+ 𝐻𝐼𝑀• × 𝐼••

(5)

Y0 Y0 Y0
Where I00
, I0• , I•• are indices of the variance-covariance matrix (equal to the inverse

of the Fisher information matrix), which is conveniently computed during maximum
likelihood estimation by statistics packages such as R or Matlab. In this study we use
the R base package for calculating uncertainty and for fitting curves with GLMs and
the ‘Ordinal’ package for fitting curves with CLMs (Christensen 2015). The code and
experimental data used to fit fragility curves and their uncertainty in this paper are
available in the NTU Data Repository that accompanies this thesis and via Github
(https://github.com/flying-rock/fragility).

3.5 Results
Our experiments show that the impact resistance of both clay tiles and reinforced
concrete slabs is substantially increased when they are covered by tephra (Figures 4-7).
Deposit thickness plays an important role in energy absorption, with penetration (DS3)
not occurring for any impact into a deposit ≥ 10 cm. When comparing deposits of the
same thicknesses, the two different types of tephras show a similar capacity to absorb
energy from impacts. The three curve fitting approaches described above produce mean
fragility curves that are reasonably similar to each other. Fragility curve uncertainty was
calculated and showed a clear inverse relationship between the width of confidence
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intervals and the number of experiments conducted, i.e. the confidence intervals reduced
with an increasing number of data points. Over the following subsections, we elaborate
upon our results before providing more discussion in Section 5.

3.5.1 Effect of tephra cushioning on damage
Both tile and concrete targets had higher impact resistances when a tephra cushion was
in place compared to when projectiles struck materials with no cushioning layer
(

Figure 3.4). In most cases, a 5 cm layer of tephra resulted in a tripling of either material’s
penetration threshold (the energy above which penetration is expected to occur, taken
here as the lowest energy strike resulting in DS3 that was still higher than all DS2s).
Figure 3.5 shows examples of reinforced concrete and tile targets that sustained less
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damage than bare targets despite being subjected to higher impact energies. Fragility
curves fit to our data can be used to model the increased impact resistance of these roof
claddings when they are covered by up to 5 cm of tephra (Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.6).
Only seven experiments with a layer of tephra ≥ 10 cm were carried out, but in these
experiments, tile and concrete targets never sustained damage higher than DS2 or DS1
respectively. This was despite receiving impact energies 5.8 and 4.4 times higher than
the thresholds beyond which these damage states are usually exceeded when tiles or
concrete are un-cushioned (impacted at up to 435 J and 7797 J respectively compared
to 73 J and 1790 J un-cushioned thresholds).

Figure 3.4: Impact energies, tephra thicknesses and damage states reached from all experiments.
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Figure 3.5: Examples of tephra covered materials receiving less damage than bare materials. A
five cm tephra cushion was used in all bottom row photos. A and B, illustrate DS3 whilst D and
E illustrate DS1, all looking at the underside of reinforced concrete slabs. C and F illustrate
DS3 and DS2 respectively, looking at top side of clay tiles. Permanent marker has been used to
increase the visibility of cracks on concrete slabs.

Figure 3.6: Fragility curves comparing impact resistance of bare and tephra covered reinforced
concrete slabs. For the tephra covered curves, only data from experiments with 5 cm thick tephra
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cushions were used to fit the curves. Curves have been fit using a CLM with a probit link. Note
that DS3 was not reached in the cushioned experiments.

Figure 3.7: Fragility curves comparing impact resistance of bare and tephra covered clay roof
tiles. For the tephra covered curves, only data from experiments with 3.5 - 5 cm thick tephra
cushions were used to fit the curves. Curves have been fit using a CLM with a probit link. Note
that DS1 was not observed in the cushioned experiments.

3.5.2 Cushioning capacity of different tephra deposits
In the reinforced concrete experiments where both types of tephra were used, the fine
ash performed slightly better than the lapilli at preventing damage. The highest damage
severity (DS2 – moderate damage where concrete shrapnel is ejected from the back face
of the slab) only occurred in two experiments, both of which used a 5 cm layer of the
lapilli. In these two experiments, incoming projectiles were able to displace lapilli clasts
to directly contact the concrete as evidenced by scratches radiating away from the impact
site, made by lapilli clasts pushed along the surface of the concrete by the incoming
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block. Schmidt hammer testing was carried out on concrete slabs before and after
experiments to provide an indication of the loss of concrete strength as a proxy for
damage severity. Standard measurement procedures were used taking the average
rebound value from 10 measurements with the highest and lowest values removed and
converting rebound values into compressive strength (MPa) using the standard
conversion curve for a vertically held hammer (Hannachi and Guetteche 2015). Our
limited number of measurements do not suggest a clear difference in the cushioning
ability of the two types of tephra when they are of the same thickness but they do show
that the presence of at least a 5 cm tephra layer substantially reduces the loss of concrete
strength compared to having no cushion (Figure 3.8). Both cushioning experiments
using 20 cm layers of lapilli showed no visible or measurable loss in concrete strength,
suggesting no internal damage was sustained by these slabs.

Figure 3.8: Rebound hammer measurements of concrete strength loss plotted against impact
energy for different types of tephra deposits. Note that Schmidt Hammer measurements were
only taken for 15 of the 40 bare concrete experiments.

3.5.3 Comparison of different fragility curve fitting approaches
When fitting curves to data from the un-cushioned experiments, the three different
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statistical models produced curves that appear quite similar to each other for DS1 and
DS2 (Figure 3.9). The DS3 curves for both bare and cushioned tiles suggest overestimation of vulnerability when fit using the binning method compared to GLM and
CLM. Curves fit using different methods displayed more variation when datasets from
tephra cushioning experiments were used. Curves fit using the binning and GLM
methods cross over each for both bare and cushioned reinforced concrete experiments
whilst curves fit using CLM do not cross. Closed form confidence intervals that define
uncertainty in the fragility curve itself were calculated for curves developed using both
GLM and CLM (Figure 3.10). Confidence interval width is smaller for curves fit with
CLM but is mostly controlled by the spread and total amount of data with the narrowest
confidence intervals being produced for fragility curves fit using the most data. The
larger widths in the other three pairs of confidence intervals are likely due to a number
of factors including: the smaller numbers of experiments conducted and, for the
cushioning experiments, the fact that a range of tephra types and thicknesses between
3.5 and 5 cm were used as cushions. Also in all experiments, uncertainty is increased by
variations in a projectile’s shape and mechanical strength as well as natural strength
variations between different tiles and concrete slabs.
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Figure 3.9: Fragility curves produced using the three different function fitting methods on the
same experimental data.
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Figure 3.10: Uncertainty illustrated using 70% confidence intervals surrounding the mean GLM
and CLM fit curves for bare and tephra-cushioned A) concrete slabs reaching or exceeding DS2
and B) clay tiles reaching DS3.

3.6 Discussion
Our results show that even relatively thin layers of tephra (3.5 – 5 cm) can substantially
increase the impact resistance of both clay roof tiles and reinforced concrete slabs. We
suggest that during the Ontake eruption, cushioning provided by ~ 35 cm thick layers
of tephra deposited onto roofs must have accounted for at least part of the unexpectedly
good performance of timber mountain huts. Indeed, Maeno et al. (2016) report that
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large lava blocks ~ 10 cm in diameter were found on the surface of the eruption deposit
and embedded into the two uppermost depositional units they distinguish. It is also
likely that prior to substantial accumulation of tephra deposits, wind protection boulders
that were placed on roofs during construction (Figure 3.11A) also contributed to the
good performance of huts. We use our results to inform recommendations on how to
better protect structures, people and monitoring equipment from volcanic projectiles
and how to select the most appropriate fragility curve fitting approach from the three
used in this study.

3.6.1 Volcanic shelter design recommendations
Reinforced volcano shelters and un-reinforced buildings within ballistic hazard zones
should ideally be designed to be as resistant to projectile impacts as possible. New
structures being built within high ballistic hazard zones may increase their resistance to
impacts through specialized construction (e.g. Yamada et al., 2018) but for pre-existing
structures or groups seeking a relatively low cost method to increase impact resistance,
having a thin layer of material loaded and secured onto the roof might be a more
achievable solution. This can decrease a structure’s vulnerability towards penetration by
projectiles, but the additional roof load will bring structures closer to their load bearing
capacity, increasing likelihood of roof collapse following any future tephra falls,
especially in the case of vulnerable, long span roofs or older roofs already in need of
maintenance.

Previous tephra impacts research provides fragility curves indicating the tephra loads
required to cause roof collapse (e.g. Spence et al., 2005; Zuccaro et al., 2008; Jenkins
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and Spence, 2009; Jenkins et al., 2014). Although the uncertainty surrounding these
fragility curves is not well quantified, it is estimated that most reinforced concrete
structures and well-built timber framed tile clad roofs can support tephra loads of up to
6.0 and 3.8 kPa respectively with <1% probability of collapse. These loads correspond
to thicknesses of 24 - 64 cm and 38 - 100 cm for timber framed and reinforced concrete
roofs respectively (thickness ranges based on dry tephra fall deposit densities within the
typical range of 600 - 1600 kg/m3 (Pomonis et al. 1999)). We therefore suggest that
many buildings within ballistic hazard zones could be specifically designed or retrofitted
to support specified, modest thicknesses of cushioning materials to their roofs. More
data, either from experiments or ideally from eruptions, should be used to support this
recommendation and we do not advise people to apply extra material to their roofs
without consulting a certified engineer to assess the load bearing capacity of each
building in question. A further consideration to take into account is that the bulk density
(and therefore loading) of tephra deposits can substantially increase if saturated by
rainfall (Macedonio and Costa 2012). Also, if materials are to be loaded onto a roof it
will be important to consider how they will be eroded over time by wind and rain or if
leachates may damage the roof cladding. In light of these issues we encourage further
engineering research into the design of low-cost energy-absorbing layers which could
greatly reduce risk from volcanic projectile impacts whilst minimising the increased risk
of roof collapse.

Although it is still relatively uncommon, there are reinforced concrete shelters in three
countries which already employ a layer of unconsolidated material on their roof. At least
two reinforced concrete shelters in Japan at Hakone and Kirishima, the Johnston Ridge
Observatory in the United States of America and Matarangi Shelter on Mount Ruapehu
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in New Zealand (Figure 3.11B) are examples known to the authors. The concrete used
in these shelters appears to be much thicker than the slabs tested in this study and it is
important to state that even though projectiles were unable to penetrate tephra covered
reinforced concrete slabs in any of our experiments, these 75 mm thick slabs should not
be considered to guarantee safety against all projectile impacts as projectiles can land
with much higher impact energies than any measured in this study. For example, the
highest impact energy measured in these experiments (9625 J) is ~ 4-5 times below the
38-45 kJ estimated impact energy for 20 cm diameter ballistics ejected during the
relatively small, phreatic eruption of Ontake in 2014 (Tsunematsu et al., 2016).
Furthermore, in situations where ballistic hazards are anticipated prior to an eruption,
and there is sufficient time to implement and enforce exclusion zones, taking shelter
within hazard zones is not advised. Instead, total exclusion of people from ballistic
hazard zones should be considered a more reliable mitigation measure to prevent loss of
life. To protect assets that cannot be easily evacuated, there is potential for layers of
tephra to be used to protect certain types of volcano monitoring equipment against the
high impact and thermal energies of ballistic projectiles (Figure 3.11C). Exposed water
supply pipes damaged during the Kelud 2014 eruption could potentially also have been
protected in a similar manner by being covered with a layer of soil or rocks. Covering
structures with materials can also serve an aesthetic purpose, allowing buildings to better
blend in with their environment and potentially camouflaging volcano monitoring
equipment to reduce rates of vandalism and theft. Loading material onto roofs also
might prevent winds from lifting roofs off (hence the installation of wind protection
boulders on huts at Ontake).
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Figure 3.11: Examples of boulder armouring on shelters near the summits of Ontake in Japan
(before the September 2014 eruption) and Ruapehu in New Zealand (A and B respectively) and
volcano monitoring equipment damaged by a ~20 by 10 cm diameter block during the 19 May
2018 eruption of Merapi, Indonesia (C). Photo credit to Alpsdake Wikimedia user, Harry Keys
and BPPTKG/IRD, respectively.

3.6.2 Limitations and future work
The damage state scale used in this study is concerned with the impact energies required
for an individual ballistic to penetrate through a previously un-impacted surface, making
it appropriate for assessing building occupant life-safety during relatively short-lived
phases of ballistic fallout. The scale is inappropriate for assessing the total damage to an
entire building or associated repair costs and we acknowledge that a credible approach
to convert damage into loss would be valuable (e.g. Blong, 2003; Magill et al., 2006).
This would require consideration of the costs associated with damage caused by multiple
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impacts to multiple layers of the building envelope and any damage to the building
interior.

The ideal targets to use in experiments would be large sections of buildings or full-scale
buildings, which cannot fit within our current testing facility. However, because the
main interest of this study was to assess the increased impact resistance of tephra
cushioned cladding materials, rather than damage caused to an entire building’s
structure, the small scale ~1 m2 targets were sufficient. The reinforced concrete and
framing materials used in these experiments were all less than a year old and could
therefore be overestimating the resistance of the same materials in an older building.
Conversely, the tiles we used were purchased from a salvage yard and are therefore of
unknown age and are perhaps underestimating the strength of relatively new clay tiles
of the same thickness. A wider, related issue that could be addressed in future studies
would be to assess how the cushioning effect varies for tiles and reinforced concrete slabs
with different thicknesses or strengths than those specifically tested here. Both of the
building claddings tested in this study are brittle, meaning future studies could also aim
to assess whether tephra cushioning is more or less effective for ductile targets or targets
larger than 1 m2 (e.g. metal sheets or timber boards). Future studies could also provide
a further investigation of how tephra fall and ballistic hazards interact. For example, this
study has focused on the positive interaction of tephra cushioning impacts, but it is
entirely possible that for a timber framed building covered in tephra, a ballistic could
strike and destroy a critical section of the framing support system, triggering a sudden
dangerous roof collapse at lower than expected tephra loads. The additional weight that
volcanic projectiles contribute to the overall tephra load on roofs is unlikely to be
substantial compared to that of an accumulated tephra fall, or they may even reduce
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loads if oblique impacts are able to displace tephra from the roof following their impact.
However, if a roof is already near the threshold of collapse, it’s possible that the
instantaneous dynamic load an impact subjects a roof to, could trigger a sudden collapse,
but further research would be required to verify this. It is worth noting that the specific
locations targeted in these experiments are areas that are likely to be relatively weak; in
the non-overlapping, centre of tiles and the centre of the gap between reinforcing bars
in the concrete slabs. This means vulnerability models produced from these experiments
can be considered conservative as they may be overestimating each material’s true
susceptibility to damage.

Cushioning of deposit thicknesses ≥ 10 cm should also be more comprehensively tested
as reinforced concrete structures should be able to support much thicker deposits than
the 5 cm used in the majority of our experiments. Impact obliquity is known to have an
effect on the damage caused by projectiles (e.g. Chen et al., 2004; Williams et al., 2017),
and roof slope is likely to be an important factor influencing the stability of impacted
tephra deposits on roofs. Therefore, these factors should both be investigated in future
studies of tephra cushioning. Also, the influence of different grainsizes, moisture
contents or other factors influencing the stiffness and stability of tephra deposits could
also be more explicitly investigated. Future studies could assess the armouring potential
of boulders to verify whether or not boulders on the mountain huts at Ontake protected
the buildings. Boulders are perhaps more likely to be loaded onto roofs than tephra, out
of convenience if they are more abundant in the immediate area surrounding structures
and because they cannot be as easily remobilised by high winds (e.g. Figure 3.11B).
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3.6.3 Recommendations for fragility curve development
Fragility curve fitting approaches that do not require any degree of expert judgement
need larger and more complete datasets than are often available in volcanic vulnerability
studies (Wilson et. al, 2017). However, in the rare cases where sufficient high-quality
impact or damage data are available over a range of hazard intensities, curves developed
using the methods described in this study have two benefits that allow them to
complement or validate curves developed using expert judgement. Firstly, because the
approaches presented here develop fragility curves using code on open access software
packages, the development process is likely to be more transparent, repeatable and easily
updateable. Secondly, uncertainty surrounding the mean fragility curve can be calculated
in a non-subjective manner and then used to inform expert judgment-based estimates
of uncertainty. Furthermore, uncertainty may be systematically reduced over time by
identifying hazard intensities where data are particularly scarce and targeting these areas
during future vulnerability studies. However, because this uncertainty is calculated based
purely on the available data we note that expert judgement approaches should still be
used where possible to improve curves by identifying limitations within data or
incorporating qualitative or anecdotal evidence. When developing fragility curves,
specific aspects of available vulnerability data can be used to identify which curve fitting
approach is most appropriate (Figure 3.12). As data scarcity is a key issue in these
studies, laboratory approaches that can simulate and measure impacts in a controlled,
safe environment form a valuable source of data that are highly complementary to fieldbased, post-eruption impact assessments.
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Figure 3.12: Guidelines for choosing a specific fragility curve fitting approach based on
characteristics of the available dataset.

3.7 Conclusions
In this paper we compare bare and tephra covered roof claddings in terms of their impact
resistance to volcanic projectiles with relatively modest impact energies (< 10,000 J). The
clay tile and reinforced concrete roof claddings we tested were both roughly three times
more resistant to penetration when covered with a 5 cm layer of either lapilli or finegrained ash. In a smaller number of experiments using 10 -20 cm thick layers of tephra,
building materials were even more resistant to damage. Loading material onto roofs
does increase their chance of collapse but, based on previous research, the relatively light
load exerted by a 5 cm layer of tephra is likely to have a negligible effect on roof collapse
probability, at least for engineered structures in good condition. Tephra cushioning
could be considered as a strategy for reducing the vulnerability of both reinforced and
un-reinforced structures within ballistic hazard zones. Tephra cushioning could also be
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exploited to better protect and camouflage certain types of volcano monitoring
equipment.

Of the three fragility curve fitting approaches used in this study, CLMs are likely to
produce curves with the best predictive power because they make use of the ordinality
of damage states, which prevents the intersection of curves for successive damage states
and can account for data scarcity if there are few observations for a particular damage
state. By producing fragility curves using fewer than 20 data points, this study challenges
the notion that large quantities of data are required to produce vulnerability models
without relying on expert judgment. The key aspect is that our confidence in the curves
has been robustly quantified so that we can appreciate the effect of data quantity on
curve uncertainty. However, we note that expert judgement can still improve curves by
acknowledging uncertainties and limitations within the data used to fit them. Future
studies in this area should seek to assess the cushioning potential of tephra over ductile
roof claddings and to investigate other multi-volcanic hazard impacts such as the
potential for ballistic impacts to lower the tephra load bearing capacity of roofs. This
paper highlights the usefulness of hazard simulation in the laboratory as a means of
studying dangerous and difficult to measure natural phenomena. Laboratory approaches
allow us to generate data to more accurately forecast the impacts of future volcanic
eruptions and inform new methods for risk reduction.
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Preamble
The tephra load increases associated with rainfall absorption into deposits can represent
a major source of uncertainty in tephra fall hazard, vulnerability and impact assessments.
For example, it is possible that many of the modelled tephra loads on buildings in
Chapter 2 were increased by rainfall absorption, but the size of the increase remains
uncertain. Therefore, in line with Objective 3 of this thesis, this study uses an
experimental approach to build on previous theoretical work to constrain the upper limit
of rainfall induced load increases. The upper limit we establish across deposits of
different grainsize distributions can be used to retrospectively modify the fragility curves
from Chapter 2 so that the effect that modifying curves has on damage estimations can
be evaluated in Chapter 5.
Co-author contributions to this study and the studies in Chapters 2 and 3 are listed in
the Author Attribution Statement on page IV of the thesis.
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4.1 Abstract
The load a tephra fall deposit applies to an underlying surface is a key factor controlling
its potential to damage a wide range of assets including buildings, trees, crops and
powerlines. Though it has long been recognised that loading can increase when deposits
absorb rainfall, few efforts have been made to quantify likely load increases. This study
builds on previous theoretical work, using an experimental approach to quantify change
in load as a function of grainsize distribution, rainfall intensity and duration. A total of
20 laboratory experiments were carried out for ~10 cm thick, dry tephra deposits of
varying grain size and grading, taken to represent different eruptive scenarios (e.g. stable,
waxing or waning plume). Tephra was deposited onto a 15˚ impermeable slope
(representing a low pitch roof) and exposed to simulated heavy rainfalls of 35 and
70 mm hr-1 for durations of up to two hours. Across all experiments, the maximum load
increases ranged from 18 - 30%. Larger increases occurred in fine – medium grained
deposits or in inversely graded deposits, as these retained water more efficiently. The
lowest increases occurred in normally graded deposits as rain was unable to infiltrate to
the deposit’s base. In deposits composed entirely of coarse lapilli tephra, high drainage
rates meant the amount of water absorbed was controlled by the deposit’s capillary
porosity, rather than its total porosity, resulting in load increases that were smaller than
expected. These results suggest that, for low pitch roofs, the maximum deposit load
increase due to rainfall is around 30%, significantly lower than the oft-referenced 100%.
To complement our experimental results, field measurements of tephra thickness should
be supplemented with tephra loading measurements, wherever possible, especially when
measurements are made at or near the site of observed damage.
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4.2 Introduction
When tephra fall accumulates on buildings it can result in a wide range of damage, with
the most severe being complete building collapse. Tephra falls from large explosive
eruptions can damage or destroy thousands of buildings at once (e.g. Pinatubo,1991:
Spence et al. 1996; Kelud, 2014: Blake et al. 2015), and thus having the ability to
robustly estimate the likely extent of building damage from future eruptions is an
important aspect of volcanic risk management. Tephra fall building damage forecasts
are made by combining an estimate of tephra accumulation (from dispersal modelling
or based on previous deposits) with information on a building population’s susceptibility
to damage (e.g. Zuccaro et al. 2008; Biass et al. 2016; Retnowati et al. 2018). The hazard
posed by a tephra fall deposit to a building is most commonly quantified based on the
loading of the deposit (Jenkins et al. 2014a). The load that a tephra fall applies to a
building (or any surface) is a function of the deposit’s thickness and density. Both of
these values can be readily influenced by rainfall (Blong 1981; Macedonio and Costa
2012). Unfortunately, our current understanding of how rainfalls can and have
influenced tephra fall loading represents a substantial source of uncertainty in both preeruption damage estimates and post-eruption damage assessments (Spence et al. 1996;
Jenkins et al. 2015a; Biass et al. 2016b; Williams et al. 2020). To improve understanding
of this interaction, and thereby to provide more accurate estimates of tephra fall loads
from a given eruption, this study presents a series of experiments that quantify how
loading changes as a function of deposit grainsize, rainfall intensity and duration.

4.3 Background
It has long been recognised that rainfall can increase the load that tephra fall deposits
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apply to their underlying surface, be it a roof, powerline or tree branch, thereby
increasing their probability of sustaining damage (Blong 1981; Spence et al. 1996). The
first tephra fall building damage survey, conducted by Spence et al. (1996), following
the 1991 eruption of Pinatubo in the Philippines, noted that typhoon rains would have
increased the tephra loads sustained by buildings and that in situ deposit density
measurements would have been useful to quantify the increase. Despite the potential
value of these measurements having been recognised, in situ tephra deposit densities are
rarely recorded during post-eruption building damage surveys. Reasons given for this
include time constraints in the field (Mcsporran 2019), use of remote damage
assessment techniques (Williams et al. 2020; Biass et al. 2021) or that at the time a
damage survey was conducted, it was not intended to compare damage with hazard
intensity (Hayes et al. 2019). As a result, where deposit densities have been measured,
it was typically at a much later date and/or in the laboratory. For example, Hayes et al.
(2018) reported a tephra deposit density increase of 45% from 1115 kg m-3 to 1615 kg
m-3, after saturating an oven dried sample of tephra from the 2015 Calbuco eruption.
Hampton et al. (2015) reported a 27% increase from 1572 kg m-3 to 2000 kg m-3 after
saturating basaltic lava that had been milled and sieved to produce ‘pseudo-ash’. Samples
of Pinatubo 1991 tephra had measured densities of 1200-1600 kg m-3 (Spence et al.
1996). When these samples were later saturated with water in the laboratory, density
was found to increase by 25% to 1500-2000 kg m-3. This load increase suggests if heavy
typhoon rains had not coincided with the eruption, that the total number of roof
collapses, and the 189 deaths attributed to these collapses, would likely have both been
reduced (Paladio-Melasantos et al. 1996; Lin et al. 2020). Similarly, following the 1990
eruption of Kelud volcano, Indonesia, all 34 recorded casualties were caused by roof
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collapse at a single evacuation centre, under the weight of tephra that had been made
heavier - by an unmeasured amount - by rain (Bourdier et al. 1997; Hidayati et al. 2019).
More recently at Kelud, Williams et al. (2020) conducted a remote building damage and
vulnerability assessment, using tephra thicknesses and a published dry deposit density
value of 1400 kg m-3 to estimate tephra loading on buildings from Kelud’s 2014
eruption. Five days after the eruption began, heavy rainfall measurements were made in
an area nearby where building damage was assessed, likely before building residents were
able to return and clean tephra from the roofs of all their homes (Dibyosaputro et al.
2015). If tephra deposits had absorbed rainfall, then the dry deposit density assumed by
Williams et al. (2020) would have underestimated tephra loads on roofs, meaning these
buildings may be more resistant to damage than the study’s vulnerability models suggest.

Studies seeking to estimate tephra load increases under rainfall without having a sample
of tephra available for testing, such as when tephra dispersion is being modelled,
typically use the saturation assumption method of Macedonio and Costa (2012). This
method provides a repeatable, practical approach to estimate the maximum possible
tephra load increase for a deposit that is saturated, i.e. when all void spaces in a dry
deposit are filled with water. However, there are several situations in which the complete
saturation assumption is flawed. Firstly, on sloped surfaces rainfall can erode tephra
deposits (Yamakoshi et al. 2005; Barclay et al. 2007; Baumann et al. 2019), which in
the case of a sloped roof could wash parts of the deposit away, meaning rain has the
potential to reduce loads as well as to increase them. Secondly, after rain falls on a freshly
fallen deposit it can cause compaction of up to 50%, especially in relatively low density,
fine grained deposits (Engwell et al. 2013; Blong et al. 2017). There are two components
of compaction that affect the theoretical calculation of density increase by complete
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saturation: i) compaction by rain increases deposit density by decreasing the void space
available for water absorption; and ii) compaction by rainfall has been observed to aid
formation of structural surface crusts in tephra deposits both in the laboratory under
simulated rainfalls and under natural conditions in the field (Armenise et al. 2018;
Tarasenko et al. 2019). This zone of reduced permeability near a deposit’s surface can
then promote surface runoff that, even under intense rainfall, can prevent water from
infiltrating to the base of the deposit, meaning complete deposit saturation might not
occur (e.g. Leavesley et al. 1989; Hampton et al. 2015; Jones et al. 2017). At the other
end of the grainsize spectrum, coarse lapilli tephra deposits might also be unsusceptible
to saturation given their high permeability rates, which can exceed natural rainfall rates
by an order of magnitude such that rain absorbed into coarse deposits drains out faster
than it can accumulate (Fiorillo and Wilson 2004). This collection of factors means that
certain types of tephra fall deposits are unlikely to become fully saturated when exposed
to rainfalls and so the risk posed by tephra hazard can be overestimated where complete
saturation is assumed. While a conservative approach to risk assessment is commended
in the absence of robust data that might allow for a more detailed assessment, this study
aims to provide a methodology and set of data to provide evidence-based estimates of
rainfall adjusted tephra loads that do not require upper limit calculations reliant upon
the saturation assumption. To achieve this, we carried out a set of experiments
measuring changes in tephra loading through time as deposits of different grainsize
distributions are subjected to rainfalls of different intensities.

Many factors control how tephra loading on roofs might be altered by pre-, syn- or postdepositional rainfall. Factors related to the deposit itself include deposit thickness,
porosity, permeability, chemical composition, moisture content at the time of deposition
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and whether any sublayers exist within the deposit (Leavesley et al. 1989; Fiorillo and
Wilson 2004; Macedonio and Costa 2012; Tarasenko et al. 2019). Factors related to
the rainfall include the timing of rainfall relative to the tephra fall as well as rainfall
duration and intensity (Bielders and Grymonprez 2010; Hampton et al. 2015; Jones et
al. 2017). Factors related to the roof include the pitch, material and condition of the
roof covering - as this controls the friction between roof surface and deposit base - as
well as the flow of the water through the deposit (Spence et al. 1996; Hampton et al.
2015). Experiments in this study aim to investigate only the effects of varying rainfall
intensity and grain size distribution (GSD) and replicate an impermeable, pitched roof.
Further experimental studies could be undertaken using the methodology developed
here to determine the additional influence of roof type, pitch and roof condition on
tephra loading under rainfall.

4.4 Methods
In this section, we first outline our method for creating our tephra deposits and
simulating rainfall within the laboratory. We then describe the experimental approach
used to observe deposit-rainfall interactions and to measure changes in tephra load and
thickness over time. Methods used to measure the porosity of tephra deposits are also
described.

4.4.1 Tephra deposit
To examine how rainfall interacts with different types of tephra deposits, large quantities
of pseudo-tephra were created, with three distinct grainsize distributions. Pseudotephra is often used in laboratory experiments in place of natural tephra when large un103

weathered, homogeneous deposits are desired (e.g. Wilson et al. 2012; Wardman et al.
2014; Williams et al. 2019). Pseudo-tephra was also used in field experiments by Blong
et al. (2017), who investigated the preservation and compaction of 6-10 cm thick tephra
deposits exposed to tropical rainfalls. All pseudo-tephras used in these experiments were
milled from the same basaltic scoria source rock, purchased in Singapore and quarried
in Java, Indonesia, unfortunately from a location the supplier could not specify. To
produce deposits with varying but realistic grainsize distributions, the milled material
was sieved into different grainsize fractions and then proportions of each grainsize were
combined according to the plots in Figure 4.1. Median grainsizes of 2, 0 and -2 phi
(0.25, 1 and 4 mm, respectively) were chosen with the aim of observing a range of tephra
deposit-rain interactions that might occur at varying locations within a tephra fall
footprint. We used symmetrical, normal distributions because these approximate
distributions that are often observed in tephra fall deposits (e.g. Mannen 2006; Yang et
al. 2019; Maeno et al. 2019). We also aimed to avoid using overly specific, skewed or
bimodal distributions as these might make it difficult for our results to be applied to
future studies. In addition to varying the median grainsize, the standard deviations of
the distributions were also varied, decreasing for finer tephras (Figure 4.1). This was
done to reflect that finer deposits typically travel farther from the volcano, giving them
time to become more highly sorted (Walker 1971; Paladio-Melasantos et al. 1996).
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Figure 4.1: Grainsize distributions, standard deviations of distributions (s) and photos of the
three tephras used in experiments. Same scale applies to all photos.

From these pseudo-tephras, deposits were developed to represent those formed by
eruptions where the eruption intensity was either waxing, waning or stable (Figure 4.2).
Waxing and waning eruption intensities were represented using inversely graded and
normally graded deposits, respectively. Ungraded deposits were used to represent those
formed by a stable eruption column. Using the same sieving method as Wilson et al.
(2012) and Hampton et al. (2015), deposits were built up within a container that would
later be placed on top of a mass balance during rainfall simulations. In all experiments
deposit thicknesses of 10 cm were used. Deposits > 10 cm thick could have been tested,
but because we were interested in observing runoff and erosion of deposits, we built
deposits up within a three walled container, that allowed tephra to wash away downslope
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(See Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.4). This meant that for deposits > 10 cm thick, a large
proportion of the deposit’s upper surface would have a relatively unstable slope,
controlled by its angle of repose, rather than by the 15˚ slope of the bottom of the
container. Given the length of our container, limiting deposit thickness to 10 cm meant
that at least half of the deposit’s surface would have a slope roughly parallel to the 15˚
slope of the base of the container. This slope is the minimum advised slope for rain to
drain efficiently off a roof and is the minimum requirement for shingle or tile roofs in
certain countries (e.g. New Zealand: Department of Building and Housing 2011). The
ungraded deposits were built up using only one of the three tephras, where each tephra
comprised one of the three grainsize distributions shown in Figure 4.1. Prior to sieving,
the entire batch of each tephra was thoroughly mixed so that the different phi grainsize
fractions could be distributed as evenly throughout the deposit as possible. The inversely
graded deposits (representing those from waxing eruptions) consisted of a 3 cm thick
layer of fine tephra with a 7 cm layer of coarse tephra on top. The opposite ordering but
the same proportions were used to produce the normally graded deposits representative
of those formed by waning eruptions. The 7:3 ratio for the thicknesses of coarse and
fine tephras was chosen somewhat arbitrarily, but also reflects an often-observed pattern
that for tephra deposits containing multiple layers with distinct grainsizes, the finer
grained layers are thinner. Some eruptions that have produced deposits exhibiting this
pattern include those from the 1977 Ukinrek Maars (Self et al. 1980), both the 1990
and 2014 eruptions of Kelud (Bourdier et al. 1997; Goode et al. 2018) and the 1991
eruption of Pinatubo (Paladio-Melasantos et al. 1996). Sieves were agitated at > 2 m
above the depositional surface of the tephra container, allowing particles from the fine
and medium grainsize tephras to reach their terminal settling velocities prior to
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deposition (Wilson and Huang 1979; Dioguardi et al. 2017). The coarsest particles from
the coarse tephra, with diameters of up to 16 mm, could not reach their terminal fall
velocities as these would require a drop height of > 5 m that could not be attained within
the available laboratory space. As these particles make up only 10% of the coarse deposit,
the fact that they could not be deposited at their full terminal fall velocity is expected to
have little measurable effect on the deposit-rainfall interaction, especially considering
naturally formed coarse deposits are not highly prone to compaction by rainfall (Engwell
et al. 2013; Blong et al. 2017a).

To allow for observation of rain infiltration into deposits, the tephra container was built
using Perspex sheets for its three walls (Figure 4.2). A fourth Perspex sheet was used for
the floor of the container and was painted so that friction between tephra particles and
the sheet surface might better represent that on a painted roof. This floor sheet measured
0.41 m by 0.2 m, which was sloped at 15˚ presenting a depositional area of 0.08 m2.
Figure 4.3 provides a plan view of the tephra container for further clarification.
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Figure 4.2: The three main types of deposits used in experiments. Photos a, b and c are normally
graded, inversely graded and ungraded (medium), respectively. Photo d shows the surface of an
ungraded, medium deposit post-rainfall.

Figure 4.3: A plan view of the tephra container with key measurements of the deposit, controlled by
the dimensions of the container.

4.4.2 Simulating rainfall
Rainfall simulators are used to conduct research across a number of scientific disciplines
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and, accordingly, a variety of different simulator types have been developed (e.g. Tossell
et al. 1987; Pérez-Rodríguez et al. 2009; Yakubu and Yusop 2017). We use a pressurised
nozzle rainfall simulator fitted with a full cone Shiwaki 1/8-SS20 nozzle operating at a
flow rate of 28 ml s-1. Pressurised nozzle simulators are a practical option for most
laboratory spaces because sprayed water drops can reach their terminal fall velocities
with relatively little ground clearance (i.e. < 1.5 m), compared to other main type of
simulators (drop forming simulators) that typically require > 8 m fall heights (Armenise
et al. 2018). Compared to drop forming simulators, pressurised nozzle simulators also
produce drop size distributions that better represent natural rainfalls. One limitation of
pressurised nozzle simulators however, is that they do not effectively produce raindrops
with large diameters (> 3.1 mm), meaning sprayed rain drops typically have lower impact
energies (measured in J m-2 mm-1) than natural rainfalls of the same intensity (Yakubu
and Yusop 2017).

Rainfall intensity and uniformity were measured simultaneously by placing the tephra
container at various locations beneath the spray nozzle and measuring the amount of
water collected inside an array of test tubes placed inside the container. A 3 by 5 array
of test tubes with 2.7 cm diameter openings were arranged with their centres 7 cm apart
inside the container. Rainfall intensity was calculated as the average intensity across all
15 test tubes and rainfall uniformity was calculated using Christiansen's uniformity
coefficient (Christiansen 1942). Calculating the uniformity coefficient (𝐶Ÿ ) required the
mean rainfall value from all test tubes (𝑥), the number of test tubes (𝑛) and the sum of
the deviations from the mean: ∑30(|𝑥 − 𝑥̅ |). The coefficient is expressed as a percentage,
with higher percentages indicating higher rainfall uniformity. Values over 80% are
required for acceptable simulations of rainfall (Loch et al. 2001).
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Different rainfall intensities were simulated by positioning the tephra container at
specific positions offset from the point directly beneath the nozzle. The lowest rainfall
intensity used for testing was 35 mm hr-1 as intensities lower than this could only be
achieved by moving the container farther from the nozzle at the cost of reduced
uniformity. The highest intensity used was 70 mm hr-1 as this represents very intense
rainfall towards the upper end of observations from a selection of tropical rainfall
datasets (e.g. van Westen and Daag 2005; Thouret et al. 2014; Lee 2015). The 35 and
70 mm hr-1 intensities had average 𝐶Ÿ values of 83 and 85% respectively.

4.4.3 Experimental procedures
We tested five types of deposits - ungraded fine, medium and coarse, normally graded
(coarse to fine), and inversely graded (fine to coarse tephras) - under two rainfall
intensities (35 and 70 mm hr-1). The 10 unique combinations were repeated to give a
total of 20 rainfall experiments carried out in this study. Each experiment was performed
for a maximum of two hours, or for a minimum of 15 minutes after the onset of major
deposit erosion off the roof if it occurred. Heavy rainfall events ≥ 35 mm hr-1 lasting
longer than two hours have rarely been observed in the rainfall datasets referenced in
the previous section. The experimental setup, including the tephra deposit, the various
components of the rainfall simulator and measurement equipment are depicted in
Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: An illustration a) and photos b) and c) of the experimental setup used in this study.
The photos are of an inversely graded deposit exposed to 70 mm hr-1 rainfall. Photo b) was prior
to the experiment and photo c) was taken 70 seconds after the experiment began. Note that the
weight of the lamp and camera (230 grams) placed on the stage are accounted for.

Two balances were used to simultaneously record changes in the mass of the deposit and
of the runoff from the deposit. Each balance continuously output its mass reading to an
external computer, recording a timeseries of change in mass for the duration of each
experiment. Two cameras were used to record visual observations, such as deposit
compaction and wetting. One camera filmed the side of the deposit whilst the other
filmed the underside of the deposit, through an unpainted section of the base Perspex
sheet, to record when or if the base of the deposit became wet.

Porosity measurements were made to compare the maximum amount of water that
could be absorbed by deposits at saturation with the amounts of water actually absorbed
by deposits under heavy rainfall. Measurements of total porosity and its two
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components, effective and capillary porosity, were calculated using a method similar to
that of Fiorillo and Wilson (2004). In Fiorillo and Wilson (2004) and in the current
study, ‘total porosity’ refers to the proportion of a deposit that is fillable by water. The
pore space occupied by completely isolated vesicles that cannot be filled by water is
therefore not being accounted for. Following this definition, effective porosity is the
proportion of fillable void space within a medium from which a liquid will freely drain
out under gravity. Capillary porosity, or field capacity as it is often referred to, is the
opposite as it represents the void space in which water will remain after liquid has
stopped draining out under gravity (Fiorillo and Wilson 2004). Each total porosity
measurement was made by first sieving > 500 g of dry tephra into a large Buchner funnel
so that a precise volume of tephra could be measured inside the funnel. The funnel was
then placed on a balance and water was continuously dripped onto the tephra until a
pool of water formed above its surface. A permeable glass disk at the base of the Buchner
funnel then allowed water to drain from the deposit, at a rate much slower than the
input of water so that deposit saturation could be reached. At the moment when the
pool of water above the tephra’s surface disappeared, the weight of water absorbed was
recorded and used to calculate total porosity. After 8 or more hours, once water had
completely ceased to drain from the deposit, the weight of the drained water was used
to calculate the tephra’s effective porosity, which could then be subtracted from the total
porosity to calculate capillary porosity.

4.5 Results
Amongst all the experiments conducted, an inversely graded deposit exposed to 70 mm
hr-1 of rainfall experienced the highest maximum increase in weight of 30%. Considering
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the deposits are confined within the same depositional area (0.08 m2), measured
increases in deposit weight can be directly converted into load increases, typically
measured either in kg m-2 or kPa. The lowest maximum load increase was experienced
by a normally graded deposit exposed to 35 mm hr-1 rainfall at just 18%. Of the three
ungraded deposits, on average, the medium grain size tephra displayed the highest load
increase of 29% and the coarse tephra deposits displayed the lowest maximum increase
at 24%. This low increase was recorded despite the coarse tephra having the highest
porosity and therefore the highest potential for water absorption. For each deposit type,
the maximum load increases tended to be slightly higher under the more intense rainfall
(Figure 4.5). This is with the exception of the fine tephra, which experienced a slightly
lower maximum increase under the 70 mm hr-1 rainfall (Figure 4.5) perhaps due to
deposit erosion beginning before the entire deposit had absorbed as much water as it
had under the 35 mm hr-1 tests. The deposit experiencing the highest load increase in
absolute terms was an ungraded, medium tephra, which increased from 96 kg m- 2 to
124 kg m- 2. This 28 kg m-2 or 0.27 kPa increase in load corresponds to mass increase of
2.2 kg (from 7.7 to 9.9 kg)
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Figure 4.5: Tephra load increase through time for five different 10 cm thick tephra
deposits (see the ‘Tephra’ section) subjected to two different simulated rainfall
intensities, with each experiment carried out twice to give a total of 20 experiments.
Compared to their total fillable porosity, the coarse deposits absorbed less than half of
their potential maximum during rainfall experiments (Figure 4.6), around 400 kg m-3 at
saturation compared to around 200 kg m-3 under rainfall. The difference between
maximum and observed absorption became much smaller for the medium tephra and
was < 2% for the fine tephra (only 24 kg m-3 less water in the rained upon deposit
compared to the saturated one). Similarly, comparing the bulk densities reached under
simulated heavy rainfall with those calculated using the porosity estimation and
saturation assumption methods of Macedonio and Costa (2012), the difference is largest
for the coarse tephra but relatively small for both the fine and medium tephras (Table
4.1). For all three of the ungraded deposits, the maximum bulk density increase reached
under rainfall was more closely matched by the bulk density calculated when only the
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deposit’s capillary porosity was saturated (Table 4.1). Note that the maximum bulk
density values under rainfall have not been directly measured, but rather estimated based
on the maximum increases in weight recorded during experiments. Density increases
associated with rainfall driven compaction of the fine tephra deposits (2- 4%
compaction) have been accounted for.

Figure 4.6: Bulk densities of different tephras when dry, saturated and whilst at their maximum
during simulated rainfall experiments (see values in Table 4.1). Labelled percentage values for
heavy rain and saturated densities represent the mean maximum density increase relative to the
mean dry deposit density (orange circle marker). Three measurements were taken for each
tephra in each condition with the highest opacity markers indicating the mean value.

Table 4.1: Mean bulk density of deposits after being heavily rained upon compared with bulk
densities that would be calculated if the deposit’s capillary porosity or total porosity was
saturated. The ranges from all experiments are provided in square brackets. Also provided are
the saturated bulk densities estimated using the method described by Macedonio and Costa
(2012). This method assumes the maximum absorbed water volume is equal to the total porosity,
which is calculated as the dry bulk density divided by a standard dense rock equivalent value of
2500 kg m-3.

Deposit
type

Dry density
(kg m-3)

Heavily
rained upon
density
(kg m-3)

Capillary
porosity
filled density
(kg m-3)
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Saturated
density –
measured
(kg m-3)

Saturated
density based on
assumed

total
porosity
(kg m-3)

Fine
Medium
Coarse

1538
1941
1937
2024
1923
[1497, 1588] [1890, 2005] [1895, 1986] [1994, 2062] [1898, 1953]
1346
1742
1728
1791
1807
[1274, 1384] [1649, 1791] [1656, 1766] [1700, 1837] [1764, 1830]
859
1065
1087
1499
1516
[822, 890] [1019, 1102] [1050, 1118] [1466, 1526] [1493, 1534]

At the start of each experiment all deposits experienced a linear increase in mass as they
absorbed almost all of the incoming rainfall. After ~5-10 minutes however, different
rainfall interactions were observed with each of the deposit types (Figure 4.5). For
deposits composed of the coarse tephra, substantial amounts of rain drained out of the
deposit, even whilst lower portions of the deposit remained dry. Even after two hours
of continuous heavy rainfall, the mass of the deposits continued to slowly increase in all
four of the coarse experiments. The high permeability of the coarse tephra deposits
makes it impossible for natural rainfall intensities to fully saturate all voids within these
deposits. For the medium tephra, mass increased at a steady rate, absorbing a consistent
amount of rainfall, until the deposit was close to reaching its maximum mass increase.
At this point all additional rain drained away at the same rate it was absorbed into the
deposit, without large amounts of deposit erosion. Deposits composed of the fine tephra
were the only ones that were eroded to the extent that the rained-on deposit eventually
weighed less than the original, dry deposit. In these fine tephra experiments, erosion via
surface runoff was minimal, with most erosion occurring via successive slope failures
(starting from the toe of the deposit) that began only after rain had infiltrated to the
base of the entire deposit.
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In both the normal and reverse graded deposit experiments, the mass increase over time
exhibited a similar pattern, with the load increasing approximately linearly until near the
maximum load was reached (typically within the first 10 to 30 minutes of the
experiment), before very slowly rising and/or plateauing until the end of the experiment
(Figure 4.5b). The fine tephra component remained largely uneroded by the rain, with
only 1-2 cm of tephra being removed from the toe of the 40 cm long deposit. This minor
erosion meant that a relatively small decrease in mass of ~50 g (contributing to a 3 - 4%
reduction in the total mass gained) can be seen in five of the eight waxing and waning
experiments after the fine tephra became completely wet.

In all four of the normally graded deposit experiments, the upper layers of fine tephra
absorbed water but water did not infiltrate to the lower tephra, with large portions of
the lower, coarsest tephra remaining dry, even after two hours of heavy rainfall. This
meant that the normally graded deposits exhibited the lowest maximum mass increases
(18 - 23%) of all the deposits tested in this study. Similar infiltration patterns have been
observed in cross-stratified sand dunes where preferential flow paths tend to develop in
the higher bulk density, finer grained layers (Ritsema and Dekker 1994). This is because
when dry sand is initially exposed to water, finer layers of sand have higher hydraulic
conductivities than coarser layers (Miles et al. 1988).

Deposits composed of the fine tephra were the only ones to be compacted in our
experiments, with compaction decreasing deposit height by ~2 - 4% or 2 - 4 mm. These
relatively low levels of compaction, compared to the 30% values reported by the natural
field experiments of Blong et al. (2017) may be attributed to a number of factors. Firstly,
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the Blong et al. (2017) experimental tephras would likely have been exposed to relatively
large raindrops from tropical rainfalls, and the higher impact energies associated with
these may have been more efficient at compacting and eluviating deposits compared to
our relatively smaller sprayed rainfall droplets (Yakubu and Yusop 2017; Tarasenko et
al. 2019). Other factors that may have contributed to the high deposit compaction values
from in this study may have been the compaction or wilting of the 30-40 mm tall grasses
some of the tephras were deposited onto or the possible elluviation of tephra into the
soil below.

4.6 Discussion
4.6.1 Implications for damage assessment
For deposits composed, or containing layers of, tephra of a similar grainsize to the coarse
tephra used in these experiments (median grainsize diameter 4 mm or -2 phi), use of
the saturation assumption from Macedonio and Costa (2012) would likely result in large
overestimates of tephra load increase under rainfall. Due to their ability to drain well,
we suggest that for relatively coarse tephra deposits (median phi < 0, or diameter > 1
mm), the realistic volume of water that can be absorbed under rainfall should be
estimated using the capillary porosity (the void space in which water will remain after
liquid has drained out under gravity) rather than the total porosity (the proportion of a
deposit that is fillable by water). If laboratory measurements are not possible or feasible,
capillary porosities for coarse tephra deposits could be assumed to be between 20-40%,
based on measurements from Fiorillo and Wilson (2004) and those from this study
(Figure 4.7). Note that this range is derived from the average measurements taken on
just three different samples. The relationship between grainsize and total porosity in
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tephra deposits is very different from that in typical alluvial sediments (Stephens et al.
1998), and for this reason we do not recommend using the total porosity of these specific
unconsolidated sedimentary deposits as analogues for the estimation of the total porosity
of tephra deposits (Figure 4.7). The total porosities of these alluvial sediments do
however closely match the capillary porosities of tephra deposits in Figure 4.7, though
we are unsure what underlying processes may have caused this or if it could simply be a
coincidence. From our porosity measurements, completely filling the capillary porosity
of the coarse tephra would produce a load increase of 27.9%, which very closely matches
the 28.4% highest load increase observed in the coarse tephra. This suggests that if rain
is free to drain from such a coarse tephra, very little of the deposit’s effective porosity
(the proportion of fillable void space from which a liquid freely drains out under gravity)
can be filled, even under high rainfall rates. Conversely, we find that the saturation
assumption is appropriate for fine grained tephras with one caveat. That is: caution
should be used when applying the saturation assumption to deposits that are prone to
compaction by rainfall as this decreases the void space available for saturation. The fine
tephra used in these experiments had a relatively high bulk density of ~1500 kg m-3 when
dry and displayed only minor compaction under rainfall.
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Figure 4.7: Relationship between median grainsize, total porosity and capillary porosity for
several tephra deposits and the pseudo tephra deposits from this study. The dashed line marks
average values for the total porosity of typical alluvium deposits from Stephens et al. (1998),
showing that the total porosities of granular sedimentary deposits follow the opposite trend of
total porosities in tephra deposits. All studies in the figure have been referenced within the text
with the exception of Diaz et al. (2005) and Hernández (2013).

The greatest tephra load increase observed in these experiments was < 0.3 kPa and this
required 10 cm thick deposits being exposed to heavy rainfall, 35 - 70 mm hr-1 intensity,
uninterrupted for at least 40 - 20 minutes, respectively. Load increases greater than this
obviously require thicker tephra fall deposits (assuming the same porosity) and larger
quantities of rain. For example, if a given tephra deposit has a bulk density of 1000 kg
m-3 and we assume 30% is a credible maximum value for load increases (as our
experiments suggest), an initial deposit thickness of 160 mm and the complete
absorption of nearly 50 mm of rain is required to achieve the maximum load increase,
from 1.53 kPa up to 2 kPa. This 30% increase in load corresponds to a 40% increase in
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roof collapse probability (from 10% to 50%) for buildings in the ‘weak’ roof class from
Spence et al. (2005).

In many places around the world, rainfalls of 50 mm or more occur relatively
infrequently, and large accumulations of tephra (> 15 cm thick in this example) are
typically constrained to areas relatively close to the vent. Despite this, theoretical
calculations of building damage given tephra loads increased by rainfall show that even
20 mm of rainfall can still appreciably increase probabilities of roof collapse. Biass et al.
(2016) for example, modelled that a 20 kg m-2 load increase (from 20 mm of rainfall an amount that admittedly falls only around twice per year on average in the study area)
to tephra deposits from long lasting Vulcanian eruptions could increase roof collapse
probabilities by an average of 10% at Vulcano Island (i.e., half of all buildings exposed
to tephra had a 20% chance of collapse under dry conditions, and this increased to a
30% chance with the addition of 20 mm of rainfall). At volcanoes with high building
exposure, modest increases in damage probabilities can result in thousands of additional
buildings receiving damage.

4.6.2 Considerations for roof design and cleaning
If the pitch of a roof exceeds the angle of repose for a given tephra deposit, it is expected
that such tephras will be unable to accumulate on that portion of the roof (Blong 1981).
The dry angles of repose for the fine, medium and coarse tephras were 35˚, 39˚ and 42˚
respectively. This matches well with results from Hampton et al. (2015), who found
that > 90% of tephra deposited onto new sheet metal roofs with a pitch ≥ 35˚ was unable
to remain there and accumulate. However, as also pointed out by Hampton et al. (2015)
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and Spence et al. (1996), if rain has fallen prior to or during deposition, the potential
for tephra to shed from roofs is greatly reduced even at roof pitches of 45˚. Other than
having a high roof pitch, buildings could also be made more resilient to tephra falls by
being designed with roofs that can be accessed safely for removal of tephra, ideally
without causing damage to the roof covering or gutters. As it is widely recognised that
rainfall absorption can trigger roof collapse, forecasts of rainfall can encourage residents
to ignore evacuation orders or re-enter evacuation zones so they may pre-emptively
remove tephra from their roofs. This behaviour was observed following the 2014
eruption of Kelud in Indonesia, and the 2020 eruption of Taal in the Philippines (Blake
et al. 2015; Gutierrez 2020) and is perhaps a behaviour that should be anticipated during
future eruptions when evacuation guidelines or orders are being communicated or put
in place.

4.6.3 Limitations and future work
The key limitations of this study arise from the use of simulated rainfall on simulated
tephra deposits. As stated in the Methods section, naturally formed raindrops are larger
and have higher kinetic energies than those from pressurised nozzle rain simulators.
Natural, fresh tephra deposits also have the potential to develop chemical surface crusts
that could reduce the permeability of the deposit. Changing both of these inputs could
contribute towards unexpected interactions, not observed during these experiments.
However, given the difficulties associated with measuring or even observing such
interactions in the field, the experimental approach adopted here provides useful
information for quantification of tephra deposit-rainfall interactions. Future laboratory
experiments could use natural rainfalls and investigate lower rainfall intensities, or use
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unweathered, naturally fragmented tephra from a wider range of chemical compositions
and containing a wider range of components (e.g. lithics and free crystals in addition to
juveniles). Naturally formed tephra deposits will contain particles of different types, such
as lithics, free crystals and juvenile glass shards (Benet et al. 2021). Deposits with large
proportions of vesiculated glass shards are likely to pack less efficiently and therefore
have higher porosities (both total and capillary) than the pseudo-tephra deposits used
in these experiments. In these situations, maximum load increases higher than 30% may
be achieved. This is why the use of naturally fragmented tephra in future studies, ideally
freshly deposited and tested in-situ, would be immensely valuable in testing the validity
of the results found in this study. Additional variables beyond grainsize distribution and
rainfall rate, such as roof pitch, roof material, roof condition, and the effect of antecedent
rainfall could all be investigated. Finally, it would be useful for future studies to provide
a more comprehensive analysis of the relationship between tephra deposit grainsize
distribution and tephra deposit porosity, for the range of different deposit types that
exist. This would allow for rainfall increased loading to be more easily or systematically
included in tephra fall hazard assessments.

This study has looked to quantify how building damage could be increased by the
interaction of rainfall and tephra fall in the context of increased tephra fall loading on
roofs. However, if rainfalls as intense as those applied in this study were to occur after a
tephra fall it is highly likely that this would trigger lahars that, for buildings in laharprone areas, could cause damage exceeding that caused by loading on roofs alone. This
was the case in the town of Rabaul in 1994, where a small number of well-built
structures sustained little damage from heavy tephra falls (300-400 mm thick), but were
eventually made uninhabitable when deposits from the surrounding hills were mobilised
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into mudflows during the wet-season (Blong 2003). It is important that tephra fall
building damage assessments consider the full range of volcanic hazards as the damage
from other volcanic hazards might make that caused by tephra falls largely irrelevant
(Zuccaro et al. 2008).

The deposits tested in these experiments displayed wide ranges of bulk densities (Figure
4.6). Even when dry, the bulk density of coarse tephra (860 kg m-3) was close to half
that of the fine tephra (1540 kg m-3). Considering this, and that an ideal tephra fall
building damage survey should include buildings exposed to a wide range of hazard
intensities (i.e. in different areas along and across the tephra dispersal axis), it is highly
unlikely that all buildings will receive tephra of the same bulk density. This suggests that
the typical practice of measuring deposit thicknesses and converting these linearly to
loads based on an average bulk density value introduces substantial error to hazard
intensity quantification during damage surveys. To remedy this in the future, wherever
possible, thickness measurements should be supplemented with tephra loading
measurements, made at or near the site of each damage observation.

The results of tephra fall hazard assessments, both deterministic and probabilistic, are
often communicated by identifying areas expected to receive tephra loads exceeding roof
collapse thresholds (Bonadonna et al. 2005; Biass et al. 2012; Jenkins et al. 2015a).
Numerical modelling of tephra dispersion necessitates the use of wind data, for
probabilistic modelling this is often sourced from reanalysis databases that also include
rainfall data (Dee et al. 2011); thus, future assessments could combine wind and rainfall
information to account for the increased loading associated with rainfall absorption
across different areas during different seasons. However, long term rainfall patterns in
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such databases would not account for the increased probability of heavy rainfall
associated with eruption induced storms (Todesco and Todini 2004), or for the fact that
rainfall itself can trigger primary eruptive activity (Matthews et al. 2009).

Including measurements of permeability would have been valuable, especially in regards
to estimating antecedent conditions in tephra and tephra loads from multiple discrete
rainfall events. Unfortunately, the experimental data I collected cannot be used to
measure permeability directly, or to capture how permeability changes over time as
deposits absorb more water. However, hydraulic conductivity measurements (measuring
water infiltration rates in m s-1) have been made on in situ tephra deposits in the past by
Baumann et al. (2019). This study found that the hydraulic conductivity of freshly
deposited lapilli (from the 2011 Cordón Caulle eruption) was two orders of magnitude
higher than that of a similar, but much older eruption deposit from the 1888-1890
eruption of Vulcano. The very high hydraulic conductivities associated with these lapilli
deposits, which are analogous to our coarse grained deposits, support our experimental
observations that even very intense rainfalls flow too quickly out of deposits to be able
to saturate them fully.

4.7 Conclusions
This study presents the results of 20 rainfall simulation experiments examining how
grain size distribution and rainfall intensity influence the loads exhibited by tephra fall
deposits. Exposing 10 cm thick deposits to two hours of heavy rain (intensities of 35
and 70 mm hr-1), produced increases in load of less than 0.3 kPa. The loads increased
by between 18% (for normally graded deposits) and 30% (medium ungraded or reversely
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graded deposits), far below the 100% increase which is often assumed and referenced in
tephra fall hazard and risk assessments. Rainfall intensity had little effect on results with
only the coarse and reverse graded deposits showing a ~ 5% higher maximum load
increase under the 70 mm hr-1 rainfall. The total amount of rainfall and how this relates
to the capillary porosity of deposits were identified as the key parameters controlling
load increases meaning these are the parameters - in addition to the standard parameters
of thickness and dry bulk density - that should be used in studies assessing likely building
damage from future eruptions. Unexpectedly low load increases occurred in normally
graded tephra deposits, which can be formed by eruptions that are decreasing in
intensity. This was due to the fact that when dry tephras were first exposed to water, the
upper finer layers had higher hydraulic conductivities, that prevented rain from
infiltrating into the coarser layers beneath that have lower hydraulic conductivities. Our
results highlight that failing to account for rainfall’s effect on tephra deposit loading can
lead to both underestimations and overestimations of risk posed to buildings.
Underestimations of risk result from failure to consider the potential for rainfall to
increase the loads of modelled tephra accumulations assumed to be dry. Overestimations
of risk occur if post-eruption damage surveys underestimate the tephra loads that
buildings have been exposed to. This can happen when loads are calculated based on
bulk densities corresponding to deposits that have been oven dried, when they may have
in fact been wet whilst on the buildings. To reduce these errors, we suggest that tephra
loading be measured during post-eruption building damage assessments (as opposed to
just deposit thickness) and that local rainfall patterns be considered during both
probabilistic and deterministic tephra fall hazard assessments.
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Chapter 5 The sensitivity of tephra fall building damage estimates: case
study at Kelud volcano, Indonesia

Preamble
This chapter ties elements of the previous chapters together to achieve Thesis Objective
4: to quantify how the use of different but credible hazard, exposure and vulnerability
inputs in tephra fall damage assessments influences their results. The fragility curves
developed in Chapter 2 are used to make damage forecasts at Kelud and to
retrospectively ‘hindcast’ damage from the 2014 eruption. Given the heavy rain that fell
in the week following the 2014 eruption at Kelud, a modified set of fragility curves (fit
using loads that were increased to account for rainfall) are also used. In this case we
uniformly apply the upper 30% load increase, in line with the maximum load increases
measured during experiments in Chapter 4.

This chapter highlights that subtle

differences in the data used and the methodological approach adopted by researchers
can have a large influence on the results of damage assessments.
This chapter is not included in the Author Attribution Statement because it has not
been published or submitted.
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5.1 Abstract
In this study we examine how the use of different, but credible, hazard, exposure and
vulnerability inputs influence tephra fall building damage estimates. We use Kelud,
Indonesia as a case study volcano because it has a population of > 2.6 million living
within 30 km and in the past century it has produced more Volcanic Explosivity Index
(VEI) 4 eruptions than any other volcano on Earth. We first combined two modelled
tephra falls from Kelud’s 2014 eruption (the hazard) and their associated sets of
previously developed fragility curves (vulnerability) to hindcast damage for the 2014
eruption over two independent building exposure inventories. These four possible
combinations of exposure, hazard and vulnerability produced damage counts ranging
from 88,000 - 130,000 buildings. Using the same approach, we forecast damage for VEI
4 and VEI 5 eruptions using a scenario-based probabilistic tephra fall hazard assessment.
This represents the first time that a tephra fall impact assessment has modelled the full
range of structural damage, and not just roof/building collapse. We found that 50% of
the VEI 5 simulated tephra falls are likely to cause at least moderate damage
to > 230,000 buildings. We further re-calculated our damage using fragility curves that
accounted for the presence of rainfall in damage surveys and forecasts. Various rainfall
conditions acted to increase damage counts by an average of 19% or decrease them by
an average of 25%. We found that for any given tephra fall dispersal, our damage
estimates were most sensitive to changes in the set of fragility curves used. We also found
that simultaneously changing multiple inputs could compound sensitivity, with damage
counts varying by up to 80% compared to a set of baseline model inputs. This suggests
that the characterisation and propagation of the multiple sources of uncertainty is a
practice that should be adopted during future damage and risk assessments.
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5.2 Introduction
Large explosive eruptions can deposit tephra across widespread areas causing a range of
impacts that vary with the amount of tephra; from nuisance trace amounts that require
clean up through to heavy falls that may cause costly and often deadly roof collapse
(Blong 1984; Wilson et al. 2015). Research that assesses the range of potential impacts
that future tephra falls may cause can be used to guide disaster risk reduction efforts (e.g.
Barsotti et al., 2018; Blake et al., 2016; Osman et al., 2018; Thompson et al., 2017).
Having a forecast (or rapid post-eruption estimate) of likely damage to buildings is
particularly valuable, because building damage data are used to assess transitional shelter
needs, building repair costs and timelines as well as demolition needs and disaster waste
volumes (Lallemant et al. 2017; Hayes et al. 2020). Building damage forecasts are also
useful from an insurance perspective, because buildings typically make up the most
valuable insured assets (Blong et al. 2017b).

Though there are numerous benefits to be gained from forecasting the likely building
damage from eruptions, the quality (and probably the quantity) of pre-eruption damage
forecasts remain limited by a history of sub-optimal damage data documentation
following previous impactful eruptions (Wilson et al. 2017; Hayes et al. 2019a). In fact,
the low number of published pre-event damage forecasts combined with the relatively
low frequency of damage causing eruptions means that not a single building damage
forecast has been validated against a post-eruption damage survey for the same volcano.
When validation studies are eventually carried out, they are likely to provide crucial
hindsight into which factors exert the most control over the accuracy of damage
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forecasts. Therefore, in the absence of validation studies we argue that for a damage
forecast to be considered comprehensive, the modelling process must incorporate
sources of uncertainty associated with each of the three main components of a damage
forecast: hazard, exposure and vulnerability. In the wider field of risk assessment, this
argument is not a new one (Paté-Cornell 1996; Spiegelhalter and Riesch 2011), with
such approaches having already been widely adopted in studies on other natural hazards,
particularly within seismic risk assessments (e.g. Crowley et al., 2005; Fayjaloun et al.,
2021; Kalakonas et al., 2020). These seismic risk sensitivity studies have shown that the
choice of modelling approach for the different components of risk and especially the
assumptions used to combine these components have large effects on modelled results
(Silva 2018). Such analysis has been only sporadically conducted during past tephra fall
building damage forecasts (e.g. Biass et al., 2016; Spence et al., 2008). Therefore, the
main aim of this study is to highlight the sensitivity of damage estimates to the
combined use of credible but different hazard, exposure and vulnerability (HEV) inputs.

Amongst all the previous studies that have included some form of tephra fall building
damage forecast, few use completely static (deterministic) inputs for all three of the
HEV inputs. In other words, most studies will have at least one input that is varied
either probabilistically or through the use of multiple deterministic inputs. The
component that is most commonly varied is the tephra fall hazard, likely because the
sources of uncertainty dictating where tephra will be dispersed and deposited are
relatively better understood (e.g. factors such as plume height, erupted volume, total
grainsize distribution and meteorological conditions). Previous studies have examined
how tephra fall building damage or exposure changes with eruptions of different VEI,
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duration, vent opening location, meteorological conditions, and/or a combination of
these factors (e.g. Marti et al. 2008; Biass et al. 2012; Scaini et al. 2014; Hayes et al.
2020; Jenkins et al. 2021). Building damage forecasts that vary only the hazard whilst
using static exposure and vulnerability inputs are valuable contributions to impact/risk
assessments and are the first step towards better capturing the uncertainty in damage
estimates. However, previous damage estimation studies have found that variability in
exposure and vulnerability can also heavily influence results.

Building exposure is treated as a static input in most tephra fall building damage
forecasts when it could be modelled as a dynamic process that evolves over time, offering
insights into how risk is likely to change in the future and enabling long-term disaster
risk reduction planning (Lee et al. 2018). Retnowati et al. (2018) used population
growth and land use change projections to estimate that building repair costs for the
same tephra fall footprint would be 19% higher in 2030 relative to 2020. Spence et al.
(2008) calculated that if all the people and buildings within 4 km of La Soufrière de
Guadeloupe were relocated 3-4 km farther down the flanks, that the number of roof
collapses for the same tephra fall footprint would be reduced by 100%. Another insight
from Spence et al. (2008) was that the choice of the spatial resolution can have
surprisingly large impacts on tephra fall damage forecasts. In this case, the numbers of
roof collapses roughly tripled (from 29 to 85) when damage modelling was conducted
using a 250 m2 pixel resolution as opposed to applying the same hazard intensity to all
buildings within a residential zone ~2 km2 in size.

Accounting for the variability in vulnerability inputs to damage forecasts also allows for
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evaluation of specific risk mitigation measures. Spence et al. (2008) for example,
modelled that the number of roof collapses for the same tephra fall could be reduced by
46% if the weakest buildings in areas within 4 km of La Soufrière de Guadeloupe’s vent
were substantially strengthened by converting their roofs from timber to reinforced
concrete. Similarly, Spence et al. (2008) and Baxter et al. (2008) respectively modelled
40 – 60 % reductions in roof collapses if all of the most vulnerable buildings could be
‘hardened’ through the temporary installation of emergency props to support roof
purlins. Biass et al. (2016b) calculated a tenfold drop (≤ 20% to ≤ 2%) in median roof
collapse probability when Spence et al. (2005) ‘strong’ rather than ‘median’ composite
roofing stock fragility curves were used to characterise the vulnerability of a building
stock.

In this study, we vary each of hazard, exposure and vulnerability in a number of different
ways to gauge how it affects our hindcast (2014) and forecast (VEI 4 and 5) damage
estimates (Table 5.1). The different HEV components in Table 5.1 can form 28 unique
combinations for tephra fall building damage estimates at Kelud volcano, Indonesia.
These consist of 24 combinations used in damage forecasts and 4 used in damage
hindcasts. Hindcasts estimate the damage caused by tephra falls to all buildings
following Kelud’s 2014 eruption. The hindcasts in this study build upon the remote
damage survey conducted by Williams et al. (2020), which surveyed damage for 1154
buildings and used this empirical damage data to develop fragility curves describing the
tephra load-damage relationship. Here, we apply these fragility curves to two openly
available exposure datasets to estimate damage across > 4.2 million buildings. We
collectively refer to damage forecasts and hindcasts as damage estimates, avoiding use of
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the phrase ‘damage assessment’ because damage assessment can also refer to
quantification of the actual damage observed after an event has occurred (i.e. a damage
survey). In this study, damage estimates give the number of buildings expected to be
damaged to varying degrees by tephra for a particular combination of HEV. Figure 5.1
gives a conceptual overview of how the HEV components are combined to produce
damage estimates

Table 5.1: Descriptions of the hazard, exposure vulnerability and rainfall condition inputs that
are combined to produce each individual damage forecast and hindcast in this study.
Used in
forecasts
Damage modelling

and/or

component

Description

hindcasts

Hazard

10,000 tephra fall dispersals from VEI 4 eruptions

Forecasts

10,000 tephra fall dispersals from VEI 5 eruptions

Forecasts

Tephra fall dispersal from the 2014 eruption - derived by tephra

Hindcasts

deposit inversion
Tephra fall dispersal from the 2014 eruption - derived by

Hindcasts

isopach interpolation
Exposure

Global Earthquake Model building inventory

Hindcasts
and forecasts

Vulnerability

OpenStreetMap building inventory supplemented with Global

Hindcasts

Earthquake Model building inventory

and forecasts

Fragility curves derived from tephra deposit inversion

Hindcasts
and forecasts

Fragility curves derived from tephra isopach interpolation

Hindcasts
and forecasts

Influence of rainfall

Assume dry conditions in 2014 coupled with wet conditions in

Forecasts

future eruption - Unchanged vulnerability with increased
hazard
Assume wet conditions in 2014 coupled with dry conditions in
future eruption - Decreased vulnerability with unchanged
hazard
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Forecasts

Assume dry conditions in both 2014 and in future eruption -

Forecasts

Both hazard and vulnerability are uninfluenced by rainfall

Three aspects of our damage modelling approach differentiate it from the approaches
used in previous studies. Firstly, we use more informative fragility curves than have been
used in the past. By using the tephra fall fragility functions developed for four different
damage states by Williams et al. (2020), the number of buildings experiencing both roof
collapse as well as moderate and heavy damage of severities can be modelled for the first
time. Secondly, we use modified versions of these fragility curves to account for rainfall
increased tephra loads, which decreases building vulnerability by assuming the tephra
loads experienced by buildings following Kelud’s 2014 eruption were higher than those
modelled by Williams et al. (2020). This assumption has been made because the loads
modelled during the damage survey were based on dry deposit densities, but the heavy
rain that fell in the week after the eruption likely increased deposit densities, thereby
increasing the loading on any roofs that had not already had deposits removed from
their roofs (Blake et al., 2015; Dibyosaputro et al., 2015). The third novel aspect of our
damage modelling is that we forecast likely damage for each of the 10,000 tephra
dispersals in our scenario-based tephra fall hazard assessment individually, rather than
by calculating damage using aggregated simulations as has been done in the past (e.g.
Biass et al., 2016b, 2012). Doing this can avoid large underestimations in damage
associated with aggregating large proportions of all simulations together to form
probabilistic isomass maps.

The development of the eleven different HEV components in Table 5.1 and the
rationale behind their use in our study, are described in detail in the Methods section.
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We then present the results of our damage estimates and determine which modelling
input changes the results are most sensitive to. We then discuss the implications of our
results for Kelud and for future damage estimation studies. Finally, we point out the
limitations of our approach and make suggestions that may improve future damage
estimations and post-eruption damage surveys.

Figure 5.1: Conceptual flowchart of the key components of this study (white fill) and how they
build on components from Williams et al. (2020) (grey fill) and incorporate rainfall increased
tephra loading described in Williams et al. (2021) (blue fill).

5.2.1 Kelud’s eruption history
In the past century, Kelud volcano, located in East Java, Indonesia, has produced more
Volcanic Explosivity Index (VEI) 4 or greater eruptions than any other volcano on Earth
(Brown et al. 2014). In historical times, this basaltic-andesite stratovolcano has had
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more than 30 eruptions including one VEI 5 in 1586 that produced extensive lahars,
causing ~10,000 fatalities (Bourdier et al. 1997). Kelud hosts a crater lake whose size
has been artificially reduced using a series of drainage tunnels that were constructed to
manage lahar hazards following the fatal 1919 eruption (Bourdier et al. 1997). Recent
eruptions have followed a cyclic pattern, alternating between periods of effusive lava
dome growth and then dome destruction during high intensity explosive eruptions that
have occurred with relatively little precursory activity (Hidayati et al. 2019; Utami et al.
2021).

The 2014 VEI 4 eruption began at 22:50 local time on 13 February with the main
explosive phase starting 40 minutes later and lasting about four hours (GVP 2014).
Evacuations were already underway before the volcanic alert was raised to its highest
level at 21:15 and 166,000 people were successfully evacuated from a 10 km radius
exclusion zone before the eruption began (Andreastuti et al. 2017). The eruption
produced extensive tephra falls with 2 cm thick deposits measured in the major city of
Yogyakarta more than 200 km west of Kelud (Maeno et al. 2019b), though most
reported building damage was constrained to an area within 40 km of the vent (Blake et
al. 2015; Paripurno et al. 2015). Different wind directions at different altitudes led to a
bidirectional dispersal (Maeno et al., 2017), with tephra lobes extending to the west and
northeast of Kelud beyond the three surrounding regencies, Kediri, Blitar and Malang
(Figure 5.2). Within these regencies, the International Federation of the Red Cross
reported >26,000 buildings sustained damage, ~ 11,000 of which were ‘completely
damaged’ (IFRC 2014). Post-eruption field surveys carried out soon after the eruption
by Paripurno et al. (2015) report 6,700 buildings out of the 8,300 they surveyed
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sustained very heavy damage ‘kerusakan sangat barat’. However the photos of damage
in these reports and media images and videos from the areas that were most heavily
impacted (Kreer, 2014; Satu, 2014) suggest relatively few buildings experienced what
would be considered ‘severe damage’ within tephra building damage literature (where
‘severe damage’ as defined by Spence et al. (1996), Blong (2003a) and Hayes et al. (2019)
requires either complete failure of any principal roof support structure, such as trusses
or columns or deformation/collapse to over half of the internal/external walls). The
relatively low damage severities sustained by most buildings allowed residents, with the
assistance of military personnel, to rapidly complete repairs. Within a month of the
eruption ending, it was reported that over 99% (12,184 out of 12,304) of heavily
damaged houses had been repaired (Jakarta Post 2014). One of the aims of this study is
to provide a more complete estimate of the damage, beyond these 12,304 houses that
sustained heavy damage. Also, due to the high likelihood of VEI 4 or greater eruptions
occurring again at Kelud (Maeno et al. 2019a), we seek to estimate the damage for
potential future eruptions.
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Figure 5.2: Location map for Kelud volcano, the three regencies and main cities immediately
surrounding Kelud and the two 1 cm isopachs for the 2014 eruption, modelled by Williams et
al. (2020) using tephra deposit inversion and isopach interpolation. These two modelling
approaches are described in the Methods section. The ‘Exposure modelling extent’ shows the
area within which building exposure was considered.

5.2.2 Building characteristics and exposure
Within a 30 km radius of Kelud, there is an estimated population of 2.6 million and a
total of 900,000 buildings (Rose et al. 2019; Yepes-Estrada et al. 2020). An estimated
74% of these buildings are residential and can be differentiated into three broad
typologies based on their external wall framing: reinforced masonry, brick or timber
(Blake et al., 2015). Most buildings have either clay-tiled roofs or sheet roofs made of
asbestos fibre or sheet metal. Often roofs use a combination of the tiles and sheeting
where sheeting is used for overhanging or verandah roof sections (Figure 2.2). Both
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cladding types are supported by timber or occasionally bamboo framing, with the lighter,
asbestos fibre sheets often having more widely spaced supports (Blake et al., 2015). The
difference between these two roofing materials and their framing has implications for
building vulnerability to tephra fall hazards, with asbestos fibre sheet roofs being more
susceptible to roof collapse under tephra loading compared to clay-tiled roofs (Williams
et al. 2020).

Figure 5.3: Examples of buildings in regencies surrounding Kelud. Photos a), b) and c) are
houses with clay-tile roofs. Photos b) c) and d) have a typical asbestos fibre sheet roof over the
verandah, though c) has yet to be fully repaired. Photo d) shows the timber framing and supports
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for the roof of a café. All photos were taken by Daniel Blake and Grant Wilson, six months
after the eruption in September 2014.

5.3 Damage estimation methods
We make building damage estimates taking the typical modular approach, combining
hazard, exposure and vulnerability data within a geographic information system (e.g.
Biass et al., 2012; Reyes-Hardy et al., 2021; Scaini et al., 2014). The following sections
outline the development of the HEV components used in both hindcasts and forecasts.

5.3.1 Tephra fall hazard modelling
To evaluate building damage from potential future tephra falls at Kelud, we conducted
a scenario-based probabilistic tephra fall hazard assessment for VEI 4 and VEI 5
eruptions. For the 2014 eruption damage hindcasts, we used the two tephra fall hazard
footprints from Williams et al. (2020), each derived using a different modelling method:
inversion and interpolation. Tephra deposit inversion used the Tephra2 algorithm of
Connor and Connor (2006) to estimate Tephra2 input parameters that best reproduced
observed measurements. A wind profile for midnight on 13 February 2014 was obtained
from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) EraInterim Reanalysis dataset (Dee et al. 2011) and used to infer wind conditions at the
time of the eruption. The isopach interpolation method from Williams et al. (2020) was
similar to that described by Engwell et al. (2015) except that instead of interpolating
directly using the raw thickness measurements, interpolation was carried out on
manually contoured isopachs to approximate deposit thickness over areas where few or
no measurements were made to the south and south-east of the volcano. More
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specifically, isopach lines were interpolated using a multiple exponential segments
method in the TephraFits Matlab package (Fierstein and Nathenson 1992; Biass et al.
2019). Thus, the same deposit thickness measurements were used to produce both of
the 2014 hazard footprints, but the inversion method tended to underestimate measured
thicknesses whilst isopach interpolation tended to overestimate them (Williams et al.
2020). Each method produced rasters of tephra fall loading - measured in kg m-2 - over
the entire building damage survey area at a resolution of 500 m2. Loading was calculated
by converting thickness values using the 1400 kg m-3 dry deposit density from Maeno
et al. (2019b).

For the damage forecasts, modelling was carried out using the advection diffusion model
Tephra2 (Bonadonna et al. 2005), within the Matlab package, TephraProb (Biass et al.,
2016b). A VEI 4 eruption scenario was selected based on the high recurrence rate of
VEI 4 eruptions at this volcano in historical times (5 since 1919) and VEI 5 eruptions
were selected because of their catastrophic potential and because Kelud has produced a
VEI 5 in the past in 1586. A total of 10,000 Tephra2 model runs were conducted for
each eruption VEI, with each run sampling a set of eruption source parameters from a
pre-defined range (Table 5.2). Eruption source parameter ranges for plume height are
based on those observed during the 2014 eruption (Kristiansen et al. 2015) for the VEI
4 scenario and those presented by Mastin et al. (2009) for the VEI 5 scenario. Ranges
in tephra mass correspond to the upper and lower limits of eruptive volume for both
VEIs (Newhall and Self 1982), assuming a typical deposit bulk density of 1000 kg m-3.
These limits assume all pyroclastic material is partitioned into the plume, which may
overestimate tephra fall volumes but is still a reasonable assumption at Kelud considering
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volumes of tephra in pyroclastic density currents have been relatively low for many of
Kelud’s past explosive eruptions, comprising 6-18% of the total erupted mass (Maeno
et al. 2019a). To capture varying wind conditions, reanalysis data over 10 years (20082018) from the ECMWF ERA-Interim database were used (Dee et al. 2011). Grain
size distribution parameters were determined based on analysis of deposits from the
2014 eruption (Goode et al. 2018; Maeno et al. 2019b). Empirical parameters in Table
5.2 (e.g. diffusion coefficient and fall time threshold, see Bonadonna et al. (2005)) were
derived from an inversion optimisation that made use of the 81 deposit thickness
measurements from Williams et al. (2020) and an additional 56 from Nakada et al.
(2016) and Maeno et al. (2019b). Thickness measurements from the latter were taken
over a wider area than the 81 measurements from Williams et al. (2020), therefore the
resulting inversion parameters are expected to be more appropriate for modelling larger
eruptions.

Table 5.2: Eruption source parameters used for both eruption scenarios modelled in
TephraProb. Wind profiles were also randomly sampled for each simulation, meaning
this modelling would be considered an ‘eruption range scenario’ as defined by
Bonadonna et al. (2005).
VEI 4

VEI 5

Plume height (km a.s.l.)

13 - 23

15 - 25

Tephra mass (1010 kg)

10 - 100

100 - 1000

Grain size range (phi)

-6 - 8

Median grain size (phi)

-3 - 1

Phi standard deviation

1-3

Diffusion coefficient (m s−2)

4500
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References
(Kristiansen et al., 2015;
Mastin et al., 2009)
(Newhall and Self, 1982)

(Goode

et

al.,

2018;

Maeno et al., 2019a)

Fall time threshold (s)

7500

Plume profile (α)

3

Plume profile (β)

2

Inversion

optimisation,

this study

5.3.2 Building exposure characterisation
To illustrate the effect of varying exposure on the results of the damage assessment, we
developed two building exposure inventories, each representing the location for > 4.2
million buildings within a rectangular area extending 45 km north, south and east of
Kelud’s vent and 90 km west, in the direction of the prevailing wind (see Figure 5.2).
One exposure inventory was developed exclusively using data from the Global
Earthquake Model (GEM) and the other was supplemented with higher accuracy
OpenStreetMap (OSM) data where it was available.

The GEM data give estimates including, but not limited to, the number, structural type
and average area of buildings within each administrative zone. These data are based on
census and housing surveys and the data development process is described by YepesEstrada et al. (2020). Following the method of Dabbeek and Silva (2020), these
administrative level building counts were spatially disaggregated to a finer resolution
using remotely sensed data of built-up areas. To delineate built-up and non-built-up
areas we used the same key dataset as Dabbeek and Silva (2020), the Global Human
Settlement Layer (GHSL), which is available at a 36 m2 resolution (Pesaresi et al. 2015).
Using the GHSL, all the buildings within an administrative zone can be distributed so
that each building is represented by a point that can only be located in an area identified
as a built-up area. This spatial disaggregation method was applied to 20 administrative
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zones that overlap with the exposure modelling extent box shown in Figure 5.2 to
produce the GEM-derived exposure dataset.

The other building exposure inventory used OSM data in locations where it appeared
to be complete. OSM provides individual building footprints that have been manually
digitised using satellite images and can therefore be considered more spatially accurate
than the disaggregation of GEM building count data. Unfortunately, capturing building
exposure with this level of accuracy is resource intensive, and OSM building footprints
have yet to be digitised in this region for non-urban areas >20 km from the volcano.
Whilst tephra fall roof collapse fatality data suggest the quantity of tephra required to
trigger roof collapses rarely extends beyond 20 km of the vent, a considerable amount of
building damage less severe than collapse could still occur beyond this point (Brown et
al. 2017). Therefore, in this second building exposure inventory, the OSM data were
supplemented with the GEM exposure inventory to model building exposure in areas
where OSM data were incomplete.

Within the area where OSM appeared to have a high proportion of buildings digitised
and thus required no supplementation from GEM data, a comparison of building counts
between the two exposure inventories (Figure 5.4) found that our disaggregated GEM
exposure inventory contained ~349,000 buildings, around two-thirds of the ~506,000
buildings digitised in OSM. Although the GEM exposure inventory contains fewer
buildings overall, in many areas ~10-15 km from the vent, our disaggregation method
estimated a higher number of buildings than OSM. Visual inspection of Google Earth
satellite imagery in the areas where the GEM inventory models 10s to 100s more
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buildings than OSM suggests the grid like arrangement of foot paths between farms
and rows of trees within farms have led to the misclassification of these farms as built
up areas in the GHSL. Misclassifications such as these result in buildings being
disaggregated into areas they should not have. Despite these limitations, disaggregating
the Yepes-Estrada et al. (2020) building count data provides an exposure inventory that
is much more accurate than the recently retired GEM exposure dataset described by
Gamba (2014). Within a 5 km radius of Kelud’s vent for example, an area with relatively
few buildings, the Gamba (2014) GEM dataset estimated there were 4,470 buildings,
whilst the disaggregated Yepes-Estrada et al. (2020) dataset estimated only 38 buildings.
Assuming the OSM dataset is the most accurate (derived via manual digitization of
buildings from satellite images), and that it includes only 10 buildings within 5 km of
the vent, the newly developed GEM exposure dataset can be considered far more
accurate than its predecessor, estimating > 100 times fewer additional buildings in this
area proximal to the vent.

The disagreement between these exposure inventories highlights the trade-off between
high-resolution data, which typically require many more resources and data to develop,
and wide spatial coverage that inherently includes assumptions on building typology,
number and location at the smaller scale. Exposure datasets with complete geographical
coverage such as GEM are more likely to be used in studies assessing impact or risk at
the national-international scale, while more local exposure datasets such as OSM are
more likely to be used for assessing damage post-eruption or for considering impact or
risk at the community scale. By considering both the GEM-derived and OSMsupplemented datasets, we could estimate tephra fall building damage across large areas
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while understanding how the use of such differing datasets affects our damage estimates.
We refer to the OSM-supplemented exposure inventory as the ‘Nested” exposure
inventory henceforth.

Figure 5.4: Spatial comparison of the number of buildings in each building exposure inventory
across the area where OSM appeared most complete; grid cells of 1 km2 were considered across
the 47 x 38 km area. Warm colours (reds) and cool colours (blues) indicate areas where OSM
and GEM contain more buildings, respectively. The 4 cm isopachs for both tephra fall hazard
layers presented by Williams et al. (2020) illustrate that GEM contains a higher number of
buildings than OSM in areas that received relatively high tephra fall hazard intensities during
the 2014 Kelud eruption.

5.3.3 Incorporating fragility curves into damage estimates
As described in the Tephra fall hazard modelling section, two tephra fall hazard
footprints were developed to characterise hazard from the 2014 eruption. Using
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different hazard footprints means slightly different distributions of tephra deposit loads
were modelled over the same 1,154 buildings from the Williams et al. (2020) damage
survey. This meant the fragility curves fit using each of the hazard footprints were
different. Following this, the fragility curves from Williams et al. (2020) are named
‘inversion’ or ‘interpolation’ curves, referring to the method used to develop the hazard
footprint they were fit against. This allowed us to conduct four separate building damage
hindcasts for the 2014 eruption, each using a unique combination of the two exposure
inventories and the two tephra hazard footprints along with their associated fragility
curves. Each set of fragility curves contains curves for differing levels of damage for the
two roof types distinguished by Williams et al. (2020): clay-tiled roofs and grey coloured
roofs. To map a fragility curve to each of the buildings in each of the exposure
inventories, 89% of buildings were randomly sampled and assigned the clay-tiled roof
fragility curves with the remaining 11% being assigned the grey roof fragility curves
following the split observed amongst the 1,154 buildings in the remote damage survey.
Each set of curves takes the tephra load that a building was exposed to as their input
and then gives the relative probability of four different levels of damage being reached
as their output (Table 5.3). Calculating the number of buildings in each damage level
for an entire tephra fall hazard footprint was achieved in two steps. The first step
involves calculating the total number of buildings of each roof-type, inside each cell of
a tephra hazard raster. The second step is to multiply the total number of buildings by
the relative probability of each damage level occurring, where the probabilities are
calculated using each cell’s tephra load as an input to the fragility curves that correspond
to the specific roof type being analysed. Descriptions of the four damage levels, referred
to as damage states (DS) henceforth, are given in Table 5.3. To calculate the total
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number of buildings exposed to tephra in a given tephra fall we use a load threshold of
0.5 kg m-2, which is roughly equivalent to a deposit thickness of 0.5 mm. For all the
fragility curves in this study, buildings exposed to loads < 0.5 kg m-2 have a 0%
probability of sustaining damage.

Table 5.3: The 4-tiered damage state scale, modified from Williams et al. (2020). Note that the
descriptions were based on post-eruption changes in roof appearance as observed from satellite
images. This is why certain damage states were aggregated and why the descriptions are less
specific than those used in previous, field-based damage surveys (e.g. Blong, 2003a; Hayes et
al., 2019a; Spence et al., 1996).
DS

Damage state name

Damage state description

0/1

No damage/Light damage No damage observable (by satellite). Possible
that light damage has occurred.

2

Moderate damage

Roof cladding replaced < 50% of the roof area.
Can include collapse of overhanging or veranda
roof sections for < 50% of the roof area.

3

Heavy damage

4/5

Severe damage /Collapse

Roof cladding replaced > 50% of the roof area.
Can include collapse of overhanging or veranda
roof sections
The roof over the central part of the building has
collapsed or the building has collapsed

5.3.4 Accounting for rainfall increased tephra loads
To assess how rainfall absorption might influence tephra loading and subsequent
damage estimates, we carried out a set of damage forecasts where all the tephra deposit
loads from the TephraProb simulations were increased by up to 30%. This 30% value
follows the upper limit of load increase measured in laboratory experiments where
simulated tephra deposits were exposed to heavy simulated rainfalls (Williams et al.
2021). We note that for the 1000 kg m-3 density deposits modelled in our TephraProb
simulations, the theoretical maximum load increase calculated using the saturation
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assumption method of Macedonio and Costa (2012) would be 60%, double the 30%
increase taken from Williams et al. (2021). For buildings where a 30% increase would
produce a load gain > 200 kg m-2 (applicable to deposits > 66 cm thick in these
scenarios), we restricted the upper limit of load gain to 200 kg m-2. This limit is
somewhat arbitrary but is intended to reflect that load increases > 200 kg m-2 are unlikely
to occur as they require 200 mm of rain to be stored within a deposit, prior to it draining
or drying. Even during the monsoon season, the volume of rain expected for a typical
single storm is 30 – 70 mm (Thouret et al. 1998), meaning 200 mm rain would likely
take days to accumulate, and it is likely that some of the rain may drain or be evaporated
from the deposit within this timeframe or that residents may return to remove tephra.

We also consider the possibility that rainfall was absorbed into deposits following the
2014 eruption, and that if this did occur, the damage survey conducted by Williams et
al. (2020) may have overestimated building vulnerability by assuming dry deposit loads
(1400 kg m-3), not accounting for the additional rain load that buildings were exposed
to. The eruption occurred during the December-March monsoon season and four days
after the eruption ended, ~ 90 mm of rain fell within 5 km of three locations where the
remote damage survey was conducted (Dibyosaputro et al. 2015). To reflect this, we
increased the modelled tephra fall loads - again by 30% - for all 1,154 buildings in the
original survey. These increased loads (maximum increase of 43 kg m-2) were then used
to recalculate building vulnerabilities, reflecting that buildings in the survey may have
higher load bearing capacities than originally thought. Increasing the loading in this way
had the effect of shifting the fragility curves to the right (greater loads) by 30%; for
example, taking the interpolation curves for clay-tiled roofs, the tephra load associated
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with a 50% probability of achieving or exceeding DS 3 shifts from 122 kg m-2 to 159 kg
m-2 when considering wet versus dry loads.

5.4 Results
5.4.1 Damage hindcasts
Across the four scenarios for the 2014 eruption, hindcasts for the total number of
damaged buildings ranged from 88,000 - 130,000 (Figure 5.5 and Table 5.4). Results
were more sensitive to the use of different hazard inputs (and their associated set of
fragility curves) than to the different exposure datasets. Damage counts estimated using
the tephra inversion hazard giving damage were 39-44 % higher (n = 34,000-40,000)
than the isopach interpolation hazard. This is likely because lower tephra loads were
calculated by the inversion method in the seven areas where damage was surveyed by
Williams et al. (2020). These relatively lower loads led to the inversion derived fragility
curves modelling buildings as relatively more susceptible to damage than the
interpolation method, particularly at low hazard intensities that affect large numbers of
buildings (e.g. 25-50 kg m-2 tephra loads).
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Figure 5.5: Numbers of damaged buildings from the 2014 eruption, grouped by roof type
(Grey/Tiled), hazard model (Interpolation/Inversion) and exposure inventory (GEM/Nested).
The “Nested” exposure dataset refers to OSM data that is nested within GEM data. ‘Grey’ refers
to the colour of the roof in satellite imagery, with typology inferred to be asbestos fibre sheets
or sheet metal. Numbers of DS 0/1 buildings are given in Table 5.4. They make up 86-97% of
all buildings exposed (where a building is defined as being exposed when it receives tephra loads
≥ 0.5 kg m-2).

The use of different building exposure inventories in our damage hindcasts for the 2014
eruption had a lesser effect on the total number of damaged buildings than the hazard
reconstruction method. Use of the larger Nested exposure inventory with either hazard
layer resulted in only a 3-7% increase in the number of damaged buildings compared to
when the GEM exposure inventory was used. This was unexpected considering the
Nested exposure inventory contained 45% more buildings (n = 160,000) within ~20 km
of the vent. The small difference may be explained by the distribution of buildings
within the two datasets relative to the tephra fall dispersal. For example, though the
GEM dataset contains fewer buildings, those buildings were exposed to higher hazard
intensities. For example, 20 % of buildings from the GEM dataset are exposed to
relatively high tephra loads > 50 kg m-2 (~3.6 cm dry thickness) whereas only 10% of the
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Nested exposure dataset are exposed to this loading (Figure 5.4). Hazard intensities >
50 kg m–2 load have a relatively strong effect on damage estimation because they
correspond to at least a 40 % chance of some level of damage occurring (≥ DS 2) for all
four sets of fragility curves used in this study. The smaller number of buildings in the
GEM dataset is therefore cancelled out, at least partly, by the greater number of
buildings 10-15 km west and northwest of the vent.

Table 5.4: Numbers of buildings in each damage state for each roof type, hazard model and
exposure inventory. The total number exposed is calculated as the number of buildings receiving
≥ 0.5 kg m-2 of tephra.
Exposure

GEM

Nested

Hazard

Interpolation

Vulnerability

Grey

Inversion
Tile

Grey

Interpolation
Tile

Grey

Inversion
Tile

Grey

Tile

Damage State
0/1
281,756

2,278,636

82,735

685,478

296,811

2,397,668

93,972

781,129

4,786

54,328

7,331

71,337

5,198

57,484

8,228

78,255

4,176

23,629

7,373

34,675

4,296

22,595

8,008

34,564

298

385

552

494

288

329

557

418

2
3
4/5
Total number
damaged

87,602

121,762

90,190

130,030

2,647,994

889,975

2,784,669

1,005,131

Total number
exposed

By far the most common damage state in these assessments was DS0/1, making up 8697% of all buildings exposed to ≥ 0.5 kg m-2 tephra loads. Severe roof or building collapse
(DS4/5) is the least commonly predicted damage state by far, accounting for < 1% of all
damaged buildings (DS2 - DS4/5) in all four of the damage estimations. The total
number of DS4/5 buildings estimated ranged from 617-1,046, slightly higher than the >
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550 roof collapses reported following the 1990 Kelud eruption, which makes sense
considering the eruptive volume of the 1990 eruption was roughly a third that of the
2014 eruption (~0.1 km3 versus ~0.3 km3) though wind conditions during the 1990
eruption dispersed tephra to the south-west, directly towards the closest town, Blitar
(Bourdier et al. 1997). The more prone to collapse, grey roofed buildings comprise a
disproportionate 43-57% of all DS4/5 buildings despite only making up 11% of the
building population, highlighting the effect their differences in vulnerability have on
damage estimates.

5.4.2 Damage forecasts
Based on the TephraProb hazard assessment for potential future tephra falls, out of the
three nearest cities - Kediri, Malang and Blitar - wind conditions and proximity meant
that Blitar (20 km south-west) faced the highest threat from tephra fall (Figure 5.6).
Despite Kediri (35 km west north-west) and Malang (35 km east) being a similar
distance from Kelud, Malang is substantially less likely to receive heavy tephra falls as a
result of dominantly easterly wind directions above the volcano.
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Figure 5.6: Probabilistic isomass maps showing the minimum expected tephra accumulations
when the highest 25% and 75% of accumulations are considered on a cell-by-cell basis from all
10,000 simulations for VEI 4 and VEI 5 eruptions. Loads depicted in maps reflect dry deposit
densities. Maps produced using TephraProb with basemaps from Google Maps.

The isomass maps in Figure 5.6 are composed by aggregating all simulations together
and then ordering tephra loads from highest to lowest on a cell-by cell basis so that
isomass lines can be contoured using the smallest value available when a percentage of
values are considered. In this sense, isomass probability maps can be viewed as maps of
exceedance probabilities, useful for visualising large numbers of tephra dispersals at once
to gain a general view of which areas receive specific accumulations of tephra more often
than others. Such maps have been used to forecast exposure to and impacts from tephra
fall hazards in several previous studies (e.g. Biass et al., 2017; Parra et al., 2020; ReyesHardy et al., 2021). However, because probabilistic isomass maps aggregate a large
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number of simulations and treat them on a cell-by-cell basis, they do not represent the
hazard associated with individual tephra dispersals possible in a future eruption. To
account for this, we conducted individual building damage forecasts for each of the
10,000 simulations for the two VEIs considered. By combining each of these
simulations with a unique set of rain fall assumptions, an exposure inventory and a set
of fragility curves, a total of 240,000 building damage forecasts were made (Figure 5.7).
The shift in the points represents the change in building damage counts for each
considered rainfall condition, i.e. fragility curves developed under dry tephra load
conditions and then applied to wet tephra loads (blue points – 30% hazard increase), or
vice versa (orange points – 30% vulnerability decrease). The ‘noise’ surrounding the blue
and orange points indicates that that the size of the damage increase (blue points) or
decrease (orange points) varies from one tephra footprint to the next. The black points
appear as lines in Figure 5.7 because the y-axis percentile values for all points were
calculated by ranking each of the 10,000 TephraProb simulations (in each subplot)
according to the number of buildings damaged under the ‘Dry 2014, Dry forecast’ rain
conditions.

In terms of the sensitivity of estimated damage counts to varying inputs, a change in
eruption VEI leads to the largest change in total number of buildings damaged. Damage
counts increase on average (medians given as coloured values in each subplot) nearly
five-fold, from ~70,000 for a VEI 4 scenario up to ~350,000 for a VEI 5. The next
biggest influence on results came from switching fragility curves, with the Inversion
curves giving damage counts 42% higher than the Interpolation curves (n = 170,000 up
to 250,000). The Nested exposure inventory, with its larger number of buildings
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compared to the GEM exposure inventory produced damage estimates that were 26%
larger on average (n = 190,000 for GEM compared to 240,000 for Nested). Importantly
the extra 160,000 buildings in the Nested exposure inventory mean it has only ~4% more
buildings than the GEM inventory, but the proximity of these additional buildings
(within 20 km of Kelud) has meant they increase damage counts by well over 4%. A .csv
file with the damage modelling inputs and the number of buildings in each damage state
for all 240,000 forecasts is available on Github at https://github.com/flying-rock/keluddamage.
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Figure 5.7: Building damage forecasts for all 24 unique combinations of rain conditions and
hazard, exposure and vulnerability (HEV) components. There are 10,000 black, blue and orange
points in each subplot (30,000 points total), representing the 10,000 TephraProb simulations
for each VEI under the three different rainfall conditions. In each subplot, the same simulation
is plotted based on the percentile location of the baseline ‘Dry 2014, Dry forecast’ black points
(i.e. each simulation is at the same point on the y axis). The coloured numbers in each subplot
give the median number of damaged buildings in millions.

We considered six Baseline models that assumed dry tephra deposits, interpolation
curves and the Nested exposure for the 25th, 50th and 75th percentile damage counts for
the VEI 4 and 5 scenarios (Table 1.5). From these baseline models, the influence of
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model inputs on total building damage counts could be assessed for seven permutations
of hazard, exposure and rain conditions (Table 5.5). The numbers of damaged buildings
for given percentiles were calculated using the average value from the 100 simulations
surrounding each percentile (e.g. for the 75th percentile, the 100 TephraProb simulations
with percentiles ranging from 74.5 -75.5 were used). The sensitivity analysis indicates
that damage counts from the smallest eruptions (i.e. VEI 4, 25th percentile) are the most
sensitive to changes in modelling inputs (Figure 5.8). This could be due to the fact that
building exposure increases dramatically with distance from Kelud (e.g. 10 buildings
within 5 km, to 30,000 within 10 km, to 120,000 within 15 km), meaning relatively
slight increases/decreases to the tephra load threshold (and therefore spatial extent) for
DS 2 have larger effects on relatively small eruptions. Figure 5.8 also shows that when
multiple inputs are changed at once the variation this produces can be greater than the
sum of the variations that arose from changing each input individually. For example, the
highest variation percentages from the ‘Exposure change’ group and the ‘Rain decreased
vulnerability’ group are both below 40% but combining these two changes to form the
‘Minimum damage’ group led to one variation that was > 80%.

Table 5.5: The varying combinations of damage modelling components used to assess model
sensitivity in Figure 5.8. Grey boxes indicate components that were varied in each group, relative
to the Baseline model.
Damage modelling description

Damage modelling components
Vulnerability

Exposure

Rain conditions

Baseline model

Interpolation curves

Nested

Dry 2014, dry forecast

Vulnerability change

Inversion curves

Nested

Dry 2014, dry forecast

Exposure change

Interpolation curves

GEM

Dry 2014, dry forecast

Rain decreased vulnerability

Interpolation curves

Nested

Wet 2014, dry forecast

Rain increased hazard

Interpolation curves

Nested

Dry 2014, wet forecast

Maximum damage

Inversion curves

Nested

Dry 2014, wet forecast
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Minimum damage

Interpolation curves

GEM

Wet 2014, dry forecast

Opposing changes (exp. vul.)

Inversion curves

GEM

Dry 2014, dry forecast

Figure 5.8: Damage forecasting sensitivity plot indicating how the total number of damaged
buildings changes for varying HEV and/or rain condition modelling inputs. The inputs used in
the Baseline model and the inputs corresponding to each of the seven groups in the plot are
given in Table 5.5.

By modelling damage associated with each simulation, rather than modelling damage
on simulations that have been aggregated to form probabilistic isomass maps (such as
those in Figure 5.6), we were able to compare the damage counts resulting from the use
of these two different hazard modelling approaches (Figure 5.9). We found that damage
counts tended to be substantially higher when individual simulations were used instead
of isomass probability maps. For example, for VEI 4 eruptions there were ~600% fewer
damaged buildings modelled when the 75% isomass probability map was used compared
to when the average of the counts from the 100 simulations used to calculate 25th
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percentile rank were used (n = 3850 buildings compared to n = 27,000 buildings,
respectively). The difference in damage counts decreased as isomass probability
thresholds were lowered, with only a 0.3% difference in count between the VEI 5 25%
isomass probability map and the corresponding 75th percentile rank (Figure 5.9c). This
is because aggregating simulations and applying probability thresholds to them acts to
spatially constrict the extent of tephra falls compared to individual simulations, with
more widespread, lighter tephra accumulations being more constricted than heavier
accumulations.

Figure 5.9: Comparison of damage counts from probabilistic isomass maps and individual
TephraProb simulations. a) Damage count map for a VEI 5 eruption with a 50% isomass
probability threshold. b) Damage count map for the 50th percentile VEI 5 simulation, where
simulations are ranked according to number of damaged buildings. c) Numbers of buildings
damaged for 75, 50 and 25% isomass probability thresholds compared to the 25th, 50th and 75th
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percentile rank, respectively. The damage modelling inputs are the same as those used in the
Baseline model (Table 5.5). The maps a) and b) correspond to the middle two bars on the
bottom subplot in c). They have a 70% difference in total damage counts (n = 135,000
buildings).

5.5 Discussion
5.5.1 Lessons learnt from Kelud
Media video footage and field-based damage surveys made after the Kelud 2014
eruption can help to validate the accuracy of our damage estimations for this eruption
(Satu 2014; Blake et al. 2015; Paripurno et al. 2015; Williams et al. 2020). These sources
suggest that although building damage was widespread, few buildings experienced
severe roof collapse. Conversely, 37% of our TephraProb based damage forecasts for a
VEI 4 eruption modelled roof/building collapse to > 10,000 buildings, roughly 10 times
higher than our highest hindcast for the 2014 eruption (1,046 buildings). From this
perspective, the severity of building damage we estimated for the 2014 eruption can be
considered relatively low for a VEI 4 eruption, which fits with the estimated volume of
tephra fall from this eruption (0.24 – 0.47 km3) corresponding to that of a small to medium
sized VEI 4 (Maeno et al. 2019b).

The Indonesian National Board for Disaster Management (Badan Nasional
Penanggulangan Bencana; BNPB) stated that they would assist local government in
conducting impact assessments for agriculture and buildings after the 2014 eruption
(BNPB 2014). If the building damage impact assessment conducted by BNPB were to
be used to assess the accuracy of our damage hindcasts, this could become the first tephra
fall building damage estimate to be validated against actual damage. However, to the
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best of our knowledge, any official reports from these assessments are not currently
publicly available, so validation remains an elusive and important area of future study.
Online news articles and an International Federation of the Red Cross report, both
published within three weeks of the eruption, reported damage to ~16,000-26,000
buildings (IFRC 2014; Jakarta Post 2014). These values differ substantially from our
hindcasts in Table 5.4 (88,000 – 130,000 buildings), but it is difficult to determine how
the hindcasts or the post-eruption damage reports may be over or underestimating the
full extent of damage that actually occurred. If impact assessments have indeed been
carried out, the gathered data should ideally be utilised by officials and/or local
stakeholders to improve understanding and management of impacts following future
eruptions within Indonesia and globally.

Forecasting the extent and severity of volcanic impacts as accurately as possible prior to
an eruption is critical for developing a mature plan for disaster response and recovery.
Estimating building damage from one volcanic hazard only forms one part of what is
required for a full risk assessment. Impacts from multiple volcanic hazards to health,
infrastructure, wellbeing and livelihoods also need to be assessed to devise appropriate
risk reduction and management plans. Additionally, for large-scale eruptions it is
important to consider whether communities are likely to return to heavily impacted areas
and over what timescales. If communities are to return, the time and resources required
to clean-up large volumes of tephra, the impact of tephra falls on local agriculture, the
possibility of long-term remobilisation and rain-triggered lahars will all be important
aspects to consider at Kelud (Janda et al. 1996; Hayes et al. 2019b; Wild et al. 2019;
Dominguez et al. 2021).
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5.5.2 Wider implications for damage assessment
Early tephra fall building damage research was strongly focused on identifying loads
likely to cause severe roof or building collapse. In any given tephra fall however, deposit
thinning with distance means that light tephra falls cover a relatively large area, meaning
buildings receiving relatively light to moderate damage will typically far outnumber
collapses, as was the case in this study.

Our study highlights that seemingly slight differences in the inputs of a risk/impact
assessment will typically generate highly variable outputs, but conversely, that under
certain conditions, large differences can have relatively little effect. For example, during
the 2014 hindcasts, using the GEM exposure inventory with 160,000 fewer buildings
than the Nested inventory only reduced damage counts by 3-7% (2,500 to 8,000
buildings). This low variation is particularly surprising considering relatively small VEI
4 eruptions were identified as the most sensitive to changes in damage modelling inputs
(Figure 5.8), and that damage forecasts found that use of the GEM exposure inventory
led to a 26% reduction in damage counts, on average, relative to the Nested inventory.
Hence, in areas where OSM building footprints appear to be accurate and largely
complete, we recommend modelling exposure using OSM or Nested inventories as
developed here, rather than relying upon disaggregated building count data such as the
GEM inventory, which is likely to be less accurate at the finer scale.

Despite the four damage hindcasts for the 2014 eruption all using credible data inputs,
the largest damage count was 48% larger than the smallest (difference of 42,000
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buildings). If estimates can vary so widely, despite using reconstructed tephra dispersals
from an eruption that has already occurred and been characterised, how much certainty
can we place in damage forecasting for eruptions that have yet to occur? For both our
hindcasts and forecasts, damage modelling was most sensitive to the use of different
fragility curves (Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.8). This suggests a need to better understand
and communicate the sources of uncertainty in the vulnerability components of volcanic
risk and impact assessments, with the aim of reducing them. As pointed out in previous
studies, uncertainty surrounding tephra fall building vulnerability can be reduced by
directly linking accurate tephra fall hazard intensity measurements to each building
within a post-eruption damage survey (Hayes et al. 2019a). Such measurements should
include several bulk density measurements across the impacted area to help account for
density changes associated with changing grainsize distribution and/or any additional
loading from rainfall absorption (Williams et al. 2021). By improving and standardising
the data we collect in post-eruption damage surveys, we can refine/validate pre-existing
fragility curves and as more data become available, we can cover a wider range of building
types present around the world (Deligne et al., in review).

5.5.3 Limitations and future work
Uncertainty in any impact or risk assessment is driven by the uncertainty associated with
each component of the assessment (hazard, exposure and vulnerability). Based on
previous repose intervals at Kelud, the next explosive eruption may not occur for several
decades (Goode et al. 2018; Maeno et al. 2019a). This means using present day exposure
and vulnerability to make damage estimates fails to account for future changes in landuse
or changes typical construction practices. Such changes can and increasingly are being
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modelled in disaster risk studies (Mestav Sarica et al. 2020; Galasso et al. 2021) and the
methods employed there could be transferred to volcanic risk and impact. Many factors
that control tephra fall vulnerability such as building age and condition, roof cladding,
framing and pitch, are typically not captured in exposure databases, even in the insurance
industry (Blong et al. 2017b). Where possible, investing in pre-eruption exposure or
vulnerability assessments that specifically capture these building attributes (e.g. Pomonis
et al., 1999; Marti et al., 2008) could enable far more accurate forecasts of building
damage.

The fragility curves used in this study have the advantage of being developed specifically
from and for buildings in this region and Williams et al. (2020) calculated that their
prediction accuracies (for the 2014 eruption they were produced from) were similar to
those for tsunami hazard fragility curves (Macabuag et al. 2016; Chua et al. 2020).
However, compared to the curves developed for those studies, the curves from Williams
et al. (2020) were derived purely from damage observed in satellite images, and the
curves for the highest damage state was developed based on relatively few roof/building
collapse observations (29 DS 4/5 observations). This means their ability to accurately
forecast damage from future eruptions remains relatively untested. The amount of data
available on roof/building collapse can be expanded through experimental testing, such
as the loading experiments conducted for Neapolitan roof types by Petrazzuoli and
Zuccaro (2004) and Spence et al. (2004).

The simplistic manner in which fragility curves for different types of buildings were
mapped to the building exposure inventory is another limitation of the present study.
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To avoid assigning fragility curves by randomly sampling a proportion of buildings from
exposure inventories, more sophisticated remote sensing methods that can identify
individual buildings with different types of roofs could be employed (Mossoux et al.
2018), though purchasing the imagery required for such analysis over the entire
12,000 km2 area of where exposure was modelled could be prohibitively expensive.

This study could offer more insights into the likely impacts of future eruptions by
providing a more thorough analysis of the results of the TephraProb hazard assessment.
For example, it could be useful to analyse seasonal wind patterns and the role they play
on tephra dispersal, or what combinations of eruptive conditions (such as erupted
volume and column height) are likely to trigger a certain threshold of damage that might
be deemed relevant to disaster response and recovery efforts. Hazard curves could also
have been calculated for particular sites of interest, such as the Kelud volcano
observatory, which is roughly 8 km west of the vent. Such analyses of tephra hazard were
not performed as the main aim of this study was to assess the sensitivity of damage
estimates to varying damage modelling inputs and methods. In this regard, a key finding
of this study related to hazard is that modelling tephra fall hazards using probabilistic
isomass maps (formed by statistical aggregation of multiple tephra dispersals) tends to
spatially constrict the hazard, with the potential to greatly underestimate the number of
assets exposed to tephra and the likely impacts of tephra falls.

Our estimations only consider damage caused by tephra fall hazards. In large-scale
explosive eruptions, it is expected that additional volcanic hazards will be produced, and
these can contribute to building damage, particularly at higher damage states.
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Cumulated damage could also be considered, although this is rarely done in risk
assessment. For example, if a building is expected to sustain moderate damage from a
tephra fall, but be destroyed by a pyroclastic density current from the same eruption
scenario, then this building should not contribute towards the tephra fall building
damage estimate. Hazard interactions that act to increase or decrease overall damage
could also be considered. For example, it is thought buildings are more likely to collapse
when shaken by volcanic earthquakes if they have heavy tephra fall deposits on their
roofs (Zuccaro et al. 2008), or large wind advected clasts may shatter roof tiles, reducing
the probability of severe roof collapse by removing the tile platform upon which tephra
can accumulate (Blake et al. 2015; Williams et al. 2019).

5.6 Conclusions
The February 2014 eruption of Kelud produced tephra falls that damaged thousands of
buildings around the volcano. We used a suite of fragility curves for differing levels of
damage, combined with multiple building exposure inventories and plausible tephra
hazard layers, to estimate the total number of buildings damaged. This represents the
first eruption for which the full range of structural building damage has been either
hindcast or forecast, with previous assessments considering only damage from
roof/building collapse. The four resulting estimates ranged from 88,000-130,000 with
an estimate of 90,000 likely to be the most accurate. The maximum number of building
or roof collapses amongst all four estimates was 1,046, showing that by only considering
the most severe damage state we vastly underestimate the total numbers, repair/rebuild
costs, areas and people impacted by building damage. We conducted a scenario-based
probabilistic tephra fall hazard assessment to make damage forecasts in the event of a
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future VEI 4 or VEI 5 eruption, based on present day exposure and vulnerability. For
each VEI we present the following summary of results:
• Half of all VEI 4 simulations modelled severe roof collapse to > 1,300

buildings
• Half of all VEI 4 simulations modelled at least moderate damage to > 43,000
buildings
• Half of all VEI 5 simulations modelled severe roof collapse to > 14,000
buildings
• Half of all VEI 5 simulations modelled at least moderate damage to >
260,000 buildings
This study has highlighted the high sensitivity of impact and risk assessment results to
subtle changes in hazard, exposure and vulnerability inputs. In our tephra fall building
damage estimates, simultaneously changing exposure and vulnerability inputs gave
damage count variations of up to 80% relative to a baseline set of model inputs. If it
remains unclear which inputs or methods should be used when there are multiple
feasible options, future impact and risk studies should take the opportunity to use all of
these, as a means to better capture uncertainty in the results. Though it should be noted
that following such an approach is likely to make analysis and communication of risk
and impact information more challenging (Thompson et al. 2015).

This hazard and impact assessment, and associated impact sensitivity study can be
replicated for volcanoes outside of Java, Indonesia. However, existing fragility curves for
buildings outside this region are limited to those forecasting high severity roof collapse
damage. We found that the greatest sensitivity in total damage counts was a result of
large variations in the lower damage states, with higher damage states such as roof
collapse affecting a limited number of buildings meaning the contribution to total
damage counts was less dominant. For studies only considering the possibility of
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roof/building collapse, it would be interesting to see if the fragility curves remain the
largest source of uncertainty (after a change in eruption VEI). By accounting for
multiple sources of uncertainty and forecasting or hindcasting multiple levels of damage,
i.e. not just roof/building collapse, we believe that broader and more relevant risk
management information is provided. By combining the methods of Williams et al.
(2020) and this study, we hope that full suites of fragility curves can be produced for
more areas around the world, allowing for more informative forecasts and hindcasts and
a more general understanding of how hazard, exposure and vulnerability contribute to
such estimates.
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Chapter 6 Thesis Conclusions
If populations continue to increase within areas close to active volcanoes, human
settlements and livelihoods will inevitably be threatened more frequently by volcanic
eruptions (Barclay et al. 2019; Freire et al. 2019). However, by gaining a deeper
understanding of how communities have been impacted in the past, the impacts of
future eruptions can be better anticipated and eventually reduced. The damage and
destruction of buildings by tephra hazards is of particular concern because building
occupants may be killed when buildings fail or because damage to large numbers of
buildings can limit available housing and place a burden on post-eruption recovery
efforts (Blong et al. 2017b; Brown et al. 2017; Burnel 2021).

The research in this thesis has offered methodological approaches and empirical data
that may be used to deepen the understanding of how tephra hazards impact buildings.
This concluding chapter reviews how the previous chapters have contributed to the
thesis objectives laid out in the introduction, gives a list of suggested best-practice
approaches to be applied in future studies of a similar nature and highlights future
research directions for tephra hazards building damage research.

6.1 Discussion of objectives and future research directions
Four objectives were identified as contributing towards the thesis aim. Here we discuss
how the key findings or outputs of each chapter contribute to these objectives.

-

Objective 1: To increase the quantity of data available for building vulnerability
assessment for tephra hazards
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In Chapters 2 and 3, new data and vulnerability models have been produced that can
improve our ability to forecast building damage from tephra fall and ballistic projectile
hazards. Chapter 2 presents the first tephra fall fragility curves for buildings in
Indonesia, the country considered to have the highest volcanic threat in the world
(Brown et al. 2019). The remote surveying method we established can be applied to
other eruptions to increase the amount of empirical damage data, and the number
fragility curves, available globally. The main purpose of providing new curves is to
improve the accuracy and confidence in the damage forecasts/post-disaster damage
assessments in which they are used. In doing so, such assessments are likely to better
inform disaster response and disaster risk management.

Precisely how many different types or groups of buildings should have their vulnerability
characterised in order to conduct damage assessments that are deemed acceptably
accurate remains uncertain. For example, if building typologies are made overly specific
then the underlying amount of available data will be reduced and variability in potential
damage arising from differing construction quality, condition and local building
practices may be lost, resulting in curves that may be overly confident. Another potential
issue with increasing curve specificity is that existing building exposure data rarely have
sufficient detail to confidently map a specific curve to individual buildings. For building
vulnerability to seismic hazards there are over 600 fragility and vulnerability curves
available just within the Global Earthquake Model’s OpenQuake Engine (Martins and
Silva 2020). For tephra fall hazards there are now 50 curves, including 25 vulnerability
and 25 fragility curves for buildings of various construction and roof types. For ballistic
projectile hazards, there are now sets of fragility curves quantifying penetration
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probability as a function of kinetic energy for nine different building materials (Biass et
al. 2016c; Williams et al. 2017, 2019), two of which have also considered the ability of
tephra deposits to cushion ballistic impacts. By increasing the number of fragility or
vulnerability curves available, a larger number of more sophisticated damage assessments
can be conducted and eventually the quality of the curves can be increased through
validation/refinement of these damage assessments against observed damage in future
eruptions.

-

Objective 2: To promote the use of standardised methods for fragility curve
fitting, uncertainty quantification and prediction accuracy in future volcanic
vulnerability studies

In Chapter 3 of this thesis, it was demonstrated that fragility curves, and associated
confidence intervals, can be constructed using standardised statistical methods even
when relatively few damage observations are available (for three of the four sets of curves
in this study, < 15 observations were used per set). By establishing that curves can be fit
with relatively few data and providing the open-access code used to fit curves, the
research in Chapter 3 may encourage a greater number of studies to develop new fragility
curves for volcanic or other hazards. For example, the code in from Chapter 3 was used
by James Williams in their research to develop fragility curves for roads and power poles
impacted by tsunami hazards in Williams (2020).

Again, as a greater number of curves become available, our ability to model volcanic
impacts will likely be improved. Also if larger numbers of curves can be developed using
standardised methods, these can inform curve development during expert elicitation,
producing so called ‘hybrid’ curves that can incorporate multiple data sources and curve
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fitting methods during the curve development process (Wilson et al. 2017).

Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 outlined methods (and provided code) to calculate fragility
curve prediction accuracy and uncertainty. By assessing how uncertainty or prediction
accuracy change when the damage observations used to fit curves are decreased or
increased it could be possible to optimise building damage surveys before an eruption
even begins by identifying the minimum or ideal number of observations to make per
recognised building type and to assess the importance of making observations across a
wide range of hazard intensities. Considering uncertainty surrounding vulnerability
models has rarely been characterised for studies of any natural hazard (Rossetto and
Ioannou 2018), these types of optimisations have yet to be widely carried out. Such
analysis could be carried out using the Kelud damage survey from Chapter 2 or using
the damage surveys from earlier eruptions, described in Chapter 1.

-

Objective 3: To constrain the maximum tephra load increases that are likely
when tephra fall deposits are exposed to rain

The laboratory experiments in Chapter 4 established that for a wide range of tephra fall
deposits, it is unlikely that they can be completely saturated by rainfall, meaning the
saturation assumption of Macedonio and Costa (2012) should be used with caution.
Numerous publications have considered that rainfall might increase tephra loading,
citing Macedonio and Costa (2012) and stating accurately that rainfalls are theoretically
capable of doubling the load of a deposit (e.g. Jenkins et al. 2014, 2015; Blong et al.
2017). One of the key findings of Chapter 4 is that 100% load increases are unlikely,
because the only deposits with high enough porosities to achieve such an increase would
likely either be compacted by rainfall, thereby decreasing their porosity (Blong et al.
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2017a), or they will have drainage rates that are too high for natural rainfall rates to
allow saturation (Williams et al. 2021). Future studies considering the effect of rainfall
on loading should attempt to estimate the porosity of deposits to better constrain the
upper limit of load increases. Damage forecasts should also consider the amount of
rainfall that typically falls in the area as this will also inform loading increases.

-

Objective 4: Quantify how the use of different but credible hazard, exposure
and vulnerability inputs in tephra fall damage assessments influences their
results

Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5 all contribute towards this final objective. For example, by
calculating the uncertainty surrounding fragility or vulnerability curves following the
methods outlined in Chapters 2 and 3, risk assessments can propagate this uncertainty
through to their risk calculations, ultimately making them more informative. Chapter 4
demonstrates how rainfall can externally influence the hazard posed by tephra falls to
buildings. Chapter 5 showed that the use of various damage modelling assumptions and
methods can contribute to large changes in the number of buildings expected to sustain
damage from the same tephra fall. For example, when two different methods were used
to reconstruct tephra fall deposits using the same thickness measurement data, from the
same eruption, the number of buildings estimated to be damaged changed by > 40%. If
using different methods to reconstruct tephra deposits from an eruption that has already
occurred can have such strong effect on the results of damage modelling, how much
confidence can we place in damage forecasts for eruptions that have yet to occur? In this
particular example, uncertainty surrounding damage estimates could be substantially
reduced if there was enough confidence in tephra hazard intensity measurements, to
allow only one set of fragility curves to be developed. In other words, if tephra
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thickness/loading measurements were taken in all areas where building damage surveys
were conducted, there would be no reason to develop two individual sets of fragility
curves that use different hazard intensities derived from separate tephra dispersal
reconstruction methods. Chapter 5 highlights the importance of conducting sensitivity
analyses of damage models or at least suggests that researchers should aim to achieve a
higher degree of transparency when describing their methods used to model damage
and any assumptions that were required.

6.1.1 Additional future research directions
Data that already exist from the building damage surveys outlined in the Introduction
should be standardised and compiled to form a database of all the observations that
would permit comparison across similar building types and damage states. New tephra
fall fragility curves could be developed from such a database and with a larger number
of combined observations, factors contributing to damage, such as the age or preeruption condition of a building could be more quantitatively assessed. Another factor
that could be investigated using such a database would be the effect of roof pitch on
mitigating damage. To date it remains uncertain whether steeply pitched roofs in
different parts of the world are substantially less vulnerable than flat roofs, especially flat
roofs that have been designed to allow roof access (Spence et al. 2005). The methods
presented in this thesis for fragility curve uncertainty quantification and predication
accuracy could be used to compare curves produced by different surveys to form an
evidence base for best-practice in future surveys.

Buildings with long-span roofs (those where rafters or trusses that support roof purlins
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are spaced ≥ 5 m apart, as defined by Spence et al. (1996)) are the most vulnerable to
roof collapse but such structures are often used as evacuation centres during eruptions
because they can shelter large numbers of evacuees (Bourdier et al. 1997). Structures
that commonly have long-span roofs such as churches, school buildings, gymnasiums
and supermarkets are also of relatively high importance to communities and thus, I
suggest future tephra fall building damage research be directed towards better
understanding the vulnerability and potential strengthening of these structures.
Temporary/emergency props were used to support 40 roofs in Villa la Angostura,
Argentina following the 2011 Cordon Caulle eruption (Craig et al. 2016), but the
effectiveness of this mitigation measure was not reported and to my knowledge, there
are no other published reports documenting the effectiveness of this risk mitigation
measure. Therefore, the use of props and other potential mitigation strategies,
particularly for highly vulnerable buildings that are critical to communities, should be
more thoroughly examined. Either through analytical loading simulations, laboratory
based loading experiments or more thorough interrogation of empirical data following
future eruptions.

This thesis has placed a heavy focus on assessing and forecasting building damage with
little consideration of the economic or social impacts that may result from damage. One
reason for this is that the laboratory and remote sensing methods used in this thesis are
not well suited to studying the complex and long-term economic or social impacts of
eruptions (Bonadonna et al. 2018; Scheele et al. 2020). However, as more case studies
directed at the wider impacts of volcanic eruptions become available and our
understanding of physical vulnerability to volcanic hazards becomes continually more
sophisticated (Deligne et al. 2021), our ability to link physical damage to its likely
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economic and social impacts will improve. To increase the data pool for such studies,
multi-disciplinary collaboration should be sought with groups who play a role in disaster
response and recovery such as: disaster management agencies, non-governmental
organisations and the insurance industry (Blong and Aislabie 1988; Mondal et al. 2015;
Andreastuti et al. 2017). Forensic analysis of impacts from previous volcanic eruptions
and disasters (e.g. Wantim et al. 2018) could also be compared with non-volcanic
disasters to identify recovery patterns and lessons that might be relevant from other,
more frequently impactful hazards (e.g. Pribadi et al. 2014; Di Gregorio and Soares
2017; Kotani et al. 2020).

6.2 Suggested best practices for future tephra hazard building damage surveys
Lessons learned from the remote building damage assessment presented in Chapter 2
and the key findings from the other chapters can be used to inform the following
suggestions for best-practice in tephra fall and ballistic projectile building damage
surveys.

• Surveys should ideally be led by, or at least involve local researchers
From a practical point of view, local researchers are likely to have a much deeper
understanding of the context of building damage than researchers who are from outside
the region. For example, following the 2017-2018 eruption of Ambae in Vanuatu, many
buildings appeared to have had their roof gutters snapped off to the ground by
surprisingly small accumulations of tephra. Through collaboration with local scientists,
it was later recognised that gutters were likely purposely removed prior to tephra falls,
to minimise ash contamination in rain water collection tanks that are an essential water
source on Ambae (Mcsporran 2019). From an ethical point of view, it is crucial to
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collaborate with local researchers because it is fair, because they have historically been
excluded from disaster research and because research is likely to be more relevant to an
affected community if it is led by people with a stronger connection to that community
(Gaillard and Peek 2019).

•

Surveyors should avoid entering buildings that still have large amounts of
tephra on their roofs (e.g. > 10 cm of tephra)
As noted by Blong and McKee (1995) several buildings exposed to tephra following the
1994 eruption of Rabaul didn’t collapse until over a month after the eruption had
finished. The potential for delayed collapse of structures means surveyors who enter
buildings risk being trapped or crushed under a collapsing roof or wall, long after an
eruption has finished. Caution should be taken in such situations and damage
observations can be made from a safe location outside the structure. The use of uncrewed
aerial vehicles (UAVs) may enable safe surveying inside such structures and further
research into the challenges and potential applications of UAVs for collecting volcanic
risk data remotely would be valuable (Kerle et al. 2019). For example, light detecting
and ranging (lidar) systems based on UAVs can be used to classify roof type and measure
roof pitch, meaning they could make valuable contributions to pre-eruption exposure
cataloguing efforts (Patiluna et al. 2021).

•

In addition to measurements of tephra deposit thickness, several samples of
tephra should be taken during surveys so that deposit density and hence
loading can be measured, rather than estimated as has been done in the past. If
time permits, in situ deposit density and loading measurements should be
made in the field.
This could be a time-consuming practice during field campaigns that are often severely
time-limited, and there may be restrictions to the removal of deposits may be prohibited
(e.g. from within national parks). To account for this, future damage surveys should
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ideally include larger teams of people than have been available in the past. Alternatively,
collaborations should be strengthened between groups that are surveying damage and
groups that are primarily interested in characterising tephra deposits, so that the latter
could take samples that may benefit both groups. The number of samples/measurements
necessary to capture deposit density variations in different areas will vary based on
eruption dynamics and when and where rainfall occurs. As a rule of thumb, I would
suggest that a new sample be taken whenever damage is surveyed in discrete new area,
or wherever a change in grainsize is perceivable either under a hand lens or to the naked
eye such as in Figure 4.1. If deposit thickness varies substantially within one area, a new
sample could be taken whenever thickness changes exceed some threshold that is
established by the survey group. Using the Mcsporran (2019) damage survey as an
example, the highest tephra thickness measured was < 25 cm, meaning if a thickness
change threshold of 2.5 cm was established, ~10 tephra samples (ideally weighing ≥ 500
g each) could be taken to make estimates of the relationship between deposit thickness
and bulk density. With careful sampling and storage, it could be possible for the
moisture content of the deposit at the time of sampling to also be calculated. In the
event that heavy rain fell on deposits, samples of tephra could also be used to constrain
upper limits of water absorption and associated loading increases via laboratory
experiments similar to those outlined in Chapter 4 (this has been done previously by
Spence et al. (1996) as it was known deposits were soaked by typhoon rains).

•

Surveys should establish a maximum allowable distance between tephra
thickness measurements and building damage sites.

Reconstructions of the 2014 Kelud eruption’s tephra dispersal were necessary because
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60% of the damage observations were > 1 km away from the nearest deposit thickness
measurement with a maximum distance 2.7 km. Measuring deposit thickness on or
adjacent to every building within a survey is likely to be prohibitively time-consuming
or may come at the cost of not surveying a larger number of buildings in depth. Each
survey will face different time and personnel constraints and so should establish its own
maximum allowable distance between hazard intensity and damage observations.
Thickness measurements themselves have a degree of uncertainty, which should ideally
be accounted for (Engwell et al. 2013). However, it is expected that the uncertainty
associated with different isopach maps or different tephra dispersal reconstruction
methods (which are required to estimate thickness in the absence of local measurement)
will usually lead to far greater uncertainty (e.g. Hayes et al. 2019; Chapter 5). For tephra
falls ≥ 20 cm, interferometric synthetic-aperture radar (InSAR) may be a viable remote
sensing tool for quantifying tephra thicknesses across large areas that may be inaccessible
to field survey teams (Jung et al. 2016; Biass et al. 2021). InSAR is not affected by cloud
cover but flyovers would need to capture pristine tephra falls before environmental or
human actions disturb deposits.
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